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FOREWARD

THIS DOCUMENT REPRESEN1 THE SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL COMPILATION

.0FJHIS MATERIAL. STATES NOT INCLUDED IN aHIS COMPILATION ARE ENCOURAGED

TD.SUBMIT INFORMATION FOR SUCCEEDING ISSUES,

, THIS COMPILATION OF RESEARCH ANDADEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES IN AGRI-

CULXURAL EDUCAT,ION LNCLUDES ABSTRACTS OF ,169 STUDIES COMPLETED DURING THE

',PERIOD JULY I, 1975 TO JUNE 30, 1976. TI4IRTY-ONE OF THEOMPLETED STUDIES

REPRESENT STAFF RESEARCH. 47 REPRESENT DOCTORAL THESES, TWIREPRESENT

SPECIALIgTS RAPER'S, AND 89 REPRESENT-MASTERS THESL STUDIES. ARE ARRANGED

ALPHABETICALLY BY_STATE AND ALPHABETICALLY BY AUTHOR WITHIN.STATES,_ A

SUBJECT INDEX, UTILIZING ERIC DESCRIPTORS, WAS PREPARED.

STUDIES REPORTED.AS IN PROGRES!' ',.'1NG 1976-77 WERE MAO COMPILED.

THEY ARE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY BY STATt. &NI PROGRESS WERE 33 STAFF

STUDIES, 28 DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS AND 31 MASTERS THESES.

THE COMPILATION OF,ABSTR%,o,OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
r

ACTIVITIES IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IS AN ACTIVITY OF THE RESEARCH
1,*

COMMITTEE OF THE AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN.VOCATIONAL,

ASSOCIATION. ALFRED J. MANNEBACH OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT HAS',

BEEN APPOINTED TO COMPILE THE 1976-77 REPORT.

THE LOCATION OF PREVIOUS SUMMARIES OF STUDIES COMPILED BY REGION,
. I

IS'SHOA AT THE BACK OF T-40I5 PUBACATIOK.

"rA J. DAVID MCCRI\CKEN
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'SUMMARIES OF STUDIES, 1975-76

ALARA,MA

EA-DDY, Vanik S. "An Evaluatipn of.the Technical-L-ternship In Agni-
cultural Edcation,at Auburn University." Staff Study.;:i 1975, Anbern

University, Auburn.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to determine the percepticns
3f interns and agribusinessmen towards the technical internship in agricul-
tural education.

Method. The findings of this repoi"t were based upon, 'data.s.uPplied
by 31. interns and 37 agribusinessmen who responded to questionnafres
immediately following the internships.

Ftndings. Interns rated twelve characteristics bf the internshipf
using a scale of one through five representing poor to outstanding.- A
rqnge of 3.47 to.4.73 occurred with six c,haracteristics receiving mean,
ratimgs above 4.00 and sixNkere below this level .which was assigned a
varue of "very good". Interns perceived the internship to be a "very
good", to ".oUtstanding" procedure for improving professional; technical,
and mechanical competencies required fdr teaching agribusiness education.
This approach we's considered a "very good" way to obtain occupational
information for student counseling. .

The importance of preliminary planning for the most effective .use

of the internship experience was revealed through'intern response. Rat-
ings of "very good" to "outstanding" were assigned to the suitability of
agribusinesses selectet, the attitude of the agribusiness personnel and
the value of wor4.assignments to the'professional performance o'T teachers.

The narrative responses df interns were highly -complimentary of...the .

practical experience gained, Teesonal contacts established, opportunity to
use modern equipment and information obtained Sor use in their instruction-
al programs.

Agribusinessmen rated eight characteristics on a five point scale
yielding a range of 3.80 to .4.68. Six of these characteristics received
a mean rating of 4.00 and above. "Agribusinessmen were,IMpressed with the
opportunity provided them td cooperatively invest in the techaical educ,a-

tion of teachers. Involvement of the agribusine-ssmen in develaPment of
the intern's plan of study resultedoin the creation of harmonious rela-L9_,-

tionships with the elimination of barriers to communication. .A majority

of the businessmen reported,satlsfaction with,the firogram

operated and pledged to coolierate again when requested.

Agribusinessmen were unanimous in declaring that the 'intern;hip
created no difficulties or igconveniences. Suggestions for improvement
centered ardumd consideration fat' seasonal tilpinguand more thorbugli
.,uvanced 'planning by interns to involve a0Fibusinessmen in developing the
intern's "plan of_study. It was suggested that interns should have, an
understamfing of basic principres, matesIals and procedures to better
benefit from applied advanced techniques. This was especially true
nurserymen who insisted that interns shOuld be capable of plant identifi-
cation,ouses and treatme.nt.

1
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ARIZONA

,

FUNKHOUSER, William A. "An.Evaluation of a Training Film Designed
to Develop Psychomotor Skill." Master 'of Agricultural Educatio'n Report,
1975, Univer4ity of Arizona, Tucson. .

,- Purpose. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effec-
tiveness oA'.a "school-produced," super 8mm agricultural mechanics tr"aining
film designed td develop psychomotor skills when used with students of,.
vocatiohal agriculture in Arizona.

-.N0-... .
.

,

, -_ .

Method. This was essentially an experimental study involving the
comparison of student performance of the skills a'ssoci.ated with adjusting
and igniting an oxygen-acetylene torch: The independent variable was a
,school-produCed, super 8mm trafibing film. Three groups were utilized as°
follows: ,ojle group'observed a teacher demonstration of correct procedure,
a second group observed the film onl

Y7

without a teacher demo,nstration and
the third group observed 4'a teacher emonstration plus revewing the film.
Dependent measures included: 1)4 elapsed time'required to complete tilt._ . _

exercise, 2Pcorrect Measurementof metal thickness,.3) selectOri of
proper tip, 4) correct working pressures, 5) a.j_sting to a neutral flame,
6) proper adjustment of regulators, 7) adjustment of proper volume of
acetylene after "Ifghting, 8) accuracy: to adjust acetylene- volume.

Findings. There was no statisticallz significant difference in
performance of the three groups in1 the firsli five dependent measures
listed above% Both the film-only Jgrou i and tle film/demonstration group
performed-at a significantly high r-level than the teacher-demvstration-
only group on the last three meas res.

%

GONZALES, Ismael. "A Follow-up Study of Graduates from the College
of Agriculture, The University of Arizona, 1964-1974." Master of Science
Thesis, 1976, The University of Arizona, Tucson.

Purpose. The purpose af this study was to secure 'informatkon from
farffik graduaie:s of the College of Agriculture for the following 'purposes:
(1) To make recommendations, for improvement of the cur,riculum,, instruction
and physical facilAties in the College of.Agriculture at The University of

Arizona an! (2) to aid in counseling students relative to jobs, salaries
and adva.nced professional preparation.

Method. A'mail questionnaire sent to 1,067 former graduates was
used to collect the data. Information pertinent to the graduates'
)(a) background, (b) occupational attainm t, (c) educ.ational attainment
(d) undergraduate program eyaluatipn (e) recomme/fdations fdr improve-
ment of the curriculum, instructiAni and physical facilities in the Coll'ege

of Agriculture was requested in the survey instrumpent. These 'data were
reported in terms of fAequencies and percentages.

.

.

Findings. Major findings of this study were as follows: Over.one-
half of the graduates remained in Arizona'after graduationl;three-fourths
'of the graduates had not lived on 4 farm or'ranch, yet about fifty percent

.6.4Chad obtained four on more years of agricultural work experience; graduates
were highlY satisfied with tr quality of instruction, facilities and

2



curriculum i.111.,the C011ege of'Agriculture, bdt felt a -need-for more Trac
tical "handslon" experience; ninety-five percent.of the graduates were
employed in agricultural-related and non-agricultural occupationa; bver
three-fourths of the graduates had declared a goal before entering c'011ege;

, eighty-three percent of the graduates ioarticipated in extracurrieular
activities while in college; approximately forty-five percent of the
graduates were pur4uing.or kad obtained advanced degrees; and salaries
earned by7graduate0 increased at the rate of thirteen gercent per year
as their/oxperience increased.

McCORMICK, Floyd G. "Effectiveness Of Instructional Units Designed
to Teach Agricultural Marketing Principles, Technical Buli,tin No. 219,"
IStaff Stu-dy 1575, University'ofeArizona, Tucson.

Purpose. Th p mary purpose ot this study ,was: (1) to develop
dnstructional resou e u its, employing th.e principles approach and
utilizing he induct ve mode, to serve as a teacher reference on agricul-

'-Oural'markeLPag'griaciples 'and (2) to, assess the effectiveness'of these
units- by measuring the relative.change in students' understanding of the
principles. 4

Method. A quasi-experimental design involving a_one-group prete
posttest was utilized to assess the effectiveness of the prepared units'
during a four-year field test from 1969-73. A 55-item, multiple choice,

)
objective-referenced examination was utilized to m rasure student unde:
standing. Other variables included in the study

__
w re: academic quarter. .

when taught, and teachers' prior training In use of theinductive mode of

teaching..
.

. N.
Findings. Analysis of the fie14-test results from thirty different

schools involving 427 students showed an overall inc.rease in understanding.
of 51.55% from pretest to posttest. The increase in correct cores frap
pretest to posttest for each of the five principles incLuded n the rerer---
egce ranged from -29% to 81%. The posttest scores were greater than pretest
scores by a statistically significant margin as measured by a t test using,
the .001 level of probability. The differences in scores between student7s
whcse teachers had or had not received trai-ning in indUctive_teacAlg..-were
not statistically significant. T the-ime of the schoql year the u s were
taught had an effect upon student performance. The poorest overall,
performance was achi ve4.,dzing the fourth quarter'of the academ.ic year
and the best wag' ac ieved ring the first quarter.

MERRELL, M. De n. "The Development and Evaluation of a Student'
resource ReXerence on Animal Breeding ancl Reproduction for Specialized
-urriculum in Vocational Agriculture in Arizona.' Master of Agricmlture
Education Report', 1976, University of Arizona, Tucson.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to develop,and evaluate a 0

student resource referencb on animal breeding and re,p,roductioli for use in
teaching specialized curricula in vocational agriculture in the state of
Arizona.

Method. A list. of concepts to be taught and objectives were

4'

I a I
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,

identiried from the subject matter on animal ibreed
.

img and reproductioh

4.consfsting of ten major hea c 'ngs was.developed. An eValuative instrument,
consisting of sixty multiple- hoice questions, was developed for measuring
student. dnderstandimg of animal breeding and reproduction subject matter.
:The'post test only-control Igroup design was used in evaluating the student
resource reference.. A cOMpEeriaon between gro.upstreceiving less'than

fifteri hours' of instruction and groups.receiving fifteen hours 'or more of

instruction was made. A colftparison was also made to determine the rela-

tionship of student age ahd test 'Score.

Findings. A summary of findings from this study follows: (1) a

student resource reference oft animal breeding and reproductiOn was
developed containing ten major headings and totaling 55 pages; (2) there

was a statistically signiZicant difference'in student understandinA of
animal breeding and reproduction subject matter between the control and

treatme4 glroups; (3) the evaluative instrument was found to be-un effec-
tive measure ef student understanding of animal breeding and reproduc,tion

,subject matter; (4)students who received fifteen of more hours of instruc-

tion; (5) there was no relationship between students age and score on the

. evaluative instrument.

NICHOLAS, Harley K. "The. Effect of a'Fork Experience Program on

Student Career Selection." Master of Science Thesis, 1976, University of

Arizona, Tucson.

Fur ose! This study was concerned wi.th evaluatfng .the effectiveness

-of a mode c reer education work experience program in a rural-Arizona

high school. The work experience program provided junior rAnd senior

students the opportunity to explore oc.pupatdonal opportunit,:ies in:actual

. off Campus situations.

Method. To measure the effect4veness of the program, a test

instrument was used prior tel the actual participatio'n and immediately

afterward. .The objective, of the test was to measure the partiCipant's

apparent suitability to the selected occupation and degree of intent to

pursue tig.at occupation. V.wo years after completing the experience pro-

grams participants were (31-1-t-acted to determine if their occupational,

pursuit was:related to their earlier int'ent as expressed after completing
ft.

the work experience progra4C.-)q.
,

i
:

O . Findings. Positi-, ye iand statisticaltS, significant f indings were
, ,

obtained between pre and.7_1110 t.,st results obtained concurrently with the

program. Students showed a gnificant increase in their ability to
assess suitability to 844 oc A-iion after participation'im the work

Al experienge program. Extend d term results did not provide any statisti-

"-cally significant relationship between zheir intended career goaliand

.actual atte
?

ptS at ac.,hievf.ng the goal after gradus:tion.

,.'
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ZUB,BEICK, Phillip R. "Emp/oyment 7rends in Agriculture for SeleO-
.

ted Areas ofArizona - An Update; Research Report 275," Staff Study, 1976,
,Vniversity of Arizona, Tucson,

Purpose. The purpose of this sta
sf,

f study was,to: provide an
estimate of.occupational opportunities in agriculture by instructional
program.areas, .identify trends in occupational opportunities and establish
pertinent employment requirements for major job titles associated with

Arizona griculture.

* Method. The procedure utilized in conducting this_study was
essentially that losociated. with descriptive survey research. A randon

sample of agriculFural businesses surveyed in prior years was secured and

utilized to estimate current occupational opportunities. Trends were
established by comparing and contrasting data collected from the sample

with data collected between 1968-72.

'Findings. The total number of,job opportunities requiring skill
ard-krio-Jg.e in agriculture Aas increased.in the State-of Arizona by 20.6
'percent over approximately a three year period ending in 1974. The per- S

centage of totel occupational opportunities in agricultAre best served by
traditional production programs has decreased to less than 50 percent.
Major increases in oc6upatLonal opportunities in agriculture,have occuFed
in the area Of agricultural sales and service. An inverse relationship

wis found between-the number of production units (farms and ranches) and

the level, of agricultural e4foyment. Employees were fund to be more

concerned with such factors as maturity nd responsibilfq! which they .

ssociated with age than they were with competencies'represented by educa-

ttonal

CONNECTICUT

MANNEBACH, Alfred J. and.,LOWNDS, Barbara V. "A Survey of Employ-

ment Opportunities and Community Resources Having Implicatizns for

Programs of Vocational Agriculture in Connecticut: Phase II, Final.Report"

Staff Study, 1975, The University of Connecticut, Storrs. .i

d',_

.

Purpose-i" The purpose of the study was (1) to determine the-employ-

ment opportunities for persons wilo...haN're knowledge and skills in agricultur-

al subjects ant (2) to determine thdkcoMmunity resources available to

programs of vocational agriculturg in.Connectic.ut. The study was designed

to enumerat job possibilities, to determine where job openings in agri-

5culture are located, to,inform farmers and agricultural firm operators of

the program of vocatjonal egriculture and to Aetermine what resources in

c.le community could be tapped to enrich the program fpf vocational agricul-

tux. offered in Connecticut. (

Method. Phase I consisted of the aill.ganizatiOn, preparation an,
aevelopment of materials for the survey. te..kilities included reviewing

the literature, determining the population, sOcting the sample, designing
the survey interview schedule and preparing tire teachers of vocatiom

agricultere to interview farmers and agriculiural fii-m operators. Ph e II

of-the study wks.: erigned to collect and analyze the data and to writ

inal rePort. *A
/
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Fdnilings: Outcomes of Phase I included the compilation of a
Cummary Review or Literature related to farm rand non-farm employment
agriculture, regional listings of farms and dgricultural firms; an inter-
view schedule, an interview manual of methods and procedures to be
fc)llowed, introductory letters, a summary of interview form; a brogpure
'describing tlale progr,ayr-of vocati9nal agriculture; and teachers of agri-
culture who were prepared to collect data through persondl interviews.

Outcomes of Phase II included a compilation of data regarding
current emp19yment, current vacancies, replacements needed in the nei4,
five years, the projected work force in 1979, the sex of workerv, minfhum,
and maximum weekly earnings, level of experience required for entry employ-
ment, formal educational level required for beginning employment, diffi-
culty experienced in hiring qualified workers and ways in which Connecticlit
agricultural employees obtain additional training. Data regarding whether or

er not Connecticut agrionitural employers had hired..mocational agrrculture
graduates, were famili r. ith the vocational agriculture program, or were
familiar with the FFA . collected. In addition, data regarding what
the vocational agriculture program could do for agricultural dmployers and
what the employers could do for the( program of vocational agriculture were
also

Restilts indicated that the employment opportunities in agriculture
in Connecticut are increasing at a.rate of approximately three percent per
year. Also, within.the'state a large aumber of resources are available
which, if tapped, could be used to enrich the program of vocational a ri-
culture offered in Connecticut.

GIBSON, John R. "A Study of the Techniques Used by Instructors
of Selected Winners of the Lincoln Arc Welding Contest in Promoting;
Finain and ,Constructing Major Construction ProjectS in the School Shop."
Master of Science Thesis, 1976, University of Idaho, .Moscow.

Purpose. The purpose& of this study were:"

-1. To determine the actual methods and procedures us bY success- y

ful shop instrUctors in promoting their student construction projects.
a,

2. To determine what proceduref wei.e most 'Successful in procurtng .
'construction materials,,for the students.

L .
e

:\
'3. i'c) de,termind the extent of the planning required by instructors

of Linco c Welding Contest leinners before these.students began actual
cons-A. ction.

.4. To recommend some prres used by successful vocational
agricult,ure instructors which will increase and improve the project
construction program in Idaho vocational agriculture program.

Method. The data were obtained-by/ mOy*Liles.tionnaires from the
instructors of the winners of the agricultur7f of'the 1969
through 1972' Lincoln Arc Welding Contest. e ques.tionnaire dealt mainly

1-0
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with back run1 infC)ilnution op the student, instructor, facilities a0d methods of pro-
motiuh and construction. Seventy-three questionnaires were mailed to instructors,

.sixty-one were returned but only forty-seven, or 63 percent were considered usable.
.0

Findinils. Ninety-eight percent of 'allipstructors. responding used the home

.project visitation to promote the farm mechanics program. Other.m4thods freque;tly used

were displaying projects at banquets, open houses, fairs and articles in newspapers.

,
All oT the instructors surveyed arranged construction projects for students

who could not.otherwise get a project for themselves.

Eighty-one percent of the respondents surveyed allowed students to utilize

new or used materials in the fabriCation of projects. 'Nineteen percent of the instruc-

irs required them to use new materials in project construction.

)

be either agricultural, home improvement, or community service.

Approximately 50 percent of the instructors.reported that materials were
available to the student, with financing either through the school district or the FFA.

The majority of those instructors sold those materials at a price higher than cost.

Ninety-eight percent of the responding instrudtors required planning before

actual construction could start.. The required plans varied irom simple sketches to

scaled drawinEd with a till of materials. '

Ninety-three percent of the instructors required all project construction to

FiftSr-one percent would not allciw more than two students to work on a pkect..

The physical facilities of the farm mechanics program, or thebackground of

the student, had little effect in determining the departments from which Lincoln Arc

Welding Contest winners originated.

,
The class size most common among those surveyed were those containing elevgnA:

to fifteen and sixteen to twenty students.

4

HOPPER', :Joseph Frederick. "Status o Cooperative Vocational Education in

Agriculture in the Secondary Schools of Idah ' Master of Science Thesis, 1975,

University of Idaho, Moecow.
4

Purpose. Objectives were: (1) To determine the number and extent of coop-

erative vocational education, programs in agriculture being offered in the secondary

schools of Idaho. (2) To,determine the need for cooperative vocational educaiion in

..griculture in the secondary schools of. paho. (3) To determine how to further develop

or implement cooperative vocational edifeation in agriculture in the secondary schools -

of Idaho. This research included criticisms and strong points onexisting cooperative

%Dcational education programs in agriculture; the need -for inservice trainin of

c.aachers relativeAto coordirtation problems; and the'optimum size of school and type of

-community'to develop a coop4rative vocational education program in agriculture.

(14) To determine reasons why cooperative vocational education in agriculture is, not

being implemented by a majority of Idaho secondary schools. (5) To determine the extent

of related agriculture occupation programs now being offered in'many Idaho high schools.
1

Method. The data were obtained by the use of a mailed questionnaire that was

sent to seventy-seven Idaho vocational agriculture teachers qiring the 197471975 school

year: Seventy-four tachers responded to the survey.



Findin The Tduho instrUctor cOnCernedwith griculture'cooperative
vocational education prograths believed that the students developed job-entry level skills

!s.' 'S a

along with a positive attritude toward the world of work. In apition. they believed
that.,:an'agriculture cooperative vocational WucatiliAprogram developed a closer relation-,
ship between the school and the community, as well as offering the student an opportunity
to enter into and.advance in an-agricultural occupation..

Fifty-nine of the seventy-four', eachers'indicated the,t they would like to
about on-the-job training programs in vocational.agriculturesand how to

'.-coordlinate them with cihss work. Sixty-thee instructors reported eaching.a unit on
agriCulture related work experience as a regular part of the-course çstudy in Nocation-

"al a'griculture.

Insuf04cient training stations and conflicts with the regular vo ational
culture program were the main reasons given by the teachers for not offiering.agricultuv
cooperative programaqn their high schools. Instructors also indicated that their lack
of Understanding of the agriculture cooperative program and possibly:some lack or
administrative support and community interest were other reasons for not1 offersing such
a program in addition to the regular vocational agriculture program.

McCLAIN, Clifford R. "A Natfonal Study to Determine the Competencies
Necessary ror Initial Employment and First Level Advancement Within the Potato Production
Industry." Master of Science Thesis, 1976,'University of Idaho, Moscow, "

Purpose. OWectives were: (1) To identify and validate the general areas of
work and specific coMpetencies needed .for initial employment And first level advance-
ment within the.potato production.industry.as determined by a nationwide panel of

industry personnel., (2) 'To determine the-importance to employability of each identi-
fied competency as reported by a national panel of industry personnel. (3). To repcirt

the findin.gs of this study to the National Committee on.Agriculture/Agribusiness
Occupational Competencies. (4) To outline a suggested course of study in Potato
production for a secondary vocational agriculture program, based on the findings of thIs

study. , f
4

Method. The dat,a was obtained by the use or a mailed questionnaire trhish was
developed by the writer and validated by a seven-member national panel of potato experts.
The questionnaire was sent to seventy-three potato production personnel represen ing
seven of the ten top.potato producing states in the United States during the spri g of

1976. Fifty-five usable surveys were completed and retuvied, ..

Findings. The survey cons'isted of one hundred thirty-seven potato production
competencies grouped within fourteen generalclareas of work performbd in the production

of potatOes. The respondents rated, on a five point scale, the.relative importance of
.each potato production competency as it applied to initial emplOyment requirements
within the industry A weighted mean was then etermined for each competency. The

highest possible weighted mean a competency could receive was a 4.00 while the lowest

possible was 0;00.

There were f!7t:i-five compctcncies receiving a weighted mean of 3.00 os
higher,' There were fiiffty-five competencies having- a weighted mean of between ,2,00 and

2.99. .There were thirty-seven competencies which received a weighted meanof below 2.00.

: 'It was recpmmended that those competencies receiving a weighted mean of 3.00

or hitlher should be'qncluded in a high school vo6'ational agriculture unit on potato

production. It was further recommended that, if time were available, those competencies

8
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re.ceivAg a 5-Lhted,mean of.tetwsen 2.90 and 2.99 should also,be included in a course
of siudy. 'Finally, itows.s recommended thAt thcAecompetericieS failing toxecelve a
wsighted mean of atleast 2:00 should not_be included in a,high school vocational
agricultunlootato prbduction unit.upskstudent interest qr local potato2production
coilditions jtSt.ified such 6,0-Clusi9n.w4"

.

W

ILLINoIs ./ ..-
. ,

.1...
N ., . ; ., '':'

.
-' REYNOLDS,'Car12-"A Cqmparison-of Agricuilural 14ucation S:thdents and StAidents..

. . ,

in Non -Agr4ulturar Education Curricula and Factyrs.Relatéd td, Their Cuiriculum Choice."
Doctor of'EdIcath Diasertation, 197fi, Unimersity, oT Illinois, Urbana.

r . % '

.
Purpose._ The primary purpose,of this s.02d3r lies to determine the character,

....
as- istics oT students and-the faCtors which influenced their wrollment in the agricultural,

educationAmprriculum. . ...

. Pi, . _rl . -

,

1.°

.

Method. Differences between,agriculturalfedUcation mayors and students in

non-agricultural education curricula were compared on personal characteristics and
* -factor'S related.t§) thOir curriculum choicgs. -All agricultUral education students at

IlIdnois'State jhfiversity and the University of Illinois were bompared with a random
sample,of students enrolled in the other agricultural curricula.... Data yere collected by
adminiU6king the Agricultural College Student Survey to the students in the sample.
Siogranical information and perceptions' of the-influence of curriculum choice factors,

job benafiVit benefits of the agriculture teaching profession, characteristics of the
agriculturdiffeacher and the teacher job market were obtained from students. Data were

analyzed by analysis)of variance, chi square, Pearson productmoment correlation and
t-test techniques. ( .

11.
.

.

.
.

Findihgs. (1) Agricultural education majors graduated from a smaller high...'-

sthool and had more vocational.agriculture and farm work experience than did the nOn-

agricultural education curriculum group. More of the agricultural education students

were from a farm whereas more,of the non-agricultural edu n curriculum group were

from urban Aeas. The.proportion of males to females i both (dirriculum groups were

similar. (2)Agricultural education students raVe4 :the degree hat selected factOrs

influenced their curriculum choice higher than did students in on-agricultUral educgL,

tion curricula for a college instructor, college advisor, high hool agriculture

teacher, high school courses and job opportunities. l 3) When gr ed by class, juniors

-, rated the influence of a college advisor higher t hil n did freshmen à soNaomoyes. .

`Freshmen and sophomores rated the influence of high school courses h her than

seniors. Juniors rated the in(luence of work experience during coll e higher th did

freshmen and sophomores. (4) The five'factors rated by agricultural gducationostudents

as having the highast -eliersof influence Ai curriculum chqj ce were job opportunities,
FFA.experiences, catrses tgen'in college, high school agricul'tj e teacher and work
experiences before collegOnThe five factors 4Ilited highest by dents in tbe non-

agricultural education curriculum group were work experiences b ore college, job .

-)pportunities, courses taken in college, work experiences dur g college and father.

(7) Studentt in agricultural education rated the degree to'W ich they expected benefits

..-

S.

from teaching agriculture higher for personal satisfaction, variety of woKk,and

opportunity for advancement than did non-agricultural education curriculum students.

(8) Whether or not students had taken vocational agriculture in high school influenced

their ratings of the degree to which benefits would be received from teadhing agricul-

ture. Those who had vocational agriculture experlence rated benefits realistically;

those in agricultural education who had none gave optimistic ratings; those in the

non-agricultural education group who had no experience rated benefits pessimistically..

9
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(9) Of those who'took Crgcational agniculture in high school, agricultural eduCation

students rk,ed their agriculturreachers higher on knowredge of subject matter tran

diA non-agricultural education students. (10) Students in the two cbrriculum gfbups
perceiVed theeompetitiontfor.getting a,job as a high schOolAteacher far any subje8

similarly. (11) AgricUltural education-stUdents perceived a lowerklevel of codpeti,

getting a job teaching,agriculture tharrdid students in tfie nod-agricultural,educa-
tion group. -(12) Agricultiural educEition L'Itudents made their curribuluM-choice ater

tITan did students in non-lit ricultural eaucation.curricula.' JD Cl-

', . IOWA

BYLEWBennie L., " alysis of Factors Related to the 4ducationa1 Plans'of

Iowa Vocational Agriculture St dents," Staff S:tudy, 1975,- Iowa( 'State University, Ames:

;
P

. Purpose. The major Aurpowas to determAne if there are differences in
"sLected.factora i-elated to the educatioaaI plans, aMong thq'Abllowing grbups of hdgh

schbol students; N

Group 1 - Vacational agriculture students who plan to attend a
postsecondary area vocational school.

, e

,

Group 2 - VoCational agriculture students who plan to attend a
four-year colllege or uniiersity.'

Group 3 - Vocational agriculturet atudents who plan to enter the world

of work and not attend college.

Method. The population consisted of all junior and senior students enrolled

in secondary vocational aopirculture programs in Iowa A sample of thirty schools was

selected to participate
&

.

The following instruments were adminiatered to a sample of 623 students:

1. Personal, Family and Community Data Related to EdUcation Plans.

2. Agribusiness Achievement Test by Peterson, et al.

Findinga. Of the 623 students participating in the study, 26.8 percent

planned totend a postsecondary area vocational school; 37.3 percent planned to

attend a four-year college or university; and 55.9 percent planned to enter the world

of work upon graduation from high school: Zhe three atudent groups differed signi-

ficantly for 30 or,the 34 personal, family, and community variables studied.

Students who planned to attend a foui-year college or university received

significantly higher Agribusiness Achievement Test scores for the followingAreas of

agriculture:
,

1. AnimaI-Sciencg,

2. Plant nd Soil Science C-

3. Agricultural Mechanics

4. Agricultural- Management
v:
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Students(who planned'to attend an aw vocationalAchool scoredlignificantly higher

on, these bests .than did students whe51anned to enter the world of.work and eot'attend

college..

f ;.
CARTER, Richard Ira. "ProfessionaI,2Apetent-ies Needed "110 Possessed by ....

))egifining TeaCher Edpcators in Agl-icultural Education."- Doctor of Philosophy
Dissertation., 1-1976, lowa State Univergity, Ames. ,

. i t

PUrpose. The major purpose was to ideggfy the prof'ssional cempetendle's

needed by beginning teacher educe-WA who we're.eflaployed as 3istant pro.fessors in

.
agriehltural education.

. IP
'' i //

. --,

Method. A stratified firdom s.ample was selecte of the following gtoups:

Teacher educators who,had completed Aheir doctorate since .Tenuary 1, 1971; doctoral
students who were pursuing a doctorate in agricultdral education; and"head teachei-

educators.

vi.- Respondents in ttc.t saMple were asked to 4vte their perceptions of h.the ,

.degrep of competence'needed and possessea by.beginning teacher educators in agricilitural

edUcation for each of the 114 competencies listed/1n the questionnaire-0 i

Findings. Beginning teacher educator$ in agricultural education, as perceived
by resppi44nts, needed at least an average degree of Competence in performing all of

the professional competencies.included in the'questionnaire. In addition, beginning.

teacher educators needed a high degree of cotilpetence tn"performing 87 the compe,

tencies and a very high degree of competence in 14 of the competencies. Reodents
recognized that beginning teacher educatoys possessed at least an average degree og

competence in 112 of the 114 competencies; however, there were only nine competencies

in which beginning teacher educators pogsessed a high degree of competence. The

subgroups were in basdiic agreement in their perceptions of the degrees: of competence
needed and possessed by beginnin ceacher educators in the listed competencies.

.1%

The discrepancy between the degree of competence ne(aed and the degree of

.competence possessed for eaelf of the competencies was examined and 26 competencies

which.had the'greatest discrepancy were identified. Fourteen of these 26 competencies

were competencies which related to the area of instruction.

GLIEM, Joseph A. "Effectiveness of a Student Reference in Teaching Safety

to High School Vbcational Agriculture'Students." Doctor of'Philosophy, 1976, Iowa

State University., Ames.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of al

stuInt reference in leaching ladder safety in agricatural mechanics to high school

sophomore students enSolled in vocational agriculture. The study evaluated the
effectiveness of the student reference in terms of the following dependent variab es

1) student performance on a cognitive test, 2) the number of other safety references
used by the teacher, 3) the amount of preparation time used.,by the teacher, 4) the

amount of time needed to teach the safety unit, and 5) the aMount'of time students

spent outside oficlaa on the ladder safety unit. The independent variable that was

manipulated in the study was th-e"satcat to which teachers and students had access to

the.student reference. The three levels of the independent variable were as follows:
1) both teachers and students received the student reference, 2) the teachers only

received the student reference, and 3) neither the teachers,nor the students received

11
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Purpose'. 5he primary purpose of this study was to develop a leadership

development model for the vocational agriculture programs in Jamaica. This model was

developed using the Future Farmers of.America (FFA) organization as a pattern. There

were two assumptions made for Ithis study; (1) that successful rship development

activities can be transported from the United States and adopT Jamaican schools,

(2) that Jamaica's existing philosophy for vocational agrid'ul uld be revised to

includevaims and purposes to develop leadershiP skills.

Method. The researcher visited the Office of the Ministry of Education

located in Kingston, Jamaica. A list of the schools equipped with vocational agricul-
ture teachers was obtained from one of the agricultural education officers.. This '

list contained forty schools throughout the Island. From this population, a stratified

random sample of twelve schools was selecteth Tbe administrators selected for the ,

study were the individuals who head the various institutions. The vocational agrieul-

'ture teachers were those who head the vocational agriculture departments in the

schools. An attitude scale consisting of seventy-five leadership activities was
administered to.the selected teachers and administrators. - Interview schedules were
used to collect personal and situationaldata.

-

thepstudeint reference.

r 5.

7". "v....
4,-

' 'Method. The design used in this study was the posttest7only YconerOl group

design. In,tact classes of sophomore student's enrolled in vocational agriculture 'were

used as the experimental units. Thirty schoois'fiaving'sophmore vocational agriculture 4

classes were randomlY sq.e9te4 to participate in the study. The assignment of tlirese

experimental units to exiaprimentel groups.was One randomly. The treatment levels

(student reference to teacilers and students, student i-eference to teachers only, and
the control grou where neither the teachers nor_the students received the student
reference) were "hen randdmly assigned to thethree experimental groups.

Th data collecZed on the su bjects in each treatment group were averaged to
° obtain,a mean measure for el4ch group. The.scores and other,data from these- treatment

t
.

groups were then collapsed and tile resueing mean measures of the different treatment
4

levels were used for statistical analys s uSing,a one-way analysis of variance.

p t
.

Findings. 'The results of.the study r4Vealed the following findings:
1) students- performed about the same on a spgnitive postteigX on ladaer-safety; 2) the
time spent py teachers in prepa-asg 'd5' teaWthe safetY unit did not differ signifi-
celly; 3) the amount of4-1.ass ti e used in Iteaihink,tfit ladder saTety unit did not vary

e sig ificaetay, 4)-the.nvmber of saf.ety IrenCes used/ y teachers in preparing for=aa
teaphing'the safety.u* Wa's approximate thes.01me,' h5) studeilt time spent outside
of class studying on the ladder safety unit did not liary significantly.among treatment

. . . ,

levels. -.-
1 .,

KAYE, Winston. "A Model for a Leader ip Development Component of Vocational

Agriculture Programs in Jhm 'ca." Doctor of Phil ophy Dissertation, 1976, Iowa State

University, Ames.

Findings both teachers and' administrators had a favorable attitude towards

all of the'leadership learning activities studied. All seventy-five activities studied

could become an integral part of the vocational agriculture grograms in Jamaica.

r Significant differences were observed between the attitude of teachers and
administrators on three of' the nine cate5ories of leadership learning activities
studied namply; earnings, savings and investment, schol,arship and public relations.

5
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There were.no significant differences obserd betwepn the attitude of

teachers and administrators tamong iix oCthe nine categories of leadersh.ip learning

activities studied namely; eonduct of Meetingsupervised occupational experience,

leadership,community service, recreation and coogbration. Both teachers and alo4nis-

trators gave activities related tb aupervised odEupatiorial experience their highest

ratings. Activities related to public. relations were given the lqlest rating by both

teachers and administrators

. .

KAAS, Duane A. ."comAariaons of Alternative Me'tho'ds of Teaching Plant

f Material Identification'in Selected Schools of Iowa." Doctor of Philosophy thesis,'

1976, Dowa State University,. Ames. '

Purpose. The main purp se of thip study was to determine the effectiveness

of selected .techniques in teachin ornamental plant identification.to secondary school

students enrolled in vocational griculture. 0

-4/

Metpod. Eight ondary achools in Iowa that offered horticulture as part of

'thelr l!rocation141 agric ure curriculumwere selected by tjae investigator: Two schools

were assigned to qf the four treatments.inyolved: aU-otio-tutorial, filmstrip and

script,,greenh se facility and lecture-discussion (control). Data were collected by

meallt df pr est and-pogttest evaluation over students ability to identifWornamentar.

-plints'am -answer questions dealing'with plant char4cteristics an4 horticultural

,terminol gy. -Further.demOgraphic data were gathered through.the use'of student and4

instru or survey forms'. Since schools were the sampledunits, school means were,:

-compUted and used asYthe basis for analysis. The statistical procedures use the

data included,analysis of variance, stepwise tegression, analysis Of'covarian e, pr

moment'correlation, and t-test.

,

.\)

,a
'Findings., It was concluded from'the 'findings of this study that instructional

media can be utilized in the absence of live plant-specimens to teach the competency of

plant material identification with satisfactory results. T4t outcome of this study

also suggested that the media approach to educational instruction achieved better results

when used in conjunction with teaching lab skills than with factual information in the

classroom. Due to significant relationships between teacher and program varia s, and,

student achievement, it was further' suggested that instructors in ornamental r icul-

tare at the secondary school level be provided with inservice education and assistance

in prograth planning in order tp broaden their present scope of knowledge in the field

of-horticulture.

SILLETTa? Thomas A. "Implicat4pns for.Agricultural Safety Education-Programs

.as Identified by Iowa Farm Accident Survey." Doctor of Philosophy Dissertation, 1976,

Iowa Sthte University, 'Paned.'

Purpose.: The major purpose was to identify Iowa farm accidents and deter-

mine educational implications for'the
agricultural population through the use of the

NatipnaloSafety Counsil's Standardized Farm.Accident Survey.

Method. Twenty-four counties were randomly selected to participate in the

study. County extension directors solicited volunteer interviewers and assigned a

12-farm area, to each interviewer. Data were reported for 3161 farms by 273 interviewers.

The data were,analyzed through use of means, chi-square, and t-test.

13
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Findings. The e Were 558 accidents and.3f Llinesses during the year. Two

fatalities, were .reported. tOne acci ent occurred-per 5.66 farms and an average of 9.68

days were'lost frdm normal activit due'to accidents. The highest'accident rate was

found for youth or 15 years of ag_ or less. ,Most of-the accidents involving youth

occurred durin.gleisure activities. ,There Were significantly mord accidents of persons

of age group 45-64 than expected. Dairy and- hog farms"were found to be th$ site of

significantly more accidents than'TIPected. May and August we;e months sr the year with

significantly more.acc-idents than expected and midmorning and idafternoon were hours 0

'of the day with significantly more accidents than expected. Person king With

'
machines 'had significantly "more accidents during the first hour of work an expected,

Legs, %.ngers, feet and head were injured significantly more.than expecte wheff.con- :

sidered with:othei.,parts of:the body. Women were injured significant re-than expeót-

ed during 1 e,4 'e tours.. When the percentage of slips and falls accidents w e,

.1
,..4.,- compared to Ili _..14prent, cbmmonly found invother states, a significant difference w

found.
.010

(i

,.. S. .

INDIANA

)
_

COPES, vim. "Predictability of.Career Choices of High SchoolSeniors."

Doctor of Philoso Dissertation, 1975, Purdue University, Lafayeete.

Purpose." The Purpose of this study Vss to'determine if high school grdduates

were pntering into the'career choices Vey had predicted as seniOrs. Specific 7

attention was directed towararthe Career choices which individuals made as high school

seniors,,and a comparison was made to the actual occupations enteredby'these people
four years latertThe'.population was limited to the 1969 high schoograduates in

three 'Central Indiana Public high schools.
,

Method.' The research design. Pelected for use was the survey method for data

collection. Data from a 1969 Iadiana Vocational Technical College Survey administered

to the population was compared to these'high scpool graduates four years later.

Five research questions were developed to investigate the acburacy'of high

school seniors predicting their occupational choice. .The five researchIlu6stions were:

1) What were the characteristics of selected 1969 high school grgauates of three Central

Indiapa:high schools?. 2) What..chang.es occurred between 1969 and 1973-in"proportions Of

thes4ligh school,seniors pfanning to seek employment or continuing their education?
3) At what stage in their career development process did these graduates first,become

interested in and decide on.their career choice? 4) What differences exiated between

the present employment status af the.1969 high school gradUates and their reported

career choices made.as seniors in high school? 5) Yhere wene the 1969 grsduates

employed in relation to geographic locale?

Findings. There Was little significant differ e between the characteristics

of the high school gra uates when they'were seniors compa o four years later.

Employment pl ns were,altered drastIcally while post-secondary educational

plans remained fairly cdnstant. GradUates were more definite in their vocational or

'professionsl plant as it related to employment than they,had'been. as.high school

senior.

' There was a difference between the time the student became interested Ina

'vocation and the time the student chose a vocation. The high school graduates, four

yeeks after rraduation, made career decipions which were more stable. .The'study sample.

111
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of highschool graduates reported that the primary influences their career choice

were, fitrst, thej,r own efforts and, second, the efforts of their atives, and not the

counseling li. high school counselors,-

Fewer graduates aspired to the "white collar" qccupations selected in 1969
as high school seniors, while more found employment in "blue c011arr occupations than
selected this level as high school seniors.

.

.

.
''

More-indiyiduals were employed closer to tfleir home than forecas efd. A
AsigniAbantly greatr number of graduates selected no preference in emplgmént iocale

than, wpathey Were seniors.

There were v ariations b ween the career, choice perceptions o high school

7t.seniors and actual employment four years later.
1-

r,-

a
HOWELL, David. "Identification of-thq

the Area of Agri-chemicals.) Staff,Study, 1976,
upational Competencies Needed In
due'University, West Lafayette.

PUrpose. The major purpose of this study was to identify and _y132.4date
competencies for occupations in the agri-Chemical sales and setvice indistry.in mid-

management, technical and skilled levela of employmant.-
....----

Method:- A survey ilitrument was developed for conducting aask survey in
.the following agri -chemical occupations: Manager,,Sales Clerk, ServiceMechanic,
Field Technician, Trouble Shooter, Warehouse Man and Appli ator

..,%
,

, A randoM sample of twentTcounties was identifie jn the State.of Indiana
.witefour agri-chemi6fil businesses-interviewed in eao4 county. A personal?interview
was coaduct6d,by a project staff member with an employee in a particular agri -chemical

occ6g.tion. The employee was'asked toliate,sixty task statement's as,,,eb their importance

in relation to his.occupation. .Data'was aldq.colleCted by mailing qUestionnaires using.-

l

the same instrument- from agri-che alitlic businesses in thettates of/Ohio, Wisconsin,

/e South Dakota and Iowa. A weighted mearrwas determined.for eac f the competencies.
. ,

Findius. It was found that in most cases, employees of agri-chemical
businesses ente/Whe business as an applicator and gradually-increase their skills in

. other areas,_ Because of the small size of most businesses (fie employees or fewer)
'employees performed skills in,all job categories and specialization was limiieaThis
suggests that high school programs prepare students to enter agri-chemical bliSinesses

. .

as applicators but also to work in as many categoriei ad-possible. \

LILJEDAHL, J. -13.,,,HAMVUON, W. Ht and others'. "PiOduction of *icultural
Safety' Materials." Staff Study, 1:976, U.S. Department of Labor and Purdue Universfty,
West Lafayette. . ,

Purpose., The major purpose was to provide extension', voconal agricultures 4

and other agricultural workers with educational materials on agricultural safety such
as movies, slides! pamphlets Yind lesson plans.

sa4 1
. '

Method. Each state Was contacted for 'copies of their educational matealials
relating to agricultural safety. Where suitable materials litre located, permission

LessOn plans were written and f'eld'tested for a number of the written meter i. als.(

was obtained to use them. Where materials were not available, they were wr tten.

1
l.

-
,
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i structional"-package for each topipal area; (5) Develop a teacher manual for each

t ree-stage instructional package; (6) Field test and revise the'materials.

...,
..

n .

. Method. Reyiew of the leadership literature and categorization of leadership
skills bY the project staff and advisory committee resulted in the indpnti4cation of

the following thirteen important areas o,leader and group meMber ski.
_

II intrirtion
le.r,

.C.
to leadership, 2) planning and initiaping, 3) parliamentary procedur' .. plotin

group goals, 5) levels of leadership In a group, 6) skills of a gr ,:. A -ersonal

-lharacteristics'of a grout leader, 8) skills of a group m94, ''
: ii,Waii: :-.' 4

P

cohesiVeness; 10) .e'ffective.committegl:*1.1) communiqation'',.0 1-,T'6 ratio

°S
of a group, and 13) outcomes of leaderdlp.

-11 d T ' , '

i., ', .,;,- 0: i, ';', ,
A-sepa/rate three-sta e leaderah4 Unit was deV,e1f4W 'each of the hirteen

4

1 adprship areas.. The urlits were piiot'tested at a twO-edayl*
.

thip conferencd\involv-

i g 7 young leaders and Were found to A. eqective.
.

The field test consisted of a pretest-posttest, contrOl-gr,9up design. -The .

Nr

field ,test sample consisted of 4 classrooms,enrolling 550 liSiiiiopal high schoo1/7

students. '.;

. .
,

Findings. The written materials were efg;ctive in increasing student
knowledge about safety topics with highly significant differences between pre and post

test results in nearly all,units tested.

Materials produced in the project were; fifty-Lx pamphlets, twelve'lesscp

pAns, one movie; seven slide sets twenty alert bulletftA aond-a bibliograp .of
.

safety materials.
4.6J)

RICHARDSON, William. "Development of InstruCtional Materialefor Use by
0,

Indiana Vocational Teachers in eaching Leadership and Characier Dev lopment to Youth

in Indiana." Staff Study, 1976, Purdue University, West'Lafayette.

Purpose. This projecttused thp. Th ee Stage Model e Instruction to coordi
the development of:13 units of leadership ins ruttion designed for use by,high school

vocational educators. The objectives of the roject were to: (1) Identify important

leadership skills and character traits; (2) qategorize these akills into,broad topical

areas; (3), Identify existing relevant leader hip materials; (4) Develop a three-stage

6

4 ._.

Findings. Evaluation results were presented for-Stages One, Two, and Three . A

of the,. leadership units: Stage Onb resultAndicatedjthat dents who-studied the

leadership materiaislmastered significantlY4more factual nfo tion than students inr

the control group. .

, -1
.

Stage Two re6ults indicated that students who participated in the small

group simulations received generally higher 1eadership.ratines from teachers than students

in the"Control group. , -)

, bc.

Stage three results s4wed that students whostudied the leadership materials

the ideal leader as being mor onsidera-fre than students in the control group:viewed

1.
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RICHARDSON, William B. "Development of Statewide System for Follow-Up

Vocati al z..aduates that has Implementation follhUsage by ocal Education Agencie."

Staff tudy, 1976, Purdue Unirrsity, West Lafayette.

Pur se. This project was designed to develop instrumentation and method-
r.

ologies to be used in a systematis,-follow-%yeprogram by local schools. In addition, the

/
project was to develop,a metho3hifor summarizing the data obtained by the follow-up. ,

Finally, the project provided a mechanism for tracing ocal school personnel in the usage

of the system.
.

Method. %his pro4pct developed a stalvide follow-up sysIam for vocational

--'(-

graduates.f An advisory committee was appointed to guide the staff iNfthe telebtion'Of

instruments and methodologies. Foir local schools were usedltss pilot centers to test

instruments and methodologies developed. Job perfo mance as assessed by the 4tudent

and by the'employer was obtained. Perception of guidance and placement assiStance was

secured as well as an interview with a sample of guidance personnel at the local level.

A handbook was developed which provides ah interpretation of the data. Workshops were

held for itate staff psonnel so that they could implement the system.

1.

4(

FindAgs. Th primary o tcomes of thit.311qoject were t4e deve pment and fier

testing of instruments an methodol gies that co e utilized izt a sta ewide system f r

*follow-up of vocational graduates, the unighe.aspects of tp,s proposed projects were .

the system for summarization of the data workshops to, trainlocal persqlvel in thG7'usage

otthe data. Also, the-project varied from the traditional ind obtained the4students!

perception of guidance and'placement.

1

e

RICHARDSON, Wi ., KLINE, E., & WHITE, Thomas , "Gener61izable

Evalubtion Model for Vocati Teacher'Education Programs in I diana." Staff Study,.

Purdue Univel-sity 'and Indianayniversity, West Lafayettewn& B ooMington.

, Purpose. The intense interest in the evalua itn of voCational teacher educa-.

tiun resulted in a project designed to develop a rIodelLi,hereby të vocational teacher

education program could be evaulated. The Model was to be functin1 on a statewide

basis and generalizable to,all vocational teadher\educatTpn progra1. In addition', tile

project gathered preliminary process and product data in'order to 1) provide an ..10tca-

tion of instrument design and2) determihe the feasibility of ultimate implementation

of the model.
( +4

A' Method. Specific functions were assigned to tO individual institutions

there* providing ivision of the total_Iasks and accountability. Together, however,

the Project staff de loped a conceppl basis for the model and cooperated throughout

.k., the Pro ct by meetin frequently an lharing materials developed.

4I Spe ific pyocedures were: 1) selection of an advisory committee tepresenta-

tive p( producer and user groui3s 2) identificatisin of the model components; 3) develop-

.ient of teacher educatipn goals (functigns); 4) validation of the goals by the advisory

_ommittee; 5) development of objectives; 6) validation of objectives by the advisory

committee; 7) development of process,and product criteria; 8)- validation of criteria

dvisory 'Committee; 9) development of preliminary instruments for a single goal,

ection of preliminary data; 11) disseminatil of the model through a statewide

nce; and 1) productioh of a final report.

17 th
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Findings. As a result_of the project, there is now a generalizable model for
evaluating'vocational teacher education which is based on the following premises": '

-

I) vocaticnal tsa'Cher education is a statewide effort; 2) institutions_iof higher educa-
tion arethe prAm'ary providers-of vocational teacher education; expectations for
vocational. teaciier education can be divided into mission areas oit instruction, research
and deyeioPment,,and service; 4) mission areascan be linearly subdivided into goals
(functions), objectives and criteria; and 5) criteria measurement will result in infor-
mation needed to make program_improvement dec4ions in vocational eacher education.
The major product of the,project is, therefore, a model, along wi its donceptual basis,
for evaluating vocational teacher education and a sugg@tted imple entation plan. Includ-
ed imbthe model are missions,'goals, objectives, and criteria which are inclusive of
vocational teacher education.

WARFEL, Larry Gale. ExperimentallUse of Visual Aids in Teaching Pa1iai1jitary
Procedure to Greenhand FFA MeMbers at State Leadership Camps." Doctor of Philosophy2
Dissertatlan, 1976, Purdue University, West Lafayette.

Purpose. rn 'this study the investigator analyzed parliamentary procedurp
instruction iaught by a traditional or (control) lecture-demonstraton method compared
to an experimental method of lecture-filwtrip. The investigator alAwevaluated the
relationship 13ween participation and leadership behaviors as repb"Fted by the partici-

p4nts vocational agriculture tachers in a l'ollow-up study.

Method. The study was based on 225 indiVidlials who attended the 1975 FFA

Orientt n CampZ. 'There were 113 students in the control group and 112 in the experi-

menta"oup.

hypothesis

411

A pre-test, post-test control group design was used to-test the first
using ti.301tem multiple choice parliamentary procedure test instrument.

The data from the post-test scores were analyzed by a t-test. The Guttman
spl't-halves mode reliability estimate and item to toS.al score on the test correlations
were used to assess the reliability of the test'and tAP items within the eest.

Findir s. The 13-test results for the post-test comparisons were not
statistically sig aficant at the .05 level indicating that the groups were very sirniar.
Thece was no signi cant difference in achievement on the- parliamentary procedure te

Six mOnths after, the initial study the articipants were evaluated by the r

vocational agriculture instructor on ten mea of leadership participation;.FFA
membership; commietee participation, creed contest participation, chapter meeting
discussion, chapter meeting contest, public speaking c'ontest participation, judging
contest pipation, oMcer or assistant Officer participation and classroom discus-
sion. Chi square anal,.,is found no significant difference between the control and
experimental groups;

2 2
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MICHIGAN

TROTTER, Eugene and HASEIEY, Patsy L.' "Assessment of Agriculture and Natural
Resources Instructional Materials Utilization at the Elementary level in Michigan."
Staff Study, 1976, Michigan State University, East Lansing.

llurpose. The purpose of this research studiwas to-determine whether
elementary teacherson the State of Michigan integrate principles and prac ces of

agriculture and natural resollircy's into their on-going curriculum and if t do,how they

do it. The objectives of the-stuay were as followsi.

1 DetermiSae teacher awareness of the educational services provided by

selected agriculture .14nd natural resources'groups, associations and other appropriate

sources.

2. Determine teacher 4tilization "of educational.services from selected .
agricultur6 and natural ret9urcesigroups, associations and other sources.

.

/ i

...

.

3. Determine instructional materials received by teachers from selected
agriculture and natural resources groups, asiociations and Other sources: .

,

.
. .

.

4. Determine subject areaS in which teachers integrate agriculture and

natural resources instructio apthaterials. .

5. Informally ass s

agriculture and natural resdurc

teacher attitudes and o ions'tOwardeintegrating:

into the on-going curri um.

Method. A questionnaire was devised for the purpose oe,testing research 0

objectives. Data were collected by research personnet Trom 350 (a response rate of

75.27%) elementary teachers in 30 public schools duriRg,an on-site, regularly scheduled

faculty meeting. All school districts in the State of Michigan fall into one of five

community types: rural, town, city, urban fringe and metropolitan core: The five

community types served as a basis for population stratification. The sampling fraction

f=1/20 was uhiformly applied across strata so that probability of selection was

proportionate to size.

The S'tltistical Package in the Social Sciences (SPSS) wasremployed fore

omputer analyses. Data were analyzed by individual stratum and as an aggregate

tion. Frequencies w9re tabulated and the chi-square tests of homogenity and

ence were calculatd. Post hoc procedures were applied when appropriate.

Findings. aiyses of the data indicates that elementak teachers in the

survea ample are not ignificantly aware of agriculture and natural resources groups,

assolpa ons and oth appropriate sources of instructional materials. In general,
_-

it was co uded tha the appropriate sources of agriculture and natural resources

instructional. ater s have not made themselves and their services known to elementary

teachers. It wa ther concluded that elementary teachers have not sought out these

organizations as sourcea,6f ins£ructional materials. Elementary teachers appeared to be

receptive towards the concept of infUsing a iculture and natural resources principles

,nd practices into their ongoing curriculum.

2 3
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MISSISSIPPI

*

mo......... BONNER, Jimmy. "ComNtenciel, Needed by Future Farmer of Amerip. Advisors in
Mi5s45ippi.". Master of Science Thesis, 1976, MI sis$ippi State Unive'rs ty, Mississippi
State.

_ Purpose. The overall purpose of this investigat'ion .wassto identify e

compet cies needed by Future,Farmer of America advisors in Mississippi. econdary
conside atiohs of this study .were to comparethe.:-Terceiveddmportance of these
competencies with yarious levels of biographical and FFA program ipformation.

Method. ',Seventy-eight FFA advisors in Mississippi were selected as the se.mple
by emplOying the systematic.list gampling method. Dat'a--Uere collected from the sample
through mailed questionnaires. Statistical analyses'were Computekions'of means, fre-
quencies and percentage$. Hand tabulation's were-conducted.

N

.

4 Findings.. It_was found that the 108 competencies were perceived as bei,n.g
needed tb some degree'. It 1:rasn:d that sixty-six competency statemett'S' were perceived

, . .as being needed much Or to a g ea r degree. . f
,

Findings of the comparison of16-ariations'in biographical d ETA program
information with'the perceived importance of competencie$ indicated het age, race,
number of members nrolled in the PFA program and.type of school where the'FFA prOgram
is located appeared to haYe negligible effect,on the perceived importance of competencies.

iIt was found that\tenure, educational level, number of years of FFA membership
in highlchool, percentage of vocational agriculture students enrolled in the FFA, type
of area where the FFA progre0 s located and the perceived importance of the FFA program
to the vocational agriculture rogram appeared to have some influence on thePerceived
importance of competencies.

Respondents who were FFA members four years or more in high school pitted
competencies higher than respondents of other levels.

Those respondents with eighty-six to 100 percent of vocational agriculture
students enrolled int-frie FFA ranked competencies higher than respondents with smaller
percentages enrolled.

Urban and tural farm respondents ranked competencies-higher.than did respondents
in suburban and rural nonfarm areas.

Increasing perceived importance of the FFA to the vocational agriculture
program was accompanied by higher ranking of competencies.

BROWN, Ronald; CROSS, Jimmy; BONNER, Jimmy. "Career Orientation for High
School Student Leaders in Agricultural Occupations, Final Report." Staff Study, 1976,
MissisLppi State University, Mispissippi State.

Purpose. The purpose of this project was to familiarize secondary school
students with career opportunities in agriculture and the requirements for these careers
and to help them.present career information programs at their home schools. Selec
high school vocational agriculture students were involved in an extensive session
Mississippi State.University. These students were involved in career orientation
activities to increase their awareness of occupations available in agriculture.

A
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Method. An advisOry commietee was used in selecting stu4ents and) cOnsuitants.

_Forty-fFie students were.selectdd and registered representing eighteen,alefiools.

the
the

InNV,I.aarw I. participants met as a group

"Agricultural Occupations Knowledge Test" as
audio-visual materials, hands-on experienceb

4

The "AgriculturalOecupations Knowledge

and in three sub:-groups for completing
a pretest and gaining familiarity with

. -
and printed materials.

Test" was administeAd as'a post-test.

-t
ollowing-Up the students and
'implement, agricultural career
e use of local resource persons',
ntgions. A

Phase II involved supervising, assisting and

their teachers. Assistance was proviaed in helping th
orientatidn programS in their home-schools with extensi

tours, demonstratic4ns, fietd7ttips and audio-visual p

Findings. An ?valuation form consisting of-six een statements was completed by-tt.a.

th students. Responses indicate:I that the students were introduced to new agricialtutal

occ pations, new and different career infor onand that't eirawareness of careers

and their requisites was increased.

% 1 ,

Agricultural agencies were contacted 1-87 tim

oject.

.Thirty-three schools indicated they contacted a biellesses,in the

coatinuation Of this project on a local level a total of 6times.

(

ty,-four4chools during

Twenty-five schools reported agr,icultural resour e persons and guest speakers

were used in this project on a local level.

Filmstrips, slides, films, and other inst4tdonal materials provided were used

a total of seventy-five times by thirty-eight schoofalt conducting their programs.

-0101r

BROWN, Ronald; FAULKENBERY, Davidz and AINS*ORTH, Ted. "Improving Methods,

Techniques, and Materials of Safety InstrUption." Staff Study, 1976;Mississippi State '

University, Mississippi State.

Purpose. The overall objective of this projeCt-.:Was to Anvolve approximately

twenty-five secondary and/or post tecondary teacher9 of'agricultural mechanics in an-

in-service education program4designed to imp e the quE)lity of instruction, supervision,

ayrd administration Native to safetYin agni tiikakmeChanics laboratories.
. -

Methodi To accomplish these Objectiigs, the project Was desiKned in three

phases - project organization and resource development, group training and individualized

instruction.

In Phase I, the project staff, with the assistance of safety and health

consultanta. identified.and summarized occupational safety and health informatioh

essential t teachers of vocational agriculture. Materials found.,to be useful in this

project were developed and/or purchased.2:YL

In Phase II, the projeCt,staff and resource persons determined the saNety

hazards which seemed to be most common in agricultural mechanics laboratdries. This

information served as a basis for the intensive group training sessions which were

focused,on safety knowledge and skills needed by agricultural mechanics instructors.

11.

R
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,In Phase Ill, the project staff and/or resource Personsivisited the agricultural
mechanics laboratories. The la6ratories were surveyed anl. Suggestions were maae so that
safety hazards could be ableviated, if,possible. .Individualized instruction was given
to the participating agricultural mechanics teachdrs to help each develop an effective
safetyl pro--am and tPinsure that iacilities and equipment met acceptable safety standards'.

I,
Findings. The'major results and conclusiOns of this project are:

. t
...

. . .

.

1. The.agricuJitural mechanics instructors who participated shOwed*a professionalk
concern for the safety of thei students and -Ehemselves: . ..,'

,..--

2. The participants,,at the end 9f the project, were rated as being able' and .

willing to successfully prepare, organize,.implement, and evaluate comprehensive safety

4 programs.. ,,, . .
. 0

3. Most of the participants corrected many sa"fet.Y. hazardS which were identified,n,

in their laboratories. An Average of twenty-six safety hazardirwere identified in.each
-'laborattmo-A, '

. .
. k

ifr'-...
.

,
.

'D

r 4. Many safet3;ina"rds were comMon to a majority of the .aboratories which
4 -

were inspected.
. .

. ,

5. A majority of the hazards identified\were ones which could be'remedied in

......
arelatively inexpensive manner. With the exception bf facilities for spray painting,
mest la:boratori4s 'ti-:be made safe-at a cost.of.less than $150 for materials'. This is

in contrast to the 'elief held by ma& teachers.
e 1"\

. 4
CHEATHAM, Danny. ' "A 4,H Youth Workers Competency Study," Master of'Sciezice

Thesis, 1976, Mississippi State University, Mississippi State.

_
Purpose. The purpose of this investigation was to determine the competencie%,

as peirceived by Extension workers, necessary for the sutcessfdl operation of a 4,H

progilam. It further dealt with determining the degree of'necessity of eacti competenbr,
determini.:ng at what stage in the Extension 4-H Youth Agent's career the ccetencies
should be learned.

Method.. Data wer lected througfi a mailed questionnaire which as prepared

by an extensive revieW of. erature, consultation with other Extension prdresionals
and youth agencies, ahd the personal expeleience of the researcher. Both r dom and

total sampling were used in selection of the respondents. T1-04.were 146 Extension
workers reponding:to the survey, which consisted of a ninetyrive percent return.

The computations used in this study consisted of determining mean, frequency,
percent, ranking within category, and overall ranking..

Findinga. These atalyses of data revealed that 141 competencies out of the

. original 157 were rated need much (3.000) or higher, while sixty Of these competencies
receiVed a rating of 3.500 (half-way between need much and essential) or hiAhpr. It was

further Xound that the competencies that made up the administrative, communication and,
program execution categories were consistently ranked higher by the respondents, while

- valuation and resource development competencies were consistently ranked lower. The

remaining categories: program planning, staffing, and teaching were perceived by the
respondents as generally being equal in value for the success of an Extension 4-H

program.

22
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.
The investigation further revealed that'the volunteer 4-H leader should only be

involved in performing approximately thirty-one percent of the competencies, while the

Youth Agent should be partially responsible for performing almost all of the competencies

in this study:

The investigation also revealed that an overwhelning majority of the competen-

cieg analyzed in this study should be acquired during some type of in-service or on the

job trAining.

FAULKENBERY, David. "An Investigation of Vocational Agriculture Teacher's

Opinions of and Use of Citizens Advisory Councils." Master of Science Thesis, 1976,

Mississippi State University, Mississippi State.

Purpose. This investigation deals with an analysis Of the vocational agricul-

ture teacher's opinion of and use of citizens advisory councils in the state of

Mississippi.

Method. Data were collected from 79 vocational agriculture teachers via mailea

questionnaires. These vocational agriculture r6achers were selected using the randoth

selection method.

1

The analyses performed on the.data were the computation of percentages,

frequency distribution, mean, chi square and analysis of variance.

Findings. These analyses of data revealed that 72 percent of the vocational

agriculture teachers had a citizens advisory council. Of the 28 percent of the parti-

cipants who did not have a citizens advisory council, some of he reasons were: the

county board of education serves the same purpose; new program, not organized yet; and

the vocational agriculture teacher did not understand the purpose of the citizens

advisory council.

The average number of meetings of the citizeps advisory council was found to be'

about two meetings per year with an average number of five members per council.

Almost eighteen.percent of tae citizens advisory,councils.had a constitution.

When this variable was grouped,with the independent variables, characteristics of the

area proved to be a significant factor. The analysis also.revealed that almost forty-

three percent of the citizens advisory councils kept minutes of the meetings. _

Twenty-five activities of the citizens advisory council were analyzed concerning.

their involvement in these.activities. kmean was obtained, from a one to five scale,

for these activities concerning their benefit to the vocational agriculture programs'.

SOme of the'activities the citizens advisory councils were involved in were: assisting .

in the evaluating of my program,. with a mean of 3.3; making recommendations relative to

program development, with a mean of 3.0; and influencing people, with a mean of 3.3.

OREN, Jdhn W. "Career Preparation Programs for Potential Agribusinessmen,

Agricultural Agency Employeei and Agriculture Teachers." Staff Study, 1976, Mississippi

State University, MississipP* State.

purpose. The purpose of this developmental project warto develop and implement

speialized career preparation programs in agriculture.
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Method. ,The project involved identifying three school systems which needed addi-
tional education in agriculture beyond what was,eyrrently being provided add developing.
instructional programs to meet these needs. Seven specialized careerelorepartion
teachers were employed. The teachers were involved In ih-service training to develop
competencies needed in the specialized areas. Each teacher developed a detailed-program

Of study for the specialized areas. Staffing and scheduling patterns.were followed to
allow the teachers to rotate between nearby schools so that schools with insufficient'
enrollment for a full-time teacher could have specialized instruction on a part-time
basis.

Findings. The products of the project included detailed course outlines, new
and improved laboratory facilities, and specialized career preparation programs in
agriculture.

MISSOURI

CARLILE, Robert B. "Method of Teaching Agricultural Mechanical Skills to the
Educable Mentally Retarded." Doctor of gbilosophy Dissertation, 1975, University of
Missouri, Columbia.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to examine the effectiveness of a
sequentially oriented teaching'method as compared with a,more traditional method of
teaching entry-level tractor mechanic's helioer skills to educable mentally retarded
students. Furthermore, to ascertain whether-or not time of day for offering instruction
had any differential effect on learning.

- r
Method. The population for the experiment consisted of twenty-seven males

enrolled in a Farm Machinery Operation Coursed. All stud41ts had chronological ages of
fifteen to twenty Years and were classified as an educable mentally retarded. ,

A 2 x 2 factorial design was used to test the two' methods of instruction in two
different time frames using two different instructional units. Analysis of variance
was used to compare the results to determine if there was a significant difference
between tne experimental and standard teaching method used in the study. In addition,
Fisher's LSD test was used to make paired comparisons among the means of the significant
F values and to find the source of the effects of the interaction between the teaching
method and time of day for offering instruction.

Findings. 1: Students couldle taught at leastsone of the cognitive and
psychomotor skills required to become a tractor mechanic's helper.

2. A significantly higher level of learning cognitive information in the morning
and psychomotor skills in either morning or afternoon resulted when using the experimen-
tal teaching'method as compared to the standard teaching method.

3. CoAeitive learning was significantly greater in the moining for the experi-
mental teaching method in comparison to the standard teaching method.

4. There was a significant interaction between teaching methods and time of day
for offering instruction directed to cognitive learning. However, there Was no inter-
action.feund between teaching methods and time of day for offering instruction directed
to psychomotor learning.
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HOFF, William We "Attitudes Toward the Energy Crisis Among Selected Agricultural

Groupt." Doctor of Education, 1976, University of Missouri, Columbia.

Purpose. The study was designed to assess the attitudes of vocational agriculture
students, their parents, vocational agriculture teachers, and energy experts toward the
energy crisis in productionagriculture.

0
_ -

Method. The population of this study included vocational agricillt4re students,
their parents, vocational agricultureteachers, and energy experts. Thirty teachers

were randomly selected to. participate in the study: Students and parents were randomly

selected in pach department. The survey instrument contained 43 statements on selected
issues And ffubjects on the energy shortage as it related to production agricultuie. ,

The instrument utilized a Likert_type five point scale of strongly agree, agree,
undecided, disagree,and strongly disagree. The scoring for favorable statements was

high to low (5, 4, 3, 2, 1) and reversed for unfavorable statements.

A principal component factor analysis with a varimax rotation was used to identify
factors and create eigenvalues. 'Factor scores were -computed for each respondent for

.

each,factor with an eigenvalue,of 1.0 or more. so

A one-way analysis of variance was uSed to test each factor for significant

differences. Posteriori comparisons were Made using a multiple comparisons procedure

called the "Least significant differenees" test (Fishers'_LSD).

Findings. Factor analysis revealed 15 factors with an eigenvalue.of 1.0 or more

whiqh accounted for 63.6 percent of the variances. The one-way analyas of variance

identified seven factors with significant F. values.

Eight research hypotheses were rejected. Two hypotheses were not rejected.
Significant differences in attitude toward the energy crisis in production agriculture

were found among and between the'selected agricultural groups. The responses of laymen

(students, parents, and teachers) were significantly different toward the energy crisis
,issues studied than the panel of energy experts. Location on Missouri, size of farm,

and type of farm influenced the responses of students and iarents. Location in

Missouri or years of teaching experience did not influence the attitudes of teachers

toward energy crisis issues.

STEWART, Bob R., GLOTFELTY, David and KANAKARAJ D. "Interaction Analysis in the

Simulated Teaching vs. the Student Teaching Situation." Staff Study, 1975, University

of Missouri, Columbia..

Purpose. 'The'focal point for this study became the identification of an
approach to measuring interaCtion in the classrbom and the determination of the effec-

tiveness of the simulated teaching experience.. . . .

Method. A review of available interaction analysis systems was conducted and
the system developed by N. A. Flanders was selected for use in the study. A method of

tilbulating and recording information was then developed and a unit of instruction on

interaction analysis wa developed and used in a preservice teacher education course

for agricultural education majors. The final phase of the project involved the collect-

ing and analyzing of data,from simulated and student teaching activities. During the

course of the project, ten students completed tapes in both the simulatedsand actual

student teaching setting.

0
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At
Findings. The small number of students posed a problem in drawing coclusions

for this aspect nf the project. However, it was observed that the procedures used in
the study did have lenefits for student teachers. It wa:s recommended'ithat additional),

data be collected to provide a basis for answering the questions concerning the
relationship between interaction in the simulated teaching and student teaching setting.

MONTANA

EGAN, Charles Evans. "An Analysis of the Procedures and Attitudes of Partici-
Pants in 4-H Beef Projects in Stillwater County." Master of Science Professional Paper,
1976, Montana State University, Bbzeman.

AP
Purpose. The purpose of this study is to determine how 4-H members se t,

manage, evaluate and show 4-H market and breeding beef projects in Stillwater ounty
and how parents and leaders involved in the 4-H beef project view these facets of the
project:

.,..3.,

Method. A questionnaire was designed to cover the planning, selection, nutrition,
care and handling, records system and final project evaluation of the 4-H market and
breeding beef,prbjects in Stillwater County. The questionnaire was developed with the
help of the 4-H beef committee. The questionnaire was tested with a group familiar with

11101

the 4-H beef progra pl,-;'e instrument was sent to 198 persons including leaders,
leg.der-parents, and ', ers.

Findings. Results of the study indicate members plan their projects on an annual
basis with selection of animals guided by personal research as well as influence of
others. Nutritional aspects of the feeding period were set up according to feed avail-
able and past experience. Data suggests program emphasis should encourage long range
planning that would involve family members, leaders,fand extension agents to promote
further experience and knowledge for the04-H member. Educational programs integrated
into existing activities that stress research findings in genetics, nutrition and
management would help members increase skill throughout the total project experience.

LANTIS, Daniel. "An Examination of Summer Programs of Vocational Agriculture
in Montane!"! Master.,mf Science Professional Paper, 1975, Mbntana State University,
Bozeman.

:* Purpose. Objectives were to: 1) Determine summer employMent status of vo-ag
teachers, 2) evaluate the importance of summer program to the averall program,
3) plan.for accauntability_of,summer programs,,4)..ascertain time spent on summer.
activities, 5) identify perceptions of vo-ag teachers and administrators toward program
activities.

,

Method. Data for the study were collected from:the 1974-75 Montana Education
Directory, the State Superlasor of Agricultural Education and a mail questionnaire
to Montana vocational a iculture teachers and to school administrators. Length of

4summer employment was t dependent variable; independent variables were teacher
activities, and teacher and administrator perceptions.

26:
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Findings. Sixty percentof the teachers were employed at'least eleven months.

2) Over three-fourths of the teachers reported having no set work schedule. 3) Almost

two-thirds of the teachers,were'paid a regulanteactang salary on extended contract.
4).Longer summer employment contrubutps to the overall program,by: a) more visitations

completed, b) more awardsreceived by .FFA members, c) more teather time supervising

occupational experience Pi-ojects. 5) Teachers held an average' of 2,2 planning meetings

and submitted an average of,3,1 reports.per summer. 6) Thirty-five percent of the time

was spent on supervisory actiVitieel: 7) Teachei.s ratpd "hold FFA meetings" the most

importantsummer activitY. '8) Program Management was rated most important to overall

program development by teaChers and adMinistrators. 9) TeaChers rated public relations

least important. 10)'Teacher-adeinistrator perceptions differed on work schedules,

planning meetings and reports required.

d

NEBRASKA

DILLgl, :Roy D. "An Analyep of Selected Factors Influencing the Use Of Time

by 40 Vocational Agriculture TeaChers in Nebraska." Staff Study, Department of Agri-

cultural: Education, 1976, University of Nebraska, Lincoln.

Purpose. To systematically record how Nebraska vocational agriculture teachers,

utilized their time for one year, and to make comparisons of mean hours worked, on

selected independent variables.

Method. Forty vocational agriculture teachers kept a record of the.time they

spent for one year, in twenty-seven categories. These data were recorded in 1/4 hour

blocks. Mean difference tests were run on eighteen different independent variables, to

determine whether significar4 differences existed between or among groups. Analysis.o

variance tests were also run for each of the twenty-seven duty categories, over each of

the eighteen independent variables.
1S.

Fi,ndipgs. Mean hours worked per month for the forty teachers was 221, with an

annual mean of 2,652 hours. Thirty-one percent of their time was devoted to planning

-and teaching day-agriculture Classes; eleven percent to counseling and advising students;

eight percent to curriculum planning; six percent to supervising occupational experience

programs; and the remaining forty-four percent to the other twenty-three duty categories.

Teacher age, professional association officership, holding a part7time job, and using

a school vehicle, showed sigpificant differences among teachers studied. Significant'

differences were also found in specific duty category tests within several of the

independent variables.

DOUGLASS; HORNER, J.T., and-HOOVER, T.L. -"Combining the Computer and

Flanders' Interaction Analysis to Prepare Better:Teachers." Staff Study, 1976,

University of Nebraska, Lincoln. 1

purpose. To modify aad combine Flanders Interaction Analysis Category System

(FIAC) with computer to provide'immediate feedback for improvement of student teachers.

Method. An experimental study was made to examine the effectiveness of the

system, through controlled procedures. Then a pilot studY was made to focus on the

practicality of applying the sYStem in a "real-life" pituation in vocational agriculture.

The experimental study designed to focus on determining whether or not the sYstem did

help naive students change their teaching behavior. Each student completed three short
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teaching epiodes. An observer scored the teaching performances and instructed the
computer to process the data and display the results on a desk monitor. Alongside the
students objective level, the.computer feed-back displayed five different rations:
Teacher Response Ratio (TRR), Teacher Question Ratio (TQR), Pupil Invitation Ratio,
(PIR), Percent of Teacher,Talk (TT), and Percent of Student Talk (ST). The pilot study
represented students in theiF professional semester of vocational teacher education, in
the Department of Agricultural Education, placed in schools throughout the State of
Nebraska. This necessitated data processing with a remote terminal up to 300 miles from
the computer via-long distance telephone service to and from the computer.

Findings. Evidence shows the system can help effect significant changes,

-in:teaching behavior toward the goals which were determined to represent a desirable
model of teaching. "The Audent teachers favored using the system and believed that there
should have been more opportunities to-utilize the feed-back. When used in a real life
situation, the biggest odt-of-pocket cost item was the use of the telephone for long
distance transmission. The approximate costs of the'computer programs for both studies
was $5.00 per hour. Aside from the telephohe problem, no other technical difficulties
were encountered which had a bearing on the completion of the studies.

Combining the computer and Flanders' Interaction Analysis can, in fact, assist
student teachers in vocational programs to improve their teaching performance, based. .

upon immediate, objective feedback data.

NEWYORK

DEYO, Willian. "A Census-Based Clustering System for Career rat4on." Master
of Arts Thesis, 1976, Cornell University, Ithaca.

Purpose.. The purpose was to develop a system for providing information about
all types of occupations that would enable teachers and counselors to present the most
information about those occupations which are likely to provide employment for the most
students. It is assumed that the largest occupations will generally employ the most
students since the majority of job openings result from the replacement of workers who
leave occupations.

Method. The Bureau of the Census report "Detailed Occupation of Etployed Persons
by Detailed Industry and Sex: 1970" was analyzed to determine which one of a total of
15 types of industries provided employment for the most workers in each of 385 occupa-
tional titles or categories representing our entire labor force. Lists were then devel-
oped for each of the 15 industry clusters listing in order of size those occupations for
which that industry proved to be the major employer:" The total number of people employed
in all industries was included for each occupation as well as an indication as to whether
or not more than half of the workers were concentrated within the major employing
industry cluster.

Findings. The 35 largest occupations employ more than half of the workers,in
our nation. For nearly three-fourths of the occupations,the majority of the workers tend
to be concentrated within their major employing industry cluster. A table indicating the
percentage of the labor force employed in each industry cluster is provided as a guide
for determining the proportion of class time to devote to the study of each industry.
For example, since the two manufacturing clusters employ 26 percent of our labor force,,
approximate4y one quarter of the course should be.devoted to how a product is produced
and the contribution of each occupation, revealing promotion routes.
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LEGACY, James W. "Identifying Technical Teacher Compete cies in Agricultural

and Occupational Education." Doctor of Philosoiphy Thesis, 1976, Cornell University,

Ithaca.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to (1) evaluate the usefulness of
Functions-task analysis data for writing behavioral statements f technical occupational

skill and knowledge. (2) to determine. if the occupational skill and knowledge essential

.for teaching differs from the skill and knowledge essential for workers, and (3) to

propose a system for utilizing behavioral statements within a competency based teacher

education program of preservice teacher training in agriculture.

Method. Following a task analysis of farm businesses in New York State, a

competency outline was prepared for teaching-farm production and management (FPM). The

dairy production competency "Raising Youngstock" was selected for the investigation.

A list of 62 behavioral statements of skill and knowledge (tasks) wa0mailed for need

lpvel.identZfication to a sample of 40 teachers and 46 ddirymen, A fbtal of 3 or 97%

of the sample returned the questionnaire. In rating knowledges and skills, he study

participants assigned one of a four level scale of need to each of the 62

statements.

ask

Findings. Sixty of the 62 tasks were rated as useful to the performance of the

test competency. This accomplished the first purpose of the study and established the

Functions-task analysis procedure as a method of identifyirig behavibral task statements.

Measurement of teacher-worker difference was accomplished.by dividing the four

t. unit scale into.two parts. The mode or most frequently identified need level was the

statistical measure used to indicate teacher-worker difference. A two unit nel scale

was created by combining need levels one and two, and three and four. For 53 of the

62 tasks, teachers identified tte same'need level as established by the workers.

There were nine tasks which teachers identified at a three-four need mode,-while

workers established a One-two need mode or vice versa. This result suggested that on

a two point scale of more important-less important, workers and teachers identified a

common need level.

However, of the 44 coMmonly identified more important, tasks, 30 were (with

significance at .05) more frequently identified at level four, essential, by teachers.

Of the remaining more important tasks, nine were more frequently identified as essential

by teachers, two were assigned identical frequencies, and three were more frequently,

but not significantly, identified as more essential by workers.

An analysis of variance supported the findings of teacher-worker difference.

The findings were (1) that teachers and workers .identified a similar set of tasks as

useful to the test competency, while (2) teadiers more frequently identified both skills

and knowledges as essential.

The conclusions applied to the study's suggested CBTE paradigm were, (1) that

based on measured differences, teachers should establish teacher preparation competencies

and (2) that task analysis is a valid procedure for developing competency tasks lists.

In addition to proposing methods tor determining teacher competencies, the study outlined

a procedure for testing competencies. The test included a Written test of randomly

selected knowledge questions., with a practical demonstration of technical skills. The

test proposed credit for pre-college learning, allowed for individual differences, and

provided a basis for performance evaluation.

It was concluded that dince teaCher-worker needs differ, teacher determination

of the technical components of a competency based teacher education program is essential.
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45747Frederick K.T. and CUSHMAN, Arold b. "The Cornell Diagnostic Observation
and Reporting System for Student Description.of CoAege Teaching." Staff Study, 1975,
Cornell University, Ithaca.

Purpose. The purpose was to develop a practical diagnostic observation and
reporting system for student description of college teaching. This i4psed upon the
research team the task of synthesizing three vital components: (1) an patrument that
students can use to describe the teaching behEgiors of an instructor in.terms of
variables,related to student achievement; (2) a means for ascertaining ati.4ent achieve-
ment in a given class section; and (3) a "stand alone" computerized technique.for
summarizing feedback to the instructor appropriate for the diagnosis of her,Or his
strengths and weaknesses and the prescription of appropriate remedies.

Method. At Cornell University 120 professors participated in.identifying.seven
general teaching objectives considered satisfactory for describing the objectives
considered satisfactory for describing the objectives of undergraduate courses. In

addition, data were collected from 402 instructors and 12,792 students at ten colleges
of agriculture in the Northeast to determine the correlations between the presence of
45 low-inference.teaching behaviors and the degree of student achievement as measured
by students' ratings of their progress on each of the seven general teaching objectives
used in the study.

Findings. The, 41indings show that 28 specific, low-inference, observable
teaching behaviors correlated at the level of .48 or highet with student achievement on
one or more of the general teaching objectives and were classified by the researchers
as effective at the college level.

Four main products were generated by the study: an Instructor Form, a Student
Form, a computer Instructor's Printout, and the required computer programs for use in
processing the data on standard electronic equipment. Administrators and professors

interested in the improvement of college teaching will find these products to have
implications for meanangful staff development programs. SiAllarly, researchers seeking

to validate competencies for inclusion in a competendtbased teacher preparation
program will find the rationale and methodology used in this study of benefit.

Ft,

eCtorof Venezuela." Doctor of Philosophy Thesis, 1976, Cornell University, Ithaca.
VILLACIS., Fabio Milton. "A Procedural Model for Job Analysis in The Agricultural

Purpose, The purpose was to develop a procedural model for conducting job
analYtis in the agricultural sector of Venezuela and to test the model in one livestoc
and two crop occupations in Venezuela, i.e., a swine breedel-, a coffee processor and

a peanut grower.

The objectives of the study are:
, (Ns

kL. To identify tasks and to collect, organize and present detailed informati n
on (a) the factors considered to be the general physical and mental traits required by

the wbrker to perform the tasks, and (b) .a description of the location, environment and
conditions of the job. This information could be a useful source for educational appli-
cation including guidance and orientation for prospective workers.

2. To develop a strategy for broadening the current classification of agricul-

ttiral jobs in the Venezuelan Dictionary of Occupational Titles, by identifying existing

jobs which are not recorded in the D.O.T. or jobs which are recorded but not correctly

described.
30
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. Method. The procedural model developed is a continuous sequence of organized

.events: developing instruments and procedures, designing strategies for implementation,

Aata validation, and analysis and organization:Of data collected. Direct observation

jtheg

worker performing the job was combined With the 11me of personal interviews.
lidation With regard to how the job is being done was provided-by supervisors of the

lbrker and'experts. Specialists made observations with regard to how f& job should be

done.

k

Findings. Job analysis in the agricultural'sector through direct observation is

feas4ble and functionsl. It provides useful information-which whip recorded and organ-
ized in a particular i'orm facilitates the work of educators or teAnicians engaged in
job classification and job evaluation.

.-- Critical aspedts of the study are the sampling procedures and the validation of
thê'information collected. Particular attention should be given to the need for well-

strUctured dentitions of terms for similar studies.-
%

NORTH,DAROTA',

CHRISTMAN, Quentin Edwin. "Methods Used by 1972-74 State Superior (Or Gold)

Award FFA Chapters In North and South Dakota, Minnesota and Montana In Financing Chapter

Activities and In Using Chapter Funds." Master of Science Colloquium Paper, 1975, North'

Dakota State University,. Fargo.

Purpose. The major purpose was to determine-and evaluate methods used b/
1972-74 Superior Award FFA Chapters in Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota..
to finance chapter activities and in using chapter funds. The specific objectives were:

1) To determine the kinds of activities most frequently used by chapters to finance their

programs; 2) to appraise the financial effectiveness of selected activities used by

chapters in financing their programs; 3) to appraise the educational values to members

of selected activities used by chapters in financing their programs; 4) to determine the

kinds of 'activities to which chapter funds were most frequently committed; 5) to deter-

mine the belected practices and procedures most frequently used by chapters in handling

chapter funds.
6

Method. The sample consiste \of 113 chapters who received the Superior Award

one or more times during the 1972-74 period. A direct mail questionnaire completed by

advisors of Superior Award Chapters supplied information for the study. Evaluations by

chapter advisors using the fund raising activities were based on a scale ranging from

! a numerical value of 5 for appraisals of high value to a value of 1 for appraisals of

no value. Data poncerning the study were analyzed and presented to attain the specific_

objectives:of the study.

Findings. Fund raising used most frequPtit1y_by_35 percent or more of the,

Superior Award chapters were sales activities. Four of the six most frequently used

fund raising,methods were sales activities.

Fruit sales and general sales activities were ranked as the two most financially

effective,activities to raise chapter funds based on the mean scores as evaluated by

chapter advisors.

Chapter businesses such as chapter farms and/or greenhouses were considered by

advisors as the'fund raising activity having the most educational value to chapter

members. Fruit sales and general sales activities ranked second and third as having the
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next most educational value to members.

Parent member banquets and chapter awards were rated as the most important
activities to receive financial support with chapter funds as appraised by chapter
advisors.

More than 70 percent of the chapters reported using the fifteen selected
practices and/or procedures in handling chapter funds.

It is recommended that7chapter advisors give more thought end instructional
time to make chapter fund raising activities more educational by utilizing methods
to teach concepts iT selling and salesmanship, product knowledge, advertising and
human relations. '

HANSON, Gunder Robert. "A History of the Specialty Crops PrograMof the Detroit
Lakes Area Vocational-Technical Institute and a Study to Determine Attitudes of Farmers
Enrolled Toward Selected Aspects Of the Program." Master of Science Colloquium Paper,

1974, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

Purpose. The major purpose was to determine attitudes towardIthe educational
program and selected characteristics of farmers who were or had been,enrolled in the

Specialty Crops Prograp of the Detroit Lakes Area Vocational-Technical Institute as of
June 30, 1973.

Method. Tosecure information needed for attaining the-objecti s of the study,

two questionnaires,were prepared. One was designed to secure informa on from farmers

currently (June 30, 1973) enrolled in the Specialty Crops Program of the Detroit Lakes
Area Vocational-Technical Institute. A second questionnaire was used to gain informa-

tion from farmers who had been enrolled but were no longerfactive in the program.

School records revealed a total of seventy-three'farmers who had been or were currently
enrolled since the proc:.ram was originated in January of 1967. The questionnaires with

an accomp.ning cover letter and a return addressed, stamped" envelope were mailed to the

selecte farmers and followed up by personal and telephone codftapts. Data from fifty-

seven u ble questionnaires returded were used for the findingsql"f the study.

,Farmers who expressed an interest in improving their proficiency in the produc-
tion of small fruits (principally strawberries and raspberries)'and/or.the production
of garden vegetables for commercial purposes by attending three or more classes per year
and who had received on-the-farm instruction associated with the program, were considered
enrollees in the Specialty Crops Program. ..

Findings. (1) The majority àf the farmers enro414-,in the Specialty Crops
Program were middle aged men living on small farms with large families. (2) Over 90

percent (92:1 percent).of_the.rfarmers in the Detroit Lakes area who,?were involved in.the

Specialty Crops Program operate small- units l'abOrror-tfie Istirjoabb`ar"

supplementing their income. (3) The instructional PrOgram in Specialty Crops offered

by the Detroit Lakes Area Vocational-Technical Institute has been adequate to meet the
needs of farmers enrolled. In future planning of the Specialty Crops Program, the
emphasis on on-the-farm instruction should be increased with some decreased emphasis on
classroom instruction. (4) The desirability of the Detroit Lakes Area Vocational-
Technical Institute making specialized equipment available on a loan basis to enrollees
in the Specialty Crops prograM was questionable. (5) Most of the farmers who had dropped
out of the Specialty Crops Program did so for reasons other than those relating to the
relevancy of the instructional, program.
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LUFT, Vernon D. "Accessiliility and Frequency of Use of Selected Audio-Visual

Equipment by North Dakota Vocational Agriculture Teachers." Staff Study; 1976, North

Dakota State University, Fargo.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to utilize data concerning tie
accessibility and use of audio-visual equipment by local Vocational Agriculture teachers
in Aorth Dakota for purposes of planning Agricultural Education 4o4 - Instructional
Media in Teaching Agriculture.,e.

Specific objectives identified to meet the purpose were as follows: (1) To

determine what audio-visual equipment is available in schools.for use by local Voca-
tional Agriculture teachers. (2) Tb determine the frequency which local Vocational
Agriculture teachers use available audio-visual equipment.

Method. A survey questionnaire was developed utilizing questionnaires from a
previous study. The survey questionnaire along with a Cover letter and self-addressed
stamped envelope was sent to each secondary, postsecqndary, and adult Vocational
Agriculture instructor in North Dakota. Non-respondents to this questionnaire were

mailed a .ollow-up. The two mailings produced.106 returns or an 83.5 percent resi3onse.

Responses to the questionnaire items were recorded and tabulated by a work-study
-student in the Agricultural Education Department. Tables were prepared and frequencies

and their percentages were recorded for use in reporting the results.

Findings. Most audio-visual equipment items are found in the school systems
in North Dakota and are at least "sometimes accessible" for use by local Vocational
Agriculture teachers. Items that are most often not owned and are unavailable for use
are 6mm movie cameras, 16 mm movie cameras, and caramate projectors.

Audio-visual equipment that is used most often by local Vocational Agriculture
teachers include 'the overhead projector, spirit process duplisators,lcopying machines,

and mountedoprojection screens. Items that are found in the schools but are least often
used are opaque projectors, portable projection screens, reel to reel tape recorders,
and video-tape machines.

OHIO

ALVAREZ-QUINTERO, Moises. "Evaluation of Rural Development Programs In

Developing Countries: An Appraisal of Supervised Credit Programs." Doctor of Philosophy

Dissertation, 1975, The Ohio State University, Columbilis.

Purpose. The major purpose of this study was to provide additional understand-
ipthe interpretation of supervised credit programs used as an.instrument fdr the

development of the rural areas of developing countries. This study described the
criteria under which supervised credit programs have been established, implemented, and

evaluated.

Method. The analysis of the appropriateness of the criteria used in evaluating
this type of program was made by using as a frame of reference, the purposes, goals and

assumptions of a social action program. An appraisal.'Of the interpretation of supervised

credit programs and the identifidhtion of the role of such programs in rural itvelopment

strategies is important because programs have been continued or discontinued'o the

basis of the information available in the evaluation studie.s4 The shift from one. develop-
mental approach to another may be a costly enterprise that tHe poor countries cannot
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afford to pay.

Findings. The study.found that most writers of supervised credit programs agree
that the programs' activities are for social promotion which have equilibrated educa-
tional objectives with'adequate finance and are concerned with a special target popula-
tion, whose capabilities and personal characteristica are more important than their

economic characteristics.

The most common criteria used as indicator qf the supervised credit program's
performance are in terms of increased productivity, income, rate of interest, credit
deliquency, capital formation and use of technology. There is a lack of well established
set of criteria concerning the constituents of a successful supervised credit program.
These criteria seem to be absent from the program objectives as well at from the
evaluation studies reviewed.

It was found that only three out of fifteen factors mentioned as limitators of
the-superinsed credit can be considered as non-institutional factors: (1) misuse of

credit by the farmers; (2) loan deliquency and (3) educational characteristics of the

farmers.

The review of the literature in the evaluation of social action programs sho(ed

that evaluation research is still at the stage of empirical generalization'due.to the

lack of communication or diffusion of evaluation reaults, the lack of theoretical
orientation in the evaluation studies, impossibility of replicability and lack of, '

general agreement among evaluators concerning the status of the evaluation studies.

Although evaluation studies are made for multiple purposes, the'most acCeptable

one is to provide evidence on which to base decisions about maintaining, institutional-

izing and expanding successful programs and modifying or absindoning unsucceSsfuJ-ones.

The most apparent methodological drawbacks in evaluating a social action program

are: il) conceptualization, (2) the use of research designs which do not control
extraneous variables, (3) measurement, and (4) interpretation of the results.'

.An analysis of three evaluation models shows that a system approach model

appeared to be the most convenient in evaluating a supervised credit vm-rpm.giy.en the.

complexity of and the large number of variables to deal with in that.thWof pi-ogram..

ANDERSON,
Master of Science

Purpose.
terms of acreage,

4'
-411(44,

Lawrence G. Jr. "The Needs and Scope of The Ohio Grape Industry "
Thesis, 1975, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

The purpose of this study was to describe the Ohio grape situation in

age of plantings, variety, methods of marketing and.harvesting,
growers sources of information and management problems.

IF

grape
calls

Meth-od. Names of Ohio grape growers were secUred from'coun eXtension agents,'
. .

processors and growers. A ma 1. questionnaire was used to co t data., Telephone

were made to non-respondents o dollect information. Hand tab tion was used

to .summarize data.

Findings. The center of Ohio's grape
eight counties adjacent to Lale Erie. New pla

Ohio with varieties of the French Hybrid type.
Most grapes were machine harvested and sold to
control was the most serious vineyard management problem and growers most frequehtly

rowing industry was in northern Ohio in
ngs were made predominantly in Southern
ncord was the predominant grape variety.
ice, jams or jellies processors. Weed
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used extension service publications as a source of information'.

BENDER, Rnlph K. "The1975 Occupations of Recent Graduates ot Vocational

Agriculture in Ohio." Staff Study, 1975; The Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. The purpose was to identify the occupations of one and five-year

graduates or vocational agriculture in Ohio as of March 1, 1975.

Method. A survey included 1845 students representing 72 departments selected

at random from the 15 supervisory distrièts of vocational agriculture in Ohio.

Findings. Thirty-six per cent of the graduates out of school one year and the

c.ame percentage of those out of school five years were farming. Twenty-four per cent

of the first year graduates and 20 per cent of the five year graduates were engaged in ,

non-farm agricultural occupations. The percentage of graduates involved in non-agricul-

tural work was 27 for those out of school one year and 37 for those out five' years.

Thirteen per cent of the graduates out of school one year were in college or technical

schools. Five per cent of the first year graduates were unemployed as compared to .5

per cent of the five yeargraduates who were unemployed.

BYRD, John Rickey. "Tasks Performed By 4-H Program Assistants as Perceiv0 By

Georgia 4-H Extension Agents, 4-H Program AsSistants and Volunteer Leaders." Doctor of

Philosophy Dissertation, 1976, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. The study was designed to: (1) identify the tasks perceived as

* appropriate for the development of the,role position of the 4-H program assistant,

(2) idebtify the tasks perceived as being performed by the 4-H program assistant, oi

(3) compare the perception of persons occupying the three positions to determine the ,-.

concensus among the positions, (4) determine the relatiohship between years of servicOme,.

age, sex, years of formal education and location of residents (rural and urban) and f,,s0

the mean scores of tasks identified as appropriate-for the role of the 4-H program

assistant.

Method. Data were collected by mailed questionnaires from 38 extension agents

with 4-H responsibility, 47 4-H program assistants and 82 4-H volunteer leaders who were'

located in counties that employ 4-H program assistants on a yearly basis during 1975

and 1976. A two-part questionnaire was used. Part I was designed to collect information

about the respondents' (1) years of service, (2) age, (3) sex, (4) years of formal educa-

tion and (5) location of residence. Part II was designed to secure data on task

appropriateness and to determine the percentage of program assistants that were presently

performing the tasks.

Findings. Considerable disagreement was found within the Cooperative Extension

Service as to the categorization of tasks performed by 4-H program assistants into

functional categories.

The years of formal educalOon of the 4-H program assistants was higher than

would be expected for a person who was not professionally trained.
;

Extension agents with 4-H resonsibility, .4-H program assistants and 4-H volunteer

leaders had a high level of Concensus on the appropriateness and on the percentage of

(tasks being performed by the 4-H program assistant.
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There tended to he eoncensus in perception of appropriateness when analyzing the
tasks by each positional groups' (1) years of service, (2) age, (-3) location of
residence and (4) years of formal education,

,There tended to be.concensus in perception of appropriateness of tasks of 44j.
program assistants when analyzing the tasks by sex of the 4-H program assistants and
4-H volunteer leaders.

Extension agents with 4-H responsibility tended to vary significantly on task
appropriateness of 4-H program assistants when analyzed by extension agents' sex

Extension agents with 4-H )esponsibility, 4-H program assistants and 4-H volun-
teer leaders were not in concensus on task.appropriateness for 4-H program assistants
in are" of (1) program evaluation and determining program objectiveS, (2) communication
between the program assistants and the local citizens, volunteer leaders and extension
'agents and (3) availability of resources for. the 4-H program.

CLARK, Charles. "An Analysis of Factors Influencing the Response Times of Rural
Volunteer Emergency Ambulance Services." Master of Science Thesis, 1976, The Ohio State
University, ColumbUs.

Purpose. The subject of this research study was the determination of factors
which influenced the response time of rural, volunteer eMergency ambulance services (EAS)
in rural Ohio.

Method. A total of 33 volunteer EAS's located in 8 rural Ohio dounties \pre the
subjects of,this study of the response time of ambulance services. A theoretical
research model was established to ascertain response time. It was divided into 2
components (delay time - elEipsed time from the receipt of the-call until ambulance is
enroute, and travel out-time - elapsed time from.when the ambulance is enroute until it
arrives at the s"cene.) Data collection was conducted in two parts. Information
regarding equipment, personnel, ambulance drew policies, travel conditions, community
support and the benefits enjoyed by squadmen was collected and, field intervieWs conducted
with the 33 leaders of the sampled EAS's. The EAS's-'reported information regarding the
emergency ambulance calls which they experienced during the period August 1 to Septem-
ber 15, 1975. Descriptive statistics were used to give vis,i.bility to the characteristics
of the EAS's and regression analysis was performed to describe variatiops time
and travel out time.

Findings. Most of the EAS's surveyed indicated that their service areas
followed a township or a combination of township and village boundaries. he average
number of squadmen serving the 33 EAS's was 25.7. Seventy per cent of the services were
using women squadmen. Forty-seven per cent of the EAS's used previously organized
desigdated teams as squadmen to retpond to the call to the ambulance. Fifty-three per
cent of the EAS's used radio pagers or monitors to alert squadmen. The average number
of ambulances,per ,k:AS was 1.6, with 70 per cent of the units using a van, type ambulance
less than three years old as their.primary vehicle:: Eighty per-cent of. the.EAS's reported.
having a squadroom or loungroom in their station house. A total of 407 usable "squad
run reports" were returned by 73 per cent.of the 33 EAS's. Twenty-four of the units
averaged 17 calls during the six week period. Twelve EAS units had less than one call
per week. The average reported delay time was 3'.35 minutes and the average travel out

time was 5.11 minutes. The average distance traveled by t. e last sqUadman to reach
and man the ambulance was 1.12 miles, and the average dist nce traveled to the scene
was 5,11 miles. A multiple regression analysis of selecte factors related to response

time revealed that approximately 60 per cent of the variati n,of the delay'time could
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be explained by the following factors: (1) the distance from .the last squadmam to map
the ambulance traveled, (2) the number of radio monitors per ten squadmen, (3) the
util4zation of the team resp9nse, (4) the number of firebar telephones per ten squadmen,
and (5) the number of squadmen serving the,FAS.

ERPELDING, Lawrence H., Jr. 4Status of.post-Secondary Education in Agrioulture
Agribusiness, Natural Resources and Environmental Occupations, 1976." Staff Study, 1976,
The Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. To determine the status orpost-secondary programs in agriculture,
agribusiness, natural resources and environmental occupations in the United States afil
Puerto Rico in terms of teachers, programs and students. The data collected were to
constitute a tool adminiatrators could utilize in making programmatic decisions.

Method. Department chairmen in post-secondary institutions offering one and
two year programs in agriculture, ribusinesi. b, natural resources and envronmental
'Occupations were surveyed to ,dete eine the number of teachers employed, types of curricula
offered, and'student enrollment. Data were assembled showing the number of full and
part-time teachers, the tYpes and numbers of. curricula, students enrolled inleach program,
extent of adult educatiOn offerings, and number of curriculum related student organiza-
tions.

Findings. The 1976 data showed reccA.d high numbers of programs offered and
students enrolled in agriculture, agribusiness, natural resources and environmental
occupations in post-secondary education of less than baccalaureate d6gree. Programs
number 1,467 in 1976 which represented an addition of 133 compared to the previous year.
Student enrollment was reported as 71,067 an increase of 16,639 of 30% from 1975.

,

hio

Department chairmen stated 1,749 full-time faculty were employed in 1976. This
number represented an increase of 174 fully employed instructional personnel when
contrasted to the 1975 report. Part-time faculty employment grew from 1,118 in .1975
to 1,171 in 1976.

Of the 451 institutions offering less than baccalaureate post-secondary educa-
tion in agriculture; agribusiness, natural resources and environmental'occupations,
39% provided-curriculum-based student organization. Adult education programs were
offered in 34 of the 451 institutidhs.

HAMPSON, Michael N. "Leadership and Personal Development Competencies Needed
in Agricultural Occupations As Identified by Agricultural Leaders in Ohio." Masper
orScience Thesis, 1976, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. The purpose was to identify the leadership and personal development
competencigs needed in agricultural occupations as identified by agricultural leaders
in Ohio. The major questions inveatigated were: Al) What leadership and personal
developr.ent competencies are performed at the management, mid-management, and labor
categories as-identified by agricultural leaders in Ohio? (2) What is the degree of
importance of specific leadership and personal development competencies En identified
by agricultural leaders in Ohio? (3) Which leadership and personal dpvelopment
competencies should be included in the vocational agriculture curriculum?
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Method. Data were collected by mail questionnaire from 210 agricultural leaders
in the management, mid-management, and labor level of agricultural occupations. These
individuals were designated as leaders by a random sample of vocational agriculture
teachers. An advisory committee of vocational educators was utilized to select the
leadership and personal development competencies in the study which should be recommended
for inelusion into the vocational agriculture curriculum.

Findings. The performance and level of importaace of 153 competencies were
obtained from agricultural leaders at the management, mid-Management, and labor
occupational levels. One hundred thirty-one leadership and personal development
competencies were identified for inclusion into the vocational agriculture curriculum.
The leadershiP and personal development competencies performed in FFA activities, which
were included in this study, were/performed and perceived as important by-agricultural
leaders. The personal development competencies generally were rated higher In performance
and importance as compared to the leadership competencies in the study. Performance and

importance ratings were not always directly,related. Several competendies with high

performance ratings did not receive high importance ratings. The reverse.of this

situation also ocCurred. A vocational education curriculum in agriculture must include
, leadership and personal development competencies if it is tosmeet the needs of the

student and the community.

_HOUSEHOpER,,Larry, MCGHEE, Max B., and ROEDIGERRoger. "Curriculum Develop-
ment Basic to the.Training of Individuals for Employment in Agribusiness, Natural
Resources, and Environmental Protection, Final Report." Staff Study, 1976, Department

of Agricultural Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. The major'goal of the curriculum guide development phase of the project
was to develop ten curriculur gUides in agribusiness, natural resources, and environ-
mental protection for use by teacher educators, administrators, guidance counselors,
and classroom teachers. The major.goals of the field test bhase of the project were to

describe the procedures'used in-the various states for disseminating the curriculum
guides; to describe how teachers use the curriculum guides in making instructional
decisions; to describe teachers' reactions to the adequacy and usefulness of thefca.Irri-
culum guides; and to compare the achievement of students taught by teachers using the
guides with the achievement of students taught by teachers who did not use the
curriculum guides.

_ .

Methad. Following the identification of the major occupational categories in
agribusiness, natural resource, and environmental protection and a review of existing
curriculum materials, ten curriculum guides were developed by the project staff at

, The Ohl) State University and through a sub-contract with personnel at Eastern Illinois

University. Formative evaluation of the curriculum guides was accomplished through
reviews by consultants and advisory committees of teachers, curriculum specialists, and
industry personnel. Follow-up questionnaires were sent to 104 persons from 48 states

who had attended a natiorial conference to disseminate the guides. Fieldatest data were

obtained from 35 teachers of kindergarten through grade 9 and 137 vocatiOnal agriculture

teachers. Criterion-referenced tests were developed for use in assessing student

achievement.

Findings. Ten curriculum guides pertaining to agribusiness, natural resources,

and environmental protection were developed: Career Awareness (grades K-6); Career

Exploration (grades 7-9); and career preparation guides (grades 10-12) for Agricultural

Production, Agricultural Supplies and Services, Agricultural Equipment and Mechanics,

Agricultural Products (Food Processing), Ornamental Horticulture, Agricultural Resources,

Forestry, and Environmental Protection.
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The follow-up survey of dissemination conference participants indicated that a
wide range of dissemidation activities was carried out with in-service workshops as the
most frequently reported activity.

The reactions of teachers in grades K through 9 to the cuericulum guides were
generally favorable. These teachers reported that the guideswere used to the greatest
extent and had the most value for determining behavioral outcomes desired, selecting
content, and selecting student activities. Teachers in grades K through.9 indicated a
preference for,instructional materials to teach from rather than curriculum guides for
planning. An overwhelming majority of the vocational agriculture teachers indicated
that the career preparation guides were technically correct and foilowed a format that.
was desirable for use in planning programs rather than for developing teaching plans.

The field test results indicated few significant relationships between the
extent to which the curriculum guides were used and student achievement on the criterion-
referenced tests. The only relationship found to be significant was that vocational
agriculture teachers who valued the curriculum guides higher had classes with higher
achievement on the criterion referenced tests. There was no significant difference im
the achievement of students taught by vocational agridulture teachers using the curricu-
lum guides 'when compared to the achievement of students taught Iwteachers not using the
curriculum guides.

JENKINS, David D. "Inventory of Professional In-Service Training Needs." Ohio
Cooperative Extension Service. Staff Study, 1975, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. The e'ffectiVeness of the Cooperative Extension Service depends to a
great measure on the abilities 'and skills of its professionals. The purpose of this
study was to identify the professional and technical in-service education needs of
Cooperative Extension faculty..

Method. All Cooperative Extension faculty were mailed a survey. Each individual
was asked to indicate written responses under four major technical program areas and
five educational methodology areas.

Findings. Two-hundred and twenty-five Extension faculty responded and reflected
written comments under two major topics; namely, (1) needs for technical subject matter
training, and (2) needs for organizing, maintaining and communicating effective 4tensiOn
faculty with respect for help in technical 'subjeCt matter. Two-hlinded and-forty
responses were given by the Extension faculty which expressed need for help in Extension
programing, organization and leadership.

Agricultural gents expressed needs for help, primarily in so8fertility,
agronomic peactices, magement and marketing economics, and pesticide management and
\tease control.

Home economists wanted..updated information, new developments and changes in
Extension family living programs. Basically, theY expressed a need for help in fOodt
and nutrition, housing and furnishings, and natural energy resources and environmental
use: Additionally,_needs were expressed for help in emphasizing prpgramsfocused on the
rol of women in a changing society.

Estadlithing effective'adVisor education programs, working with older youth and
planning add organizing 14-H prtkgrams were expressed most frequently as important train-
ing needs by professionals working with youth programs.
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Eiitension faculty expressed a need for help in working with community leaders on
policies and practdces related to land use planning, EPA, and solid waste disposal.

Several Extension faculty continued to express a need for help in managing,
administering and supervising programs and .personnel.

KIRVEN, Dennis M. "Identifying and Obtaining Local Financial Resources for
Urban Cooperative Extension.Services." Master of Science Thesis, 1976, The Ohio State
University, Columbus.

Purpose. The study was designed to: (1) identify kinds and sizes of local fund-
ing sources used; (2) determine procedures and/or factors utilized by county directors
to obtain local funds; (3) determine procedures and/or factors utilized by local public
officials and other funding agencies in allocation of funds for urban'Cooperative
Extension Services in Extension's North Central Region.

Method. Using an interview schedule, data were collected from county directors,
local public officials, and other local funding agencies in fifteen metropolitan areas
in Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Michigan, Knnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, and Wisconsin.

Findings. Major findings of this study showed: (1) County directbrs in the
metropolitan areas studied adhered to state and county Procedural requirements.on budget
determination but placed considerable emphasis on the following Procedures and Factors:
developing close personal relationships with /ocal pliblic officials and their supportive
staff; involving local EXtension staff in budget determination; providing adequate
justification information on all Extension programs and funds utilized'in'the conduct
of programs; and giving local public officials credit for their support of Extension
efforts. (2) Extensive joint funding of staff salaries between, state/federal funds
and local county public funds for Extension was apparent in the urban counties stj4ied.
(3) State/federal funds were used to employ considerably more professional staff,
dramatically more paraprofessional staff, and slightly more support staff than amounts
expended from local county public fund budgets for these personnel items. (4) Mandated
support of Extension did provide some funding security, but it was not a panacea,,
especially where specific dollar maximum or minimum limits were set without sufficient
latitude to provide for spiraling inflation and rapidly increasing program demands.

-

KRISS, Christopher Jan. "Evaluation of An Audio-Visual Carrel Used as An
Educational Aid For the Study of Plant Material." Master of Science 'Thesis, 1976, The
Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to determine if an audio-visUal carrel
increased.students' ability in Horticulture 232 at The Ohio State University to identify
plant material in the Maples (Acer) and Oak (Quercus) groups, when compared with '

similar students in the same class who did not receive the audio-visual treatment. The

study tested the following hypotheses:

The students in Horticulture 232 for the Winter Quarter of 1976 who were randomly
assigned to use an audio-visual carrel on plant identification for the'Maple (Acer) and
Oak (Quercus) groups will score significantly higher on the posttest than students in
the same class who did nnt receive the audio-visual treatment.
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It was further hypothesized that a large percentage of the sAppients in the
experimental group who received the audio-visual treatment would indicate on a question-
naire that,the carrel increased their ability to identify plants in the Maple ,(Acer)
and Oak (Quercus) groups of plants which they were responsible to learn during the
research period and that the audio-visual carrel was easy for them to operate and
understand.

%
Method. The population for this study consisted of stUdent who were enrolled

in Horticulture 232 for the Winter of 1976. Students were randomly ass...gned to two
different groups. the control and the experimental groups. Students in tle e*perimental
group received the audio-visual carrel treatment, while the stAents in the control
group did not.

The posttest scores received by the students served as the staLl,stical unit of
analysis except when testing the second hypothesis. The results of the questionnaire
were used to test this hypothesis.

Findings. The results of this study indicated that although the adjusted
posttest scores received by the experimental group were slightly higher than the
adjusted posttest scores for the control group, the difference was not statistically

.significant.

The attitudes of the students who had received the audio-visual carrel treatment
were as follows: (1) They felt the audio-visual carrel increased their ability to
identify plants. (2) They felt that more audio-visual carrels should be developed to
aid students in the study of plant material. (3) The students who used the audio-visual
carrel felt that it was easy to operate and understand.

In summary, the results of the analysis of hypothesis one indicated that the
hypothesis could not be supported. The results of the analysis of hypothesis two
supported the hypothesis.

McCRACKEN, J. David. "Status of Preservice Teacher Education in Agriculture,
Central Region." Staff Study, 1976, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. The purpose of this was to examine the status and potential orthe
components of preservice,teacher education.

Method. A questionnaire was developed and reviewed by peers in the Department
of Agricultural Education at The Ohio State University. Data were collected from all
institutions preparin ocational agriculture teachers in the Central Region. Data
were summarized in table

Findings. Weeks of student teachi4 ranged from six to sixteen with a median of
eight. Weeks of early experience ranged from none to nine with amedian of one. Quarter
hours o echniral'agriculture required ranged from\54 to 82.5 with a median of 75. The
median 1Eivarter hours of on-campus course work offered in agricultural education was
nine. The median hours credit for education and psychology courses was 13.5. Quarter
hours required for graduation banged frqm 180 to 204.
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McCRACKEN, J. David, and NEWCOMB, L. H: "Inservice Education of Vocational
Agriculture Teachers on New Curricular Materials-fOr Adult Class Instructiono." Staff
Study, 1975, The Ohio 'State University, Columbus.

Purpose, The purpose of the project was tO train vocational agriculture teachers
in the use of improved instructional units in adult and Young farmer edhcation. Twenty
teachers were trained in the development of instructional units for,,adult and young
farmer education; twenty units were prepared and disseminated to 350. teapies pf produc-
tion agriculture and farm management.

Method. Units needing to be developed were identified by the project staff in
concert with the state young farmer'council. Teachers with substantive expertise were
then recruited to be trained in the preparation of the identified units. The project
staff trained the teachers in the procedures to follow in developing the units and f

assisted in revising all units. The units were then field tested by the original
developer and one additional teacher. Final revisions were then made based on field-
test data, and the units were distributed at the annual agriculture teachers conference.

Findings. Twenty-two field tested instructional units were developed for use
in adult and young farmer education by vocational agriculture teachers in Ohio. Approx-
imately 350 teachers of production agriculture and farm management wpre trained in the
utilization of the instructional units.

McCRACKEN, J. David and YODER, Edgar P. "Determination of a Common Core of Basic
Skills for Agribusiness and Natural Resources." Staff Study, 475, The Ohio State
University, Columbus.

purpose. To identify a common core of badic skills in agricultural occupations,
a project was ponducted with objectives to develop: (1) an initial inventory of tasks
performed by workers in 28 selected occupations, (2) an occupational survey report of
tasks performed by workers in the selected occupations, (3) tasks common to all
occupational areas, and (4) recommendations for use of the common tasks to improve
edusational programs.

Method': '(5cdupatiOnal surveys were completed for tigg (1) dairy farmer, (2)
swine farmer, (3) beef farmer, (4) horse farm hand, (5) gran farmer, (6)
producer, (7) commercial vegetable produ ancer, (8) farm mager (owner-operator)' (9)

feed salesman, (10) feed mill worker, (11) bulk fertilizer plant worker, (12) chemical
application equipment operator, (13) animal health assistant, (14) agriculturalindus-
trial equipment mechanic, (15) agricultural-industrial equipment set-up and delivery
man, (16) agricultural-industrial equipment partsman, (17) tree service worker, (18)
floral' designer, (19) greenhouse worker, (20) retail landscape and garden center
salesman, (21) horticultural firm equipment medhanic (small gas engines), (22) park ,
worker, (23) buildings and grounds foreman, (24) soil conservation aide, (25) sawmill
worker, (26) all-round logger, (27) meat cutter, and (28) dairy plant worker.

Findings. A common core of basic skills was established within each of four
taxonomy areas: agricultural production; agricultural business, supply and service;
agricultural mechanics; and horticulture. It was concluded that establishment of a
common core of basic skills across all agricultural occupations was not supported Iv the
data from this study.
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. MILLER, Raymbnd,Allen. "An Assessment Of The Agriculture, Home Economics, And
Natural Resources Living-Learning-Academic Assistance Program at The Ohio State Univer-

sity." Doctor of Ph,ilosophy Dissertation, 1976, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpdse. The' pdrposes of the study were to describt the Agriculture, Natural

Resources nd Home Economics Lping Learning program in Norton-Scott Houses at The Ohio

State University, to assess the programming, staffing and facilities, and to assess the

academic performance of the participants.

Method. A stratified systematic random sample of first quarter participants

from Autumn 1971 to Autumn 1974 was selected as the treatment group. A group of agri-

'
culture, home economies and natural resources students who lived in similiar re,sidence

halls served as the control group. The non-equivalent control group design wds used in

this study.

Data used werd provided through questionnaire responses from &e program parti-

cipants. They were aaked to provide factual information to describe the program and

to respond on a Likert-type scale to a series of value judgments on programming, staff-

ing and facilities of the program. Academic data were collected from the college office

records for both treatment groups. This data included grades in selected courses, point

hour averages, number of hours attempted first and third quarters, academic standing at

the end of one ind three quarters, and number of quarters completed the first year.

Antecedent d4a, such as ACT composite scores, predicted third quarter GPA percentiles,

quality points on high school maethematics, high school class rank percentiles, and

mathematics and English placement levels, were collected and compared to determine

differences between the two groups.

Findings. The findings indicated most participants lived in Norton-Scott

because of the opportunity to live with students of similiar interests and the tutorial

help provided. The program did provide a setting where participants could discuss course

work\and gain new information frpm sharing experiences with other participants. ,Parti-

cipants were appreciative of faculty support.

Academic Assistance participants used the mathematics tutorial help more thatO

the chemistry assistance. Most participants indicated they could have used the assis-

tance available more than the:: did,

Response to the programming, staffing and facilities statements indicated the

participants were.generally pleased with these three phases of the program. They were

generally satisfied with the College involvement, faculty friends, student assistants,

resident adyisors and facilities. Communication channels among participants, hall

director and the College office need to be more open: Significantly more Academic

Assistance Program participants indicated a computer assisted instruction terminal

' should be installed in the halls. A vast majority of the participants were supportive

of tne continuation ,pf,the program.

.9 No differences on antecedent data were found between the two groups. Partici-

pants completed significantly more credit hours the first quarter, more were in good

standing after one and three quarters, and fewer participants had withdrawn from college

by the end of one and three quarters. No significant differences were found in overall

grade point performance or in individual courses analyzed with the exception of

English 100, in which the Academic Assiptance
Program participants achieved a signifi-

cantly higher mean grade point average. ,
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MOORE, Gary Elwood. "Assessment of the Teaching Effectiveness of Entry-Level
Teachers Of Vocational Agriculture Holding Four-Year Provisional Teaching Certificates
and One-Year Vocational Teaching Certificates." Doctor of Philosophy Degree, 1975, The
Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to determine if there was/a difference
in the teaching effectiveness of entry-level four-year provisionally certified and one
year vocationallY certified teachers of vocational agriculture in Ohio.

Method. Three measures of teaching effectiveness were collected on twenty-eight
entry-level teachers o vocational agriculture. These measures were (1) the performance
of each teacher on a teaching performance test, (2) high school students' evaluation of
each teacher, and (3) teacher educators evaluation of each teacher.

Fifteen entry-level one-year vocationally certified teachers (individuals
recruited from agricultural business and industries to teach high school vocational
agriculture who do not have the traditional four year college degrees in Agricultural
Education) were randomly selected from among a group of 32 teachers who were enrolled
in a four week teacher preparation workshop at The Ohio State University during August
of 1974. These teachers were assigned a 30 minute lesson with specific behavioral
objectives to teach a group of high school stuglents during the last week in August. The
high school students were selected through a multi-stage sampling technique from schools
with vocational agriculture departments within a 25 mile radius of The Ohio State
University. After each teacher taught his lesson, the students were given a posttes
over the lesson. The scores on the posttest were compared with the pretest scores c1f
a comparable group of high school students.

As each teacher taught, he was video taped. The video tapes were reviewed by
an expert in,the Observational System For Instructional Analysis who classified the
teaching behaviors of each teacher.

During the school year, each teacher was rated by his supervising teacher
educator and by the students he was teaching. These evaluations were collected in
March of 1975.

Findings- The findings revealed there were statistically significant differences
between entry-level four-year provisionally pertitied and one-year vocationally certified
teachers on the teaching performance test, teacher educator ratings, and teaching
behaViors. The entry-level four-year provisionally certified teachers performed better
on the teaching performance test and were rate'd higher by the teaCher educators: -Tha.
teaching behaviors of the entry-level four-year provisionally certified teachers were
more indirectivethanthe entry-level one-year vocationally certified teachers. There
were no significant differences between the two groupa of teachers as rated by high
school students.

ROEDIGER, Roger Dean. "Teachers' Ratings of Instructional Materials for' Three
Program Areas of Vocational Agriculture in Ohio." Doctor of Philosophy dissertation,
1975, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

The major purpose of the study was to describe teachers' ratings of ten students
manuals published by the Ohio Agricultural Education Curriculum Materials Service. Other
objectives were to describe factors which teachers consiller to enhance the dissemination
of instructional materials; to identify subject matter areas where teachers have
inadequate instructional materials; and to describe relationships between selected
teacher characteristics and their responses to questions about type of instructiOnal
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materials preferred, value of procedures for learning about new instructional materials,

and the sources used for securing instructional materials.
-

;

Data were collected'by mail questionnaire. Replies were received from 158
(81 percent) of 195 high scilool teachers of vocational agriculture in the sample.
Sixty were teachers of production agriculture; 55 were teachers of agricultural business,
and,43 were teachers of horticulture. A total of 118 of the teachers-had one of the ten

manuals available and rated the manuals On 16 characteristics.

Teachers generally indicated favorable ratings for the following specific
characteristics of the manuals: the scope of subject matter content; level of writing;
necessity for related references; ratio of "why" information to "how" information; use
of pic*orial content; organization of major topics; use of student activities; and use
of the student objectives. For three.characteristics of student manuals, a substantial

percentage of teachers recommended changes. The teachers indicated that manuals should

have more ,clearly defined occupational competencies.; more provision for student self-
evaluatioM and an increased availability of related overhead projection transparencies.

The two methods teachers most preferred for learning about new materials were
A

a specialoday in the district for reviewing materials and disp1ayrIT'IN4eria1s at the

annual teachers conference. The three sources most frequently used by teachers for
learning aboUt materials were the catalog of Ohio materials, Agricu1tur9.1 Extension
Service ppblication lists, and the catalog "Tools for Teaching" published by the Ohio
AgriculturalrEducation Curriculum Materials Service.

g
rprt. percent or more of the teachers rated the available instructional materials

as inadeqat for teaching 27 of 74 subject matter topics in production agriculture, 22
of 51 sub ecrt matter topics in agricultural business, and 3 of 27 horticultural subject
matter toPic's,.

In general, there were no relationships between the characteristics of teachers

that were investigated and the type of instructional material preferred, va/ue of five
means for learning about new materials, and whether each of eight sources of instruc-

tional materials was or was not used.

ROHRBACH, Keith Vincent. "Manpower and Competency Needs of" Sub-Managerial

Personnel In The Food Processing Industry of Franklin County, Ohio." Doctor of

Phil'oSOPEY"DiSeertation,-1-975, Ite.Ohio State-UniverattyColumbus,---

YPurpose. The purpose of this study was to describe selected Characteristics
of sdb.,Managerial manpower and competencies in the food processing industry of Franklin
County; Ohio, relevant to justifying and planning a high school vocational agricultural
prod4ets (food processing) program.

Method. Two questionnaires.were developed and pilot-tested. The first was

designed to help measure sub-managerial employment opportunitiescAetermine the exist-

enceand'na-tirms-- ol'-finmw,spommied 6roup training programs, and describe selected

characteristics of sub-managerial occupations. The second was developed to obtain

ratings of the importance of certain technical, bustness operations, and interpersonal

relations 'competencies being held by beginning sub-managerial employees. Questions

regarding employment/advancement potential of persons holding competencies rated

important and cooperative occupational experience placement potentiai were also included.
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The population of the study was the collection of 74 food manufacturing
establishments in Franklin County whose principal activity was to convert or alter
predominantly agricultural products into.human foods, Each establishment waS OSigned
to one of eight commodity areas according to its principal products'.

Responses to the manpower questionnaire were'received from 25 (66 percent)

e principal officers, while reaponses to the competency questionnaire were received from

I 28 (76 percent) principal officers.

Findings. The manpower findings revealed an annual turnOver rate of 29 percent

and an annual work force growth rate of 4 percent. The majority of respondents
indicated that their firm considered "references" an employment requirement, but 36
percent of the remaining respondents indicated that their firm had "no uniform employ-
ment requirements." On an industry-wide basis, mean starting and maximum wages were
$2.91 and $4.35 per hour, respectively. The meat commodity area firms had the-greatest

difference between starting and maximum wages with $2.00 and $7.33, respectively.
Twenty-two (88 percent) respondents indicated their firms did not have group training
programs for continuing employees. Of nine factors, "importance of employee's job
to successful company operation." "skills required for successfUl job performance,"

"personal qualities of new employee," and "safety hazards associated with new employee's
job" most influenced the amount of on-the-job training needed by new employees. Senior-

ity, technical skills, and supervisory skills most inflUenced-WigeS'Paid:-'''.

The competency findings revealed that interPPSonal relations competencies
generally were rated most important. Ratings of technical and business operations

competencies varied, but the lowest ratings were received by competencies reg&rding

operation of certain.types of food processing equipment.

Thirteen orthe 109 competencies were rated at least.average importance by all

respondents. ,Forty-three competencies were designated commodity-related, since
respondents in one commodity area rated them very important or essential while respond-

ents .in anOther commodity area rated them not applicable or little importance.

The technical functions, in descending industry-wide relative importance, were

as follows: sanitation, finished product handling, raw products and ingredients,
packaging, quality,control, and processing operations.

All re9ondents indicated that a high school graduate, who possessed all of the

competencies-each rated_average,importance. to_ easential.,.would.be more likely to be -
employed and eventually gain supervisory responsibilities than persons presently seeking

employment in their firms.

Half of the respondents indicated that they were giterested in cooperating with

a vocational program teael?er to provide occupational experience to one or more students.

SOMMERS, John T. "Applying the Reputational Method in Identifying Potential

Volunteer Leaders of Youth." Master of Science Thesis, 1975, The Ohio State University,

Columbus.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to employ and evaluate the reputational

method as a way of identifying volunteer youth leaders and simultaneously determining

major youth problems in a community. This study was designed to assist professional

youth leaders and their staffs in locating volunteer youth leaders that would be willing

to work with youth groups in solving community youth problems that 'are within the scope
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of youth organizations' objectives.

Method. An agriculturally oriented county seat community of 12,000 people was

selected as a site for.administering the reputational method of identifying leaders.

The community was divided into four'quadrants. Sixteen male and female, youth and adult

infr,rMants were selected and interviewed and asked to identify major problems of 9 to 19

year old youth in the community. Also, they were asked to give the names of individuals

whom they felt they would like to have as leaders of youth groups in solving the problems

mentioned. Knowledgeables, those individuals mentioned two or more times by informants,

were interviewed. Seventeen persons were identified and then asked to indicate what

they felt the youth problems to be and to identify potential youth leaders to work on

the problem. Following the accumulation of the problems mentioned by the informants and

knowledgeables into 17 categories, the primary nominees were interviewed. Primary

nominees were those individUals who were mentidned two or more times by the knowledge-

ables. The primary nominees were asked to give an importance rating of and a preference

rating for working with youtal on each of the major problems. They were also asked if

they would be interested or willing to lead a youth group in working with youth problems.

A cni square test was applied to determine significant association between the importance

of youth problems and preference in working with problems and selected background vari-

ables, including occupation, education, organizational involvement, adult or youth

status, age, length of residence in the community, family income, sex, race and area of

residence.

Findings. A total of 143 different inaividuals were mentioned by the informants

and knowledgeables as possible volunteer leaders for youth groups. Seveateen persons.

were designated as primary nominees. Characteristically, the primary nominees tended to

be older than the knowledgeables and younger than the informants. Educational level of

the primary nomineestended to be ,higher than that of the informants and.knowledgeables..

Primary nominees tended tO be perscifts with professional employment and incomes over

$20,000. The infOrmants and knowledgeables tended to be employed in more variety of

occupations and'had:lower family incomes,... The five most important problems as seen by

the primary nominees included: (1) alcohol and drug abuse, (2) developing a positive

self image, (3) pOor,dommunication in the home, (4) lack of activities for leisure time,

and (5) poor supervision.; guidance-and discipline in the home. The problem areas in

which primary nominees preferredto Work with youth groups in resolving were: (1)

developing a positive self image, (2) establishing,recreational facilities, (3) helping

students to meet needs of their school programs, (4) enjoying ieisure time activities,

and (5) helping with supervision, guidance and discipline in the home. The useofthe

reputational method, as a way of identifying leaders, .resulted in several individuals

being identified as possible leaders of youth in the community and it took a relatively

smarl amdunt-of-time-to.adminiter. - -

STAAING, John T. "Farm Business Analysis Report of Programs Conducted by

Teacher; of Vocational Agriculture." Staff Study. 1975, The Ohio State University, .D

Columbus.

Purpose. To provide teachers of agricultural production course with some

averages, relative to certain efficiency factors, which they can use in teaching

classes in agricultural production to make them more realistic.

Method. Ohio teachers who were conducting Farm Business Planning and Amilysis

programs submitted 419 farm business summaries for computer analysis. Averages of

several selected measures of performance from the farm business analyses were used to

secure the date for this study.
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Findings. Some of the major findings of this study.were: (1)eThe average

capital investment per farm was $181,992.00, an increase of nearly $20,000.00 over 1974.
(2) The investMent in land inbreased appr6ximately.$12,000 over 1974 and there was a
substantial increase in investment in machinery and equipment. (3) The average gross
income per farm was $76,756.00 which was a decrease of $6,000.00 from 1974. (4) Increases

in olYerhe anci yariable.cbsta.resultegein a. reduced net farm income per farm of approx-
. '.

imatel7 10000.00, (5) The'averve unpaid operator and family labor income was
(6) 1975 Was A goodlrear for 'swine producers. Swine breeding enterprises

re pd.t1.05 management income;and profit per cwt .. pork produced while swine feeders

, reilil'oed a Management income and profit of $6.13 per cwt. of pork produced. (7) Beef

,4teeld.Ing)was improved Over)1974 with some feeders realizing a profit however overall Ohio
:. ...,- 1:;:.1.,p6df.4ttle feeders showed!.9... $1..79. management income and pro ...beef produced.

;

, ,

..In'the dairy summary.poundS of 3.5% milk sold per cow,m !.,..... ' On cost,per cwt.,

,.re urns per dollar feed. fe and feed cost per cwt. milk we

' 91-115 cow herd size, (9) Crop farmers realized a good p4
vorable in the

TV1045.975,,however, there
., d

was- a lot of variation in tkie amount of profit'largely due to price variations and when

the crOp was marketed.

STUCKEY, Ronald Jay. "Relationships QIC Factors Associated With Applicants

F om the College of Agriculture and Home EconomIcs Who Were And Were Not Admitted to

th oIlege of Veterinary Medicine." Master of Science Thesis, 1976, The Ohio State

Uni rsity, Columbus. 1

Purpose. To describe tile characteristics of the applicants froM the College of
Agriculture and_gome Economics who were and were not admitted to the College of Veterinary
Medicine*at The'ohio State University for the 1975-76 academic year. The second purpose

'was to examine the relationship between applicants who were and were not admitted to

the College of Veterinary Medicine and a number of additional variables, i.e., cumulative

point hour ratio, point hour ratio for preprofessional science courses, score on
Veterinary Aptitude Test, the average number of hours taken per quarter, the courses
selected from the list of selected courses, and the grades received in the selected'

.courses.

Method.. All students enrolled in.the College of Agriculture and Home Econdmics

who applied to the College of Veterinary Medicine were assigned to one of two groups:

admitted or not admitted. All.thirty-nine 's.pplicants who were admitted comprised one

.

graup.___The_sezond_group_consisted_of_every fifth student who applied but was not

admitted.

The design for the study was ex post facto. Students' academic records were

analyzed in order to collect the data needed on the independent variables. In addition,

data were collected regarding sex, degree status, transfer status, departmental major,

academic program, number of hours completed, and cumulative point hour ratio.

Data were then analyzed for purposes of describing the investigated characteris-

tics, and determine the correlations being investigated.

Finding Students who were and were not admitted to the College of Veterinary

Medicine were .ery similar with respect to demographic characteristics. There was a

positive rela ionship between cumulative point hour ratio, point hour ratio for pre-

professionalcience.courses, score on the Veterinary Aptitude Test, number of hours

averaged peifQalarter, grades received in selected courses and whether or not the
--

applicattNasadmitted to the College of Veterinary Medicine.

were.no significant relationships in the elective courses selected and
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whether or not the ,applicant was admitted to the College of Veterinary Medicine.

SYMONS, William Benjamin. "Pencil and Paper and Operational Performance Tests

As Measures of Student Mastery for Small Engine Instruction." Doctor of Philosophy

Dissertatioq,. 1975, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. The major purpose of this study was to determine the relationship

between student scores on a pencil and paper test and their scores on an operational

performance test. Subsidiary purposes of this study were to determine the relationship

between scores on the non-manipulative portion of the operational performance test and

scores on the pencil and paper test: and the effect of scores of administering the

pencil and paper,test after tile operational performance test and that of administering

the operational performance test afte? the pencil and paper test.

Method. The eleventh grade students of four randomly selected agricultural

industrial equipment and service curriculums were tested with an operational performance

test and a pencil and paper test. Each class of students was divided so that one-half

received the pencil and paper test first while the other half received the operational

performance test first.

Findings. There was a high correlation coefficient of .69 significant at the

.01 level for.student scores on the operational performance test and the pencil and

paper test. A significant relationship at the .05 level was not found to exist between

the non-manipulative portiona of the operational performance test and the pencil and

paper test.

No significant difference in test scores at the .05 leVel appeared in relation

to the order in which the test; were administered, no matter whether the pencil and

paper tests or the operational performance tests were given first.

It was concluded that as tests.of student mastery of instruction in small

gasoline engines in agricultural industrial equipment couftes where considerable

experience is a part of instruction, the pencil and paper test and the operationa2

performance test appear equally suitable as summative evaluation instruments.

VAUGHN, Paul Ray. "Factors Related to the Success of New Mexico Vocational''

Agriculture Teachers as FFA Advisors." Doctor of 3ThilosoPhy'Dissertation, 1976, The

Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. The study was designed to: (1) identify competencies in which a

New Mexico vocational agriculture teacher's perceived level.of proficiency is related

to the degree of success of his FFA chapter, (2) identify characteristics possesspd by

New Mexico vocational agriculture teachers which show a significant relationship between

that characteristic and the degree of success of the teacher's FFA chapter, and (3)

identify characteristics possessed by New Mexico vocational agriculture teachers which

show a dignificant relationship between that characteristic and the tedcherfs perceived

level of proficiency in advising and supervising FFA activities.

Method. Data were collected by mailed questionnaires from 82 of the 84 vocational

agriculture teachers who taught in public secondary schools in New Mexico during the

1974-1975 school year. In order to identify advisors with varying degrees of success

in advising and supervising FFA activities, the teachers were divided into three groups

based upon a chapter rating scale
predetermined by the National FFA Organization and
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he New Mexico State FFA Association. Part I of the instrument-was designed to collect
desbriptive information about the teachers. Part II of the instrument was designed to
secure data regarding a teacher's perceived level of proficiency in 29 student organiza-
tional competencies whch had been identified in an earlier study conducted at The
Center for Vocational and Technical Education at The Ohi86'State University.

Findings. It was found that when other factors were held Constant, there
tended to be no significant relationship between a teacher's perceived degree of
proficiency in the 29 student organizational competencies utilized in the study and the
degree of success of his FFA chapter.

Teachers who had participated to a high degree in either Alpha Tau Alpha or
Collegiate FFA tended to advise FFA chapters that were more successful than teachers who
had participated to lower degrees in either Alpha Tau Alpha or Collegiate FFA,

A

-A teacher's degree of participation in either Alpha Tau Alpha or Collegiate FFA,
his perceived level of proficiency in advising and supervising FFA activities, his
-degree of,assistance with FFA activities during,student teaching experience, and the
size of the community where his vocational agriculture department was located accounted
for approximately 12 percent of the total varianch in the degree of success of the
teacher's FFA chapter. No significant proportion of the variance in a teacher's
perceived proficiency in advising and supervising FFA activities could be accounted for
by any combination of the variables included in the study.

WAKTOLA, Aregay. "Assessment of the Development, Diffusion and AdoptiOn of
Package of Agricultural innovations,in Chilalo, Ethiopia." Doctor of Philosophy Disser-

tation, 1975, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

Purpose. This study was designed to find answers for three key questions con-
cerning the Chilalo Agricultural Development Unit (CADU). The questions were: (1) To

what extent were the Package bf innovations designed to promote rural develOpment in
Chilalo on target and progressing toward the intended goals?. (2) What changes have
been brought about among peasant farmers participating in the package programs with
respect to their adoption behavior? (3) What variables are closely associated with, the
adoption of technological innovations under the conditions of Chilalo?

Method_ Xrandom_sample.af....210..1armers....drawn_frOm_a_p4Pulatipn..c.f
in the 1971-72 CADU credit program was investigated to achieve the purposes of the
study. The primary data were gathered through personal interviews of the farmers
included in the sample. Information was also obtained from Extensibn agents, supervisors

and Department/Division/Section heads. Relevant CADU documents were thoroughly

examined to gather pertinent data.

The dependent variable used in this study was adoption of agricultural innova-
tions and practices advanced by the Project to promote the production of wheat and

barley in the Chilalo area.

Three hypotheses were formulated, based on the objectives of the study. They

are: (1) there is no relationship between selected charact ristics of farmers and
diffusion oflinnovations, (2) there is a positive relations p between diffusion of
innovations and adoption behavior of farmers and (3) there is no relationship between
selected characteristics of farm9s and their adoption behavi r. Zero-order correla-

tions were used in testing these hypotheses. Multiple regression analysis was also

performed to see how the variance of the dependent variable is explained by the combined

effects of the independent variables.
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Findings. The diffusion strategy was heavily inclined toward the'use ofimodel

farmers as channels of communiAon for the transfer of t ologY to the regular

farmers. However the regular fgb6ers were found to favor di t contacts with Extension

agents and made little use of the facilities of.the model fa

Provision of economic Ocentives was among the elements of economic and social

development sought by CADU. Participation of farmers in this regard was quite sub-

stantial. Along this line intensive effort was made to mobilize the target population

for cooperation and integration of activities but final outcomes were Pot realized on

account of institutional conStraints.

Among the independent variables considered in the study, 13 were found to

exp in 56 percent of the variance in the adoption of improved agricultural innovations

and practices in Chilalo. The main contributors were (1) attendance at cooperative

meetings, (2) number of wives. (3) locality, (4) farmers' visits of Extension centers,

(5) ethnic background and (6) traditionalism.

Thomas J. "The Relationship Between Units of Vocational AgricultUre

Completed in High School and Academic Achievement.,and Persistency in the College of

.Agriculture and Home Economics." Master of Science Degree, 1976, ghe.Ohio State

University, Columbus.
'

Purpose. The major purpose of.the study was to answer this question: What

is the relationship between the number of units of vocational agriculture completed in

high school and of dents' achievement and persistency in the College of Agriculture

and Home Economics at The Ohio State University? The following rvearch hypotheses

were derived from the literature: College achievement of stugents.who study vocational

agriculture in high school will be equal to that of'students who did not study voca-

tional agriculture ip hiigh school, and a higher percentage-of students completing

vocational agriculture in high school will graduate from callege than students with no

vocational agriculture.

Method. Regords were analyzed for students entering The Ohio State University

in the autumn quarters of 1968 apd.1969. The samples consisted of 305 students who .

entered in.1968 and 130 students'in 1969. Ne design of the study 'tuts ex post facto.

The major independent Variable was units of vocational,agriculture completed in high

school. Control variables used'in the analyses were units of high school credits

in college preparatory c urses (English, government, mathematics, science, foreign

language, and business), igh school Ank, ACT percentile score, and mathematics place-

ment level. ;4eltsures o achievement were final grade point average, grade point,

average in majorf fl grade point average in the following categories of courses:

social science. mathematics; bioltigical science; humanities; and physical science.

Measures of rsistency were peXQgptage of students graduating and number of'quarters

attended. fltiple regred'sion analysis procedures were used.

Findings. Students who studied vocationlal sigriculture in high hool did not

complete as many college preparatory courses as student,A. who did not en oll in voca-

tional agriculture. Also students who completed vocational agricultur in high school

had lower ACT percentile-scores than students who had not studied voca ional agriculture.

When controlling for diffrrences in ACT.percentile scores, units of co/tlege preparatory

courses completed in high school, hi,gh school rank; and mathematics'') acement level,

it was found that acade ic ach'evement in college by students who enrolled .in vocational

agriculture in high schoo nitot different from the academicachievement f students

who had not completed vo&ttional agriculture in high school.. High school rank was tge

most significant variaLe in explaining variation in the measures of academic achieve--
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ment when other variables were controlled using multiple regression analysis. The

persistency of students who did not study vocational agriculture in high school was not
significantly different from those who completed vocational agriculture in high school
for either the percentage of students graduating from college or the number of quarters,
attended.

YODER, Edgar. "A Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Selected PLthlic School .

Vocational Education Programs." Doctor of Philosophy Dissertation, 1976, The Ohio
State University, Columbus.

Purpose. The purpose of the study was"to assess the cost-effectiveness and
efficiency of vocational agribusiness, horticulture, and production agriculture/farm
management programs offered in local high schOols and area vocationacenters. The
specific objectives were to: (1) identify the monetary and non-monetary benefits
accruing to program graduates; (2) identify factors that were associatedwith those
monetary and non-monetary benefits; and (3) determine the costs of the vocational
education programs.

Method. The sample for the study was identified through a combination of
stratified random sampling and multi-stage random sampling techniques. The sample
consisted of 224 graduates representing 33 classroom units from nine school districts
in Ohio. Information regarding the graduates and the programs was collected by mail
questionnaire and personal review from the following sources: (1) the graduates;
(2) pupil personnel files; (-3) financial records of local boards of education; and
(4) the PRIDE cost analysis reports compiled by the Ohio Deparment of Education.
Data were analyzed using frequencits, means, and multiple regression'techniques. The

study represented descriptive - ex post facto research; therefore, the non-equivalent
control group design was used for analysis purposes.

Findings. Examination of the data revealed that local high school and area
vocational center students from the vocational Agriculture proerams included in this
study were "comp-sydble" i re,mrd to socio-economic background and academic grades,
aptitudinal so res, and intellince scores.

Theire y,3re no signi:i ant .ifferences between the program graduates from area

vocation 1k :.e!. !i-s and local compreensive high schools regarding the followi9g indices

of non-m .:a.r-,, benefit a..s: (1) the mo alunt of time required to secure the initi full-

time job a2ter graJuation from high ..:;chool; (2) the graduates' perceptions or how related

. their jobs 'were tc the vocational pr:,grams completed; (3) the graduites' pateptions of
how well thy were prepared for thei:- jobs by completion of the vocational_peograms;
(4) the degree of cverell job slitisf%ction; (5) the amoune of joTlevel progression;
(6) the degrc ' Job stability experienced; and (7) the degree of involvement in
community acti:ities. The findings revealed that graduates from area vocational centers
had been unempl /ed rpr a slightly greate.r.percentage of their time since graduation
from high school Ymn hac their 0,=.4alterparts from local-high schools.

-1174.;

Regarding the vp,h,try benefits, graduates from local high schools initially
earned $86 (gross earnings) more per month on their first jobs after gradation than

(Ad area vocational center graduates. Graduates from local high schools reported
gross earnings averaging $775 per month for their current job as compared to $654 per

month for area vocational renter graduates. In neither case was this a statistically

significant difference.

Analysis of,the cost data revealed there was a significant difference between

the annual per pupil costs for the vocational programs in local high schools and area
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vocational centers. Per pupil costs for the local high school programs averaged $921
per year as compared to $1,336 per year for the area.vocational center.programs.

Consideration of the monetary benefits and program costs .within a cost/benefit
analysis framework indicated the investment of funds.in the vocational agriculture
programs at both the local and the area vocational school was'economically efficient.

OKLAHOMA

ABDI, Abdullahi Abdurahman. "A Proposed Extension Program Development. Model
With Implication for Somalia." Master of Science Thesis, 1975, Oklahoma State Univer-
sity, Stillwater.

Purpose. This-study was undertaken for the purpose of determining those
characteristics of an effective program development process that might have relevance
in designing a feasible method to serve as a guide that can be used by extension.
workers of the Ministry, of Agriculture at all levels of extension work.

Method. Reyiew of literature, observational visits and interviews did all
contribute to the task of securing information needed for thatstudy.

Findings. This study revealed that program development must be considered a
continuous educational process which culminates in bringing about continuous improve-
ment in rural life. It was established that the most productive programs are those that
spring from and are developed with local people, thus gaining the advantage of diverse
ideas and experiences. It was further determined that when a general framework is
formulated for the program planning effort and responsibilittes of the planning group
are discussed 6.nd agreed upon and when cooperative relationships are developed and
maintained within the group and with other organizations; the effectiveness of the
extension program is substantially maximized. The successful program needs to be
sustained through continued evaluation and cafeftl'monitoring of both individual and
group performances

AHN, Woo-seung. "Proposed Topics for a Program in Vocational Agriculture for
Young Adult Farmers in Korea." Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1975, Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater.

Purpose. This study was an attempt to identify, describe, and evaluate the
various educational programs in vocational agriculture for young adult farmers in the
United States in order to provide an information base for proposing topics for an
educational program for young adult farmers in Korea includlng suggestions for organiz-
ing and conducting young farmer wasociations. Data from nine selected states in the
United States were analyzed to form a basis for the 'i-oposed topics.

Method. A questionnaire regarding 60 educational topics for young farmer programs
was sent to agricultural educators in Korea to get their opinions concerning those topics.

Findings. The study revealed that of the states reporting provided education
for young adult farmers in the United States. Of the 27 states where instructional
programs were indicated, 18 were reported to have state young farmer associations.
HoWever, there were eight states that reported they have no educational programs for
young aduit farmers. Data showed that nine states recommended educational topics for
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young farmer programs. Livestock eduCational topic§ dealing with feeding, breeding,
health, marketing and management concepts were euggested most frequently by most states.
Topics concerned with insects, diseases, chemicals, and fertilizer for crop production
were suggested by several states. Farm business management topics such as record
keeping, financing, and taxes and farm mechanics topics such as farm machinery, elec-
trification, fuels, and welding were offered by most states. Also, educational topics
such as home improvement, family living, fruit production, and wildlife conservation
were recommended by most states for young adult farmers. The questionnaire consisted
of 60 educational topics chosen from those recommended by the different states and from
topics especially suitabla_tp Korea. Most of the topics were rated generally favorable
for young adult farmers in Korea by the Korean agricultural educators.

ALNASSAR, Saleh Nassar. "Suggested Guidelines for Training Extension Personnel
Which Might be Adaptable to the Functions of the College of Agriculture." Master of
Science Thesis, 1975, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.,

Purpose.. The purpose of this study was to set up a workable'guideline for
training extension personnel that might be adaptable to Saudi Arabia conditions.

Method. A thorough search of the literature and study of the pnited States
Extension programs waeconducted to develop the guidelines.

Findings. Results of this study reveal conclusions which might be used as
guidelines for training extension personnel in Saudi Arabia. (1) The extension train-
ing program should be directed toward definite purposes or objectives. (2) The

extension training must be designed to prepare extension-Personnel to give leaderst4
to the solution of current agricultural problems. (3) The extension training program

must be designed to meet the needs of extension workers, rural people, as'well as the
objectives of extension service in the country. (4) In addition to the technical field,
the extension workers should have good understanding in certain areas of knowledge which
are designed to meet the needs of the individuals as well as the needs of the rural
people concerned.

ANGKASITH, Pongsak. "Attitudes of the Students Toward Agricultural Education ,

in,Higher Education in the College of Agriculture." Master of Science Thesis, 1974,

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was (1) to discover if a significant differ-
ence exists between junior and senior students and among those who upon graduation
from the College of Agriculture, plan to pursue five different types of occupations.

Method. The study was limited to students enrolled in the college during the
year 1973-1974, comprising a total of 44 students, 22 juniors and 22 seniors. These

students were administered a questionnaire.

Findings. The distribution of,students according to year in school and according
to occupational choice revealed that more juniors chose farming and ranching than any
other occupation, while the choice of seniors was equally divfded between farming and
ranching, agricultural business, and agricultural extension. Students were fairly well

satisfied with the quality of instruction and the effectiveness of the instructional

methods. No significant differences were discovered between juniors and seniors except
for "stimulation of the instruction" and "availability to student." In both items seniors

perceived them to be more effective and desirable than did juniors. The difference was
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found significant at the 0.05 level. A list of scores pertaining to texts and
materials produced two significant statements: relevance and ea'se of understanding.
Again seniors scored the items significantly higher than did juniors, The conclusion
was drawn that efforts'to improve relationships between instructors,and students_might
prove fruitful, especially for juniors. Specific itetis in which increased efforts may
be needed are (1) some improvement in selection of texts and materials, (2) increased
use and better selection of audio-visuals, (3) increased use of field, (4) improvement
of instructor stimulation and motivation.

ANGKASITH, Pongsak. "An Evaluation of the Agricultural Education Program at
Oklahoma State University by International Students Graduating During the Period 1960
to 1976." Doctor of, Education Dissertation, 1976, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of the study was to determine the relative effectiveness
of selected aspects of the graduate program in Agricultural Education at Oklahoma State
University in terms of knowledge gaiRed and learning experiences received by interna-
tional students completing a program of advanced studies; using as a basis student
perception'of program effectiveness, particularly as directed toward their recognition
of assistance provided for further development of their professional careers.

Method. Responses were secured from international students of 15 countries and
were considered representative of the total 22 different countries from which graduating
students came. The population was made up of all international student graduates of
the period 1960 to 1976 and from which a selective sampling was made. Student respond-
ents were divided into two groups, the first group, comprising the greater majority,
those having returned to their home countries and a second, very much smaller group,
who are still residing in the United States.

'
Findings._ As a whole, the respondents indicated the Agricultural Educati1 on

Department at Oklahoma State University had accomplished an outstanding job in serving
international students. They felt the program as well structured and had the flex-
ibility needed to serve both American and international students engaged in advanced

studies. None of the 71 items within the six categories were rated lower than
"satisfactory" with the large majority rated "good" or above. Respondents did, however,

point out some items which they felt could well be improved. Among these were
(1) keeping students well informed concerning academic rules and regulations, (2)
departmental administrative role in student functions and activities, (3) rapport of
departmental"secretarial staff with students and (4) administrative flexibility in

. meeting student needs. Responses L to the questionnaire section relating to courses
and reference materials"revealed students as feeling that some improvement could be
made in (1) relevance of courses and materials, (2) adequacy of courses in meeting
specific needs" of international students. In terms of the categories, Advisement
and Counseling and Instructors and Instruction, all items were judged by respondents as
being good or above. In the category of non-academic activities, with 14 items presented
for appraisal, only three were indicated as possibly needing some improvement, (1)

financial atds program, (2) classroom and reading room facilities and (3) student

organizations.

ARTHUR, Charles B. "An Evaluation of the Missouri Adult Farming Cooperative

Programs and Their Influence on Those Enrolled." Master of Science. Thesis, 1975,

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to ascertain what benefits and influences
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the adult students derived from the Farm Cooperative Pi-ograms in SouthWest Missouri.

Method. This studY was limited to the members of the five Farm Cooperative
Programs in Southwest Missouri. The programs included in the study were: Birch Tree,
Houston, Mountain Grove, Popular Bluff, and West Plains. A questionnaire to determine
the adult students' reactions to the benehts and curriculum were found through
suggestions and refinement by the Agricultural Education staff and the adult instructors
of the Farm Cboperative Programs. These questionnaires were sent to the adult students
of the five Farm Cooperative programs. One hundred twenty questionnaires were returned
from the five programs. The data obtailied from the questionnaires were tabulated and
expressed as percentages.

Findings. The adult students responding were operating an average of 190
acres and had been engaged in farming five years or less. An overall summary of the
findings showed that the adult.students received the highest degree of benefit from
the encouragement to try new practices. The curriculum was felt to be beneficial,
however, they expressed a desire for a wider scope of instruction. The respondents as
a whole felt their economic status had not changed as a result of the Farm Cooperative
Programs although they were able to expand their total farm operation because of the
Program. The most important practice that the adult students derived from the Farm
Cooperative Program Was the ability to.keep a better and more accurate set of records.

ARTHUR, Nolan Lee. "An Assessment of'Selected Aepects,AcaElemicPreparation
as Perceived by a Group of.Transfer Students Qraduating.From Oklahomi7StAte.OniVersity..
Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1975, Oklahoma State University; Stilliwe.ter.
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Both types of institutions are doing an adequate job in assisting students with
the transfer process.

BEFECADU, Yoseph. "A Systems Approach to Curriculum Development and Instruction
for Occupational Education in Ethiopia." Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1975,
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of this study is to develop a model for a systems approach
in curriculum development and instruction for occupational education in Ethiopia.

Method. Fundamental theories,.principles, and procedures of systems approach
are reviewed to provide a theoretical framework for developing the model. This review
includes systems theory, the application of systems approach in education and the
interrelationship of the major components of an occupational curriculum and instructional
process. The design technique and operation of a systems approach in curriculum develop-
ment and instruction is presented and discussed.

Findings. Systems theory and systems approach design technique provide the
framework for the development of the proposed model of curriculum development and
instruction in occupational education in Ethiopia. The components of the curriculum and

instructional model identified are: the mission statement; the statement of needs; and

the determination of program requirements and alternatives in system analysis. The

selection of program development strategy (ies); 'the implementation of these strategy
(ies); and the evaluation of the prograth constitute system synthesis.

Simulation of the model is provided for clarification of the systems operation
by describing a hypothetical path through the model..

BEGZAD, Dastagir Qul. "Extension as Adult Education in Selected Nations With
Recommendations for Improving Better Instruction for Agricultural Learning Groups in

Afghanistan." Master of Science Report, 1975, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

purpose. The study was developed to clarify the concept and to describe the
objectives, principles, functions and°philosophy of Extension in the hope of providing
interest and motivation to professional workers in Agricultural Extension. In addition,

an attempt was made to provide information concerning program planning, staff training

for administrators, program planners, and evaluators in Extension work. Furthermore,

it was considered desirable to briefly introduce the Agricultural Extension or
Afghanistan in its organizational structure.

Method. This study attempted to review, compare, and analyze the functions,
objectives, principles, philosophy and organization of Extension work in the United

States and some selected nations.

Findings. This study first provided information to enable the Extension staffs
of Afghanistan to learn more about Extenslon work; and, second, it developed a recommended

plan and program of work for promoting Extension work in the country to meet the needs,

interests, and objectives of rural people
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CASTELLUCIS, Richard Lee. "Employee Training Needs, Plans and Commitments of
Selected Oklahoma Busineases." Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1976, Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The major purpose of this study was to identify the educational
requirements, plans and programs of selected Oklahoma businesses.

Method. This was accomplished through the use of a questionnaire. Personal
interviews, mailings and an intensive telephone survey were conducted. The geographic
areas surveyed were Oklahoma City and Tulsa, Oklahoma. Training directors who were
members of the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD) were contacted solely.
A total of fifty-two contacts were made. The data was compiled using group consensus
to determine the overall requirements, plans-and programs as well as requirements, plans
and programs for each geographic area surveyed.

Findings. The types of training required as well as methods of training were
indicated by this stuay. The educational plans and programs were shown to favor in-house
training. Safety training ranked very high as did new technical or skill training. The
study showed a high degree of agreement between large companies (more than 500 employees)
and small companies (less than 500 employees) as to the type of training required by their
employees. In dollar expenditures the small companies seemed to be investing a higher
per employee dollar in training programs. 'There was an indication of little willingness
on the part of the companies to assist a community college or technical school in
establishing training programs for employees of the companies.

CHEW, Van Miller. "Planning an Ideal Vocational Agriculture Building for
Glencoe High School Using a Survey of Vocational Agriculture Facilities of Schools in
Lincoln, Logan, Noble, Pawnee, and Payne Counties, Oklahoma, With Particular Reference
to Agricultural Mechanics." Master of Science Report, 1975, Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of this study were to gather iriformation from schools
offering vocational agriculture in the five-county area.

Method. Data were gathered from 25 of the 27 schogls by a questionnaire and
interview. The physical plants of each vocational agriculture fadility in Payne, Lincoln,
Logan, Pawnee, and Noble counties were of major emphasis in the study.

Findings. The average number of students per department was 48. The average
age was 9.52 years. In most schools the classrooms wem9 considered adequate in size.
Twenty-two of the 25 departments had a teacher office and 14 had access to a storage
area. It was noted that 20 percent did not have restrooms within the facilities.
Comments from the respondents indicated that an adequate wash basin could help eliminate
loss of time at the end of skill development sessions. Agridultural mechanics shop
facilities were not considered adequate in-older structures in terms of free work floor
spade per student. Newer facilities had an average of 106 square feet free work space
per student. The majority reported shops were adequate in electrical wiring, tool'display,
tool storage, power tools, and work bench space. The trend in new construction is a
manufactured steel type building with shop having a longer dimension than older facilities.

Patios were reported by 60 percent of the schools. Very few departments had surfaced,

enclosed, and covered patios. Comments of respondents indicated that patios should have
sufficient power outlets. .Ninety-two percent reported that classroom and shop were

attached.
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CHOOMNOOM, Cherdsak. "A Proposed Model for the Adult Education Program in
Thailand." Master of Science Thesis, 19757 Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of the study was to design a Model for furthering adult
education in Thailand.

Method. A thorough study was made of adult education programs in the United
States through an exhaustive review of literature. Personal interviews were made with
twelve 'directors and twenty-two teachers of adult education classes of several types in
Oklahoma. Judgments were obtained by students as to relative effectiveness of selected
structure fl.nd practices in adult education and their feasibility for application in
Thailand. IFrom the (1) review of literature, (2) interviews with directors and teachers,
and (3) re6ponses of professional educators and Thai students a model for further improve-
ment of adult education was developed.

Findings. In keeping with the final analyse's of judgments eight components
considered necessary or highly desirable for consideration in furthering adult education
were identified: (1) Establish and maintain an Advisory Committee; (2) Coping with
student-related problems; (3) Coping with teacher-related problems; (4) Recruitment and
Certification of adult education teachers; (5) Financing programs; (6) Structure and
development of programs; (7) Assistance to adult students to obtain and retain jobs
after completion of training; (8) Articulation between programs of adult basic education
and adult vocational education.

For each component a listing of suitable "approaches"'was developed. Relation-
ships between each component and "approaches" were reflected in the final design of the
model.

CRUZ, Adeltrudis Manuel. "The Development of a Proposed Occupational Training
Information System (OTIS) for the Philippines." Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1975,

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.
_

Purpose. The purpose and scope of this study was to develop an occupational
training information system for use in the Philippines.

Method. The first phase of this research reviewed the existing occupational
training information system in five states in the United States. The second phase
attempted to describe the proposed occupational training information system for the
Philippines. And to make this study more justifiable, a questionnaire was developed and
distributed to a jury of 30 key people in the Philippines. The responses received were
tabulated and tables were set up depicting the results'. Percentages and frequency colants

were used to present the information gathered.

Findings. The occupational training information system was found to be an

effective planning tool. It could facilitate organization of information pertinent to
making important decisions for allocating assistance, administering programs for education

'aid determining suitable jobs.

The occupational training information system with components in manpower supply,
manpower demand, interfacing, data dissemination, placement and follow-up could be
implemented in the Philippines to have a basis for identifying activities significant to
manpower development and utilization. This system.would have direct bearing on determin-
ing manpower supply and manpower demand or types and number of job opportunities available
and on assisting and assessing the status of trained individuals.
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Ninety-seven percent of the jury of respondents completed the questionnaire.
Out of this percentage, 86 percent indicated that the value of the occupational training
information system fnr the Philippines was very favorable and 14 percent indicated
favorable response with no nne indicating unfavorable response. A majority of the
respondents indicated that the occupatiohal training information system for the
Philippines would be supported financially and politically.

ELLIOTT, Glen William. "Attitudes Toward Student Teaching oL1972-1973
Agricultural Education Graduates Who Are Teaching as Compared to Those Who Are Not."
Maelovr of Science Report, 1975, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. This report was to summarize research done on the Agricultural Educa-
tion graduates of the academic year 1972-1973, and their attitudes toward the student
teaching experience and their preparation for teaching.

Method. A questionnaire was developed and mailed out to the two groups of

participants. The two groups' mean scores and cumulative total as assigned by the
respondents were figured numerically for each of several questions. The mean score

assigned was presumed to be an indicant of the respondent's perceptions of the value of
the program.

Findings. Of the 51 participants, 22 were teaching and 29 were employed else-'

where. Analysis of the findings indicated that in most cases there was not a great deal

of difference between the groups responses. It was fOund that usually the two groups

responses fell into the same category. However, it was found that overall, the teaching
graduates rated the various parts of their preparation and student teaching at a Iiigher

level than did the non-teaching graduates.

FORD, Roy David Sr. "The Nature and Extent of Similar Educational Activities
Engaged in By Cooperative Extension Agents and Teachers of Vocational.-Agriculture in

Kansas." Master of Science Report, 1975, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to determine the nature and extent of
similar educational activities engaged in by Cooperative Extension Agents and teachers
of Vocational Agriculture in Kansas and to make recommendations that could be beneficial

to both agencies.

Method. All vocational agriculture instructors and all Cooperative Extension

personnel in Kansas were sent a questionnaire.

Findings. Indications are that the attitude of some respondents could be

improved by more contact between them. Time difference of events was mentioned most as

the cause for lack of joint activities. Scheduling conflict, personality differences,
subjective.publicity, and possible indifference all had an effect on cooperation between

the agencies.
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FOURTNER, Gary Earl. "Comparisons of Teacher Perceptions of Selected Aspects

Associated with Young Farmer Chapters Continuing in and Dropping Out of the Okiahoma
Young Farmer Association." Master of Science Report, 1974, Oklahoma State University,

Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to compare teacher perceptions of
the young farmer organization by those with chapters remaining in and those with
chapters dropping out of the organization.

1/

Method. A list of active and inactive Oklahoma Young Farmer Chapters wa
obtained from the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical Education in
March, 1974. The population for this study was the 38 active young farmer chapters and
the 31 inactive young farmer chapters that had been chartered from the beginning of the
Oklahoma Young Farmer Association in 1969 to 1972. Data were collected with a question-

naire formulated by the writer to find out why some chapters were continuing with their
programs while others were becoming inactive. A questionnaire was mailed during

September, 1974. If the respondent did not answer promptly, another questionnaire was

sent by certified mail.

Findings. The major findings concerning young farmer programs were: (1).

Continuing chapter advisors felt more strongly than did dropout advisors that the young
farmer chapters benefited the community', (2) dropout advisors felt that tfiey had to
*sponsor more activities than time allowed, (3) both groups felt that advisors community
activities interfered with meetings; (4) continuing advisors felt mare strongly that
older adults felt out of place at meetings, and (5) both groups used the same methods to
advertise meetings. Both the continuing chapters and the dropout chapters agreed on

some of the statements and others from conclusions.

GAAYA, Abdallah. "Instructional Components of a Proposed Pre-Service Educe-
tional Program for Agricultural Extension Agents at the National Institute of Agronomy

in Tunisia. Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1975, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to develop instructional components

of a proposed pre-service extension training Program for agricultural field extension

workers in Tunisia.

Method. In order to accomplish this achievement, two major objectives were

attempted: (1) To identify basic units of instruction now offered in preliminary extension

courses by universities in the United States. (2) To develop selected units of instruc-
tion, in terms of behavioral objectives in areas identified as commonly used in the

universities covered by the survey.

Data related to the first objective were gathered from 13 Lana-grant State

Universities distributed throughout the U.S.A. To meet the second objective a thorough

review of literature was accomplished. Both qualtitative and qualitative assessments were

use in selecting and compiling a basic theoretical framework for reference in developing

the inStructional components of the proposed program.

Findings. Analysis of data stiowed that the major five units of instruction

most used in preliminary courses offered in extension education were: (1) General

concepts of leadership and group action, adult learning, and extension education; (2) the

adoption process; (3) the communication process; (4) the extension teaching methods; and

(5) the extension program development.
4g4)10

In order to improve the agricultural extension training programs in'Tunisia,
_
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it was recommended that: (1) the ligitimizing authorities recognize the necessity of a

basic course in agricultural extension if sound extension pre-service training is the
paramount objt.;'ctive of the National Institute of Agronomy in Tunisia. (2) The five

developed units of instruction should be transItted into French and be a part of the

curriculum of senior students majoring in Agronomy. (3) After the first year of implemen-

tation, the suggested uniets must be evaluated and subject to suggestions and adaptation
to local conditions for future improvement in conception and administration. (4) Addi-

tional units of instruction and/or more recent and complementary inforatdon of the course

continues through the years. t

GBENJO, Soladoye Oludaisi. "The Effectiveness of the Oklahoma FFA Agricul-

tural! Mechanics Interscholastic Contest with Implications to Nigeria." Master of Science

TheSis, 1976, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The major purpose of this study was to identify and compare selected
educational benefits and opportunities resulting from participation in the Oklahoma FFA

agricultural mechanics contest as perceived by students and teachers of vocational

agriculture. Efforts were made to determine if the educational benefits resulting from

competition created significant contributiond to effective learning and how the contri-

butions could be adapted -to the Nigerian educational system.

Method. Data were collected by means of mailed questionnaires and personal'

visits. enty-five vocational agriculture teachers and'fifty-three vocational agricul-

ture stud nts from the five Oklahoma vocational agriculture supervisory districts

responde to the survey.

Findings. When respondents were asked to.compare student participants with

non-participants, they generally agreed that student contestants at the Oklahoma FFA

inters;holastic contest (1) Learn all agricultural mechanics skills tested for in the

contest more completely. (2) Produce higher percentages of uniform welds with arc and

oxyacetylene equipment. (3) Make higher scores on probleM solving. (4) Receive'more

or a challenge for skill development, and (5) Provide teachers with useful information

for the purpuse of evaluation of the agricultural mechanics'curriculum. Respondents

disagreed that student contestants at the Oklahoma FFA agricultural mechanics contest:

(I) make i-iwer scores on written examinations, (2.) have weaker agricultural production

programs, (3) are more prone to drop out of school, and (4), are less awar, ' tne world

or work and its requirements than non-contestants. In view of the above, uthor

concluded that the use of the FFA organization as a integral part of voca, agri-

culture was of immense benefits to agricultural education in particular an 'school

system in general. The author strongly suggested that contests involving competitions

'should be introduced at the local, state, awl uatinal levels in the Nigerian educational

system.

GIFFORD, Jiwy Leonard. "The Pres,nt and-7esired Involvement of Teachers,

Supervisors, and Teacher Educators in Selected Aspects of Vocational Agriculture Programs

as Perceived by the Respec.tive Groups." Doctor of atincation Dissertation, 1976, Oklahoma

State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The primary purpose of this study wa S. to compile the opinions of ,

voCational agriculture teachers, supervisors, and teacher educators regarding the present

and desired involvement of each one of the groups in various selected aspects of voca-

tional agriculture programs.
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Method. 'Opinionnaires containing selected aspects of four areas of vocational
agriculture were developed and administered to the dtudy population which consisted of
two vocational agriculture teachers, two vocational agriculture supervisors, and two
agriculture; teacher educators from all of ttie states which had vocational agriculture
programs. Of the total 274 opinionnaires administered through the mail in the fall of
1975, 203 or 74 percent of the instruments were returned for the analysis of data.

Findings. The vocational agriculture teachers, supervisors, and teacher
educators indicated by their mean responses that they desired more involvement from all
three groi.05s in all procedures, practices, and activity of the foul4 areas: (1) in-school
programs, (2) adult programs, (3) teacher preparation, and (4) professional improvement.
Desired teacher involvement was rated highest in the areas of in-school programs, adult'
programs, and certain aspects of professional improvement. This is compared to a
present involvement rating of slsight and moderate for most of the items in these areas.
The area for which the three group& responses 'i.ndicated a present involvement of
supervisors as highest was in-school programs. They felt the supervisors' present
involvement was inithe moderate category in the majority of the items of teacher prepara-
tion and professional improvement but was rated slight in half of the items of adult
programs. Desired involvement for supervisors, was rated highest for in-school programs
and professional improvement but in the other areas, primarily moderate involvement
was desired.

It was the consensus of the three groups that teacher educators are presently
and should be highly involved in the procedures and practices of teacher preparation.
At present, it was indicated by the responses of the groups that teacher educator involve-
ment was slight for 22 of the practices of in-school Programs and all items pertaining
to adult programs. Teacher educators' present involvement in proressional improvement
was designated moderate with the exception of two items which were rated slight and one

rated high. In addition to a high desired invohrement rating for tea-cher educators in
teacher preparation, four of the seven items in professional improvement were placed in
the high category. The major portion of the items in the other ar'eas received the
moderate rating with very few remaining in the slight involvement range.

GILLILAND, Dale Francis. "An Evaluation d Follow-Up Study of Vocational

Agriculture at Minco." Master of Science Report, 197 , Oklahoma StatejUniversity,

Stillwater.

Purpose. This follow-up study andivaluatiollps designed to determine the
effectiveness of vocational agriculture at Minco throug opinions of graduates.

Method. Questionnaires were mailed to 190 graduates who took at least two

years of vocational agriculture.

Findings. Subject areas receiving the most attention were breeds of livestock,

judging swine, etc. Subject areas needing improvement were farm finance, operation of

evel, etc. Over 48 percent of the graduates were making $12,000 and over a year.
nercent of the graduates received 100 percent of their income from farming.

ro,.:nately 12 percent of graduates were f ing full-time. Graduates thought mathe-

was the most beneficial course taught in igh school, with vocational agriculture

being second. Feeding livestock tas the most ben icial skill developed'in vocational

agriculture. FFA activities withlthe most participa on were showing livestock; judging

swine, etc. Eighty-two percent.of the graduates consid red the show program important

or very important to vocational agriculture. Career preparation should begin in the

freshman year according to 34 percent of the graduates. Twenty-five percent ,of the

graduates received a four-year college degree.
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GREEN, Herschel Hudson. "Perceptions of the Extent of Use and Effectiveness
of Selected Practices and Procedures in the Recruitment of Agricultural Education Students."
Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1976. Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. In this study a nationwide concerted attempt was made to identify,
rate, and rank the extent of use and effectiveness of.practices-or procedures which
contribute to the positive decisinn of students to become qualified teachers of vocd-
tional agriculture.

Method. A schedule for securing needed data was developed and submitted to
Qix groups or respondents in each state. The six groups included (1) head teacher'
educators,.(2) teacher educators, (3) senior college students, (4) state supervisors,
(5) district supbrvisors, and (6) state officers of NVATA.'

Respondents were asked to indicate their perceptions as to (1) the extent'25
selected practices or procedures were employed in their state and (2) an asseasment of
each of the 25 practices in terms of the,ir relative effectiyenesa.

4

Findings. Recruitment evphases provided by teachers of vocational agricul-
ture and by teacher educators were perceived as both the mist' commonly employed and the
most effective among the 25 selected practices and procedures investigated. Also rating

and ranking quite high were "provision whereby transfer work is readily accepted by
institution" and "providing flexibility for students to obtain some work toward the
master's,degree while qualifying to teacri." -Respondents from most of the groups also

indicated that "recognition given teachers for having their own former high school
students now teaching vocational agriculture" is a practice of considerable value.
Considerable agreement was evidenced between and among groups.that,valuable practices
included (1).encouraging institutions to provide for agricult,ural education majors to
visit With prospective students at judging contests, conventions,.etc., (2) providing
college scholarshilis for agricultural education students, (3) maintai,ning active state-
wide functidning recruitment committees. Stressing recruitment through activities

of the Collegiate FFA appears to be' recognized as of considerable importance in spite
of the fact that a number of institutions do not have an FFA Collegiate program. Among

a nuMber of recommendations made the following received emphasis: (1) Teachers of
vocational agriculture should be urged to constantly be alert to identify and.relate in
a special way to high school students revealing potential as vocational agriculture
teachers; (2) Teacher educators should make efforts to implement and maintain productive
liaison leadership among supervisors, teachers, and others in active area and state
recruitment committees; (3) Much closer rapport be established and maintained among
teacher e(fucators, state and district supervisors, and local teachers of vocational
agriculture,

GWARZO, Basiru M. "4 Study'of the Vocational Agriculture Curriculum For High
Schools in the State Of Oklahoma, U.S.A., With Implicationstfor Secondary Schools in
Nigeria. ", Master of Science Thesis, 1975, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

0

Purpose. The major purpose of the study was to determine the acceptance,
usage,a's well as effectiveness of the Basic Core Curriculum Guides for teacher vocational

agriculture in the high school's of Oklahoma.

0 Method. Data were collected by means of a questionnaire distributed to 102

vocational agriculture teachers enrolled for credit in a seminar taught.,in August, 1974.

Teachers represeqed each of the five Oklahoma Vocational Agriculture Supervisory

Districts. The poltulation was divided into two major groups, cooperating teachers

(those selected to supervise student teachers) and non-cooperating teachers. Each major

group was further subdivided into teachers with more than eight years teaching experience
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and those witt Less than eight years.

Findings. Respondents were in general agreement that the Oklahoià Vocational
Agriculture Core Curriculum was accepted as well as widely used by the voca ional
agriculture teachers of the state. Its use accounted fdr 60 perceht of the teachers!
time. Additional findings were that the (1) extent of teaching experience and (2) super-
visory wark in a specific district did not significantly affect the overall mean response
of the teachers. This confirmed a conclusive finding that the curriculum could be
adapted to local communities as well as personalized to each student. In view of this
strikiAng feature, the author implied the possibility of adopting the instrument for use
in Nigeria. However, the author, did not hesitate to emphasize that modifications would.
be made whenever necessary'to amplYallow for deficiencies'and substitutions of some
materials which would not be relevant to Nigerian needs or feasible in the Nigerian
environment.

HABIBI, Mohamdad Nazir. "Development of a.Model for Implementing a Manage-
ment by Objectives Sysidem for Agricultural Extension-in Afghanistrtn." Specialist.in
Education Paper, 1974, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The study was developed to provide profitable and useful information
for planners and administratqrs of the agricultural extension program. A major portion
dealt with formative concepts and implementation suggestions of the MBO system including
decision making; formation of goals and objectives, and planning and program development.

Mettikoth Emphasis is based on the process and procedure.and use of key words
and phrases tha identify and elaborate a better organization&l.OPiration. A functional
purpose of the study was to develop a model of procedures and steee which might best
facilftate development edid impleMentation of the MBO System ip an organization.of

Agricultural Extensionof Afghanistan. It was also thought desirable to formulate some
goals and objectives as an eXample.and subMit them to a jury for their assessment and
evaluation. ;

.Findings. (1) Effective management and effective program planning are key'
factors for a satisfactory and effective organizational operation. '(2) For an effective

prognam development involvement of all managerial personnel is required to realistically
understand their areas of responsibility and apply themselves diligently for getting
better results from their operation. (3) Extension programs shouldbe educationally
oriented to bring useful change in the behavior of farmers ih order to help them to
raise their-standard of living. (4) Effective decisions call upon a well-diagnosed
problem end a better alternative to solve the problem.in the most effective way. (5). The

MBO system, because of its numerous advantages, is agreed to be a more.effective.system
of management. (6) MBO in goal: oriented; vague and unclear goals and objectives should

be avoided. (7) Jury evaluation of formulated goals and objectives implies that
objectives Anked'3.5 - 4 for each item is acceptable; from 2.5 - 3.5 are barely satis-
factory; and lower than 2.5 are not acceptable and they should.be re-stated

HEATHCOTT, Eldon Eugene. "Occupational Choice, Tenure and Selected Aspects
of the Employment Patterns of Murray Staie University Graduates Qualifying to Teach

Vocational Agriculture; Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1974, Oklahoma State

Un4tersity, Stillwater.

Purpoie. A major effort was .to determine occupational choice; tenure, and

selected aspects of the employment patterns of recent AgricultUral EducatiOn graduates

from Murray State University.
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Also solicited were jUdgements of each graduate concerning certain portions
of the Agricultural Education program at Murray State University.

. Method. Included were all Agricultural Education graduates of Murray State
University from Ally 1, 1967, to June 30, 1973, who had received their:Bachelor of
Science Degriee in Agriculture. These 119 graduates also qualified to teach vocational

agriculture. Data were collected by mailed questionnaire from the total population.
Responses were received from 100 percent of the graduates for the period studied.

mbp
FindinEs. Data revealed that 98 of the graduates were Kentucky residents,

while 21 were from but-of-state. Persons having the greatest influence on the decisions
of graduates to enroll in agriculture at the university were vocational agriculture
instructors, the students themselves, father or guardian, and other selected persons.
Even though placemedt services and/or personnel at Murray State University were effective
in aiding agricultural education graduates in contacting their first employers, regarding
later employment they relied primarily on other sources. Agricultural Education
graduates of Murray State University tended to rxhibit little mobility in securing employ-
ment. As indicated by the-fact that 100 percent of the graduates were employed at_the
time of the study, the program can be adjudged as being very successful in preparing
individuals for a wide variety of gainful careers, the most popular of which was teaching

.cr vocational agriculture.

..'RENDRICKSON, Billy Forrester. "The Perception of the Pre-Service Agricultural
Education Progrgm at Oklahoma State University as Perceived by Graduates Who 'arose a

Non-Teaching Occupation." Master of Science Report, 1976, Oklahoma State Uniiersity,

Stillwater.

-Purpose. An effort was made to determine how graduates, who chose a non-

teaching occupation, perceived their pre-service training program in the Agricultural

Department at Oklahoma State University.

Method. P. total of

professions in 1971, 1972, and
cent) returned their completed

53 graduat4s who certified to teach and entered other
1973 were included in the study. A total of 21 (39 per-

questionnaires. Part one of the questionnaire identi

nine teaching areas and asked the graduates to re
held, the soprces of competence development, the
competency,and the need for more instruction in th
statements developed to determine how graduates fel
Agricultural Education Department fcr personal and professional development of.students.

Findings: In general the respondents indicated they had a sufficient degree

of competence in all areas and used all these competencies extensively except for those

in Vocational Agriculture Occupational Training, Young and/or Adult Farmer Advisement

and Future Farmers of America Advisement. They also indiCated that Oklahoma State
University was 'the most important source for the development of all the competencies as

they pertained to their current occupation. Respondents indicated a general desire for
improvinr their professional capabilities through additional instruction in most all the

areas. They also felt they were afforded a sufficient opportunity by the department to

develop both personally and professionally. Overall, the investigator concluded that,

in general, the Agricultural Education majors are adequately prepared for entry and

success in non-teaching occupations in Agriculture.

pond as to the degree of competence,
equehcy of need or use of each
areas. The second part included
about certain aspects of the

,
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HOLLENBACK, E. F. "Bill". "Perceptions of Oklahoma Young-Adult Farmers and
Teachers as to Need, Feasib14ty, arid Possible acceptanee of a Proposed Adult Agricul-
tural Education Specialist Pro am."-Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1975, Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The major purpose was to determine perceptions of Oklahoma young-
adult farmers, and vocational agriculture teachers regarding need,,feasibility, and
possible acceptance of a proposed adult agricultural education specialist program.

Method. Questionnaires covering similar items were developed and administered
to 306 of the total 408 teachers of vocational agriculture. One hundred eighty-two
useable questionnaires were secured representing 45 percent of the total teachers. An

attempt was made to obtain two young-adult farmer questionnaires for each young-adult
farmer questionnaires represent "47 percent of the goal accomplished.

0

Findings. Both responding groups indiaated major agreement as tO the need for
well orwized and regularly scheduled courses as continued offerings. The tWo groups
also preferred subject matter specialists over local resource people or employment of
additional teachers. Highest preference and predicted high participation were expressed
for courses in beef production, paature production, farm management, farm arc welding,
and tractor maintenance. Qf the 280 young-adult farmer-respondents, 185 or 66 percent
indicated beef production Ss a major enterprise with 82 or 29 percent indicating small
grain production as a major enterprise. Slightly over one third of these respondents .

were college graduates. An additional one third had been engaged in production agricul-
ture ten years or less. Of the,182 teacher respondents 141 or 77 percent reported
having conducted an organized educational program for young-adult farmers within the past
two years. Of these 106 or 58 percent currentIy advise active young-adult farmer organ-
izations. Fifty-five percent of the young-adult farmer respondents indicated participa-
tion in an organized adult education class held under the direction of their local
Vocational agriculture teacher during the past two years.

According to the viey oti.many of the respondents, vocational agriculture
teaching is a very demanding occupation involvingAany evening responsibilities, long
hours, and relatively few opportunities for adVancement, and these have contributed to
the exodus of some good teachers from the profession.

JOHNDROW, James Dale. "Program Planning, Instructionill Procedures and
Patterns of Service Activities Employed in Oklahoma Young Farmer Chapters." Doctor of

Education Dissertation, 1976, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to identify organization and opera-
.

tional characteristics common to on-going young farmer chapters in Oklahoma and thus
determine a profile of the typical chapter.

Method. Data were secured from young farmer members and young farmer advisers
from 40 randomly selected young farmer chapters in Oklahoma. Selection of chapters wais

made from all 82 chapters having been in continuous operation for two or more years.
An instrument was administered by mail to 40 chapter members and 40 chapter advisers

with one follow-up effort Made. Usable data were secured from 29 chapter members and

36..chapter advisers; This constituted a 72.5 percent return for young Sarmer members

and 90 percent for young farmer chapter advisers; overall this was a 82.2 percent return .

of all questionnaires for the combined groups.

Findings. The study revealed significant differences in the responses of

both members and advisers in the instructional areas of program planning, staffing and
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sources of instruction, instructional techniques, evaluation of instruction, and many
portions of commanity and service activities. The following conclusions can be drawn

with some degree of confidence. (1) There exists many effective and highly valued localT
young farmer programs in Oklahoma. (2) In most local chapters, effort, supportand ;
participation are directed toward both instructional and service areas. (3) Local
chapter planning :committees aSsume the major portion of responsibility for planning;')

instruAional programs. (4) A majority of instruction is provided by two major grotips,

agri-business and Cooperative Extension. (5) The lecture method of instruction ia::that

method most often used by instructors. (6) Both members and advisers evaluated the

effectiveness of educational programs at a high level: (7) Members can be and are

highly motivated through community and service activities. (8) Major effort for

community and service activities is provided by key individuals and chapter officers.
(9) Young farmers cooperate with the FFA and 4-H clubs the majority of the time in con-

ducting community and service activities. (10) FFA and 4-H clubs are the greatest

beneficiaries of young farmer chapter and service activities. (11) Community and

service activities are evaluated at 6 high level of both members and advisers.

JONES, John Dudley. "Vocational Agriculture Teacher Perceptions of Competen-
t'

cies as Bases for Pre and In-Service Agricultural izitication Programs in Okl

Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1975, Oklahoma State University, Stillwa

Purpose. The primary purpose was three fold: to determine tht nature and

extent of self-perceptions held by Oklahoma vocational agriCulture teachers regarding

their present degree of competence for performance in selected areas of the vocational

agriculture program; when, where, and by whom assisiance should be given teachers in

further development of these competencies;_and teacher perceptions of priorities which

should be given competencies development through professional improvement programs.

Method. Questionnaires covering competencies for selected areas of the

program were developed and administered to the study.population which potentially

consisted of 408 Oklahoma vocational agriculture teachers under contract to teach in

,Oklahoma high schools during the 1974-75 school year. The questionnaire was adminis-

tered during the annual Mid-Winter Conference held January 3, 1975. ,A total of '152

usable returns were secured, comprising 86.3 percent of the totpl population.

Findings. Collation of data revealed a remarkable similarity of responses

among three teacher experience groups, as well as among groups of teachers comprising

each of the five supervisory districts. On a five point scale, ranging from one to

outstanding, a majority of respondents ranked their competency as "average" in all 11

selected categories of vocational agriculture performance. However, respondents did

indicate that among all the categories they felt least competent in making use of

advisory committees. In terms of priorities to be given for in-service training in the

11 categories, eight were indicated as "high" with thIlee rated as "medium." In terms

of rank, higher Rriorities were, in general, closely associated with high competency.

In-service training in animal science ranked first, while making use of an advisory

committee was ranked last. In terms sources of assistance in development and -

improvement of competence, responde ts felt that Oklahoma State University faculty

efforts in pre-service training p grams were the most important for all areas except

that of fairs, shows, and contest in which vocational agriculture teachers with
expertise was the most important source even in pre-service training. Overall it was

concluied that although teachers had adequate levels, of competence in all the areas

studied, there was a genuine interest in securing additional professional improvements.

The teachers also felt that the site for additional training was the Oklahoma State

University rampus for all but the fairs, shows, and contests area. Teachers overwhelm-

ingly endorsed the establishmentllof a formal first year teacher training program and
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expressed preference for the type of format and training provided as the most recent
summer conference sessions.

KING, Harold Wayne. "A Survey of Salaries and Working Conditions of Voca-
tional Agriculture Teachers in the United States." Master of Science Thesis, 1975,

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The major purpose of this study was to follow up a previous study,
compile and make available infOrtation about salaries and working conditions of
vocational agriculture teachers in the United 'States. These working conditions were
salaries, length of employment, teaching load, travel expese, certificate renewal,
and expected increases in salaries for the coming year.

Method. The study included all states except Alas a which does not offer

vocational agriculture. A questionnaire was developed and srit to.the department or

agency in each state which directed vocational agriculture. If no response was received,

the questionnaire was sent to the Agricultural Education Department in those states.
The final return was 100 percent.

Findings. There was a wide variation among the many items from state to

state and even within some states. Employment time varied from 9 to 12 months and in

28 states the length of employment varied within their state. Average salaries varied

from $691.66 to $1,072.54 per month for a beginning teacher with a B.S. degree and

from $708.33 to $1,158.33 per month for a beginning teacher with a M.S. degree. Yearly

increases were paid by 36 of the states ranging from $92 to $1,000 each year. The main

change since 1973-74 was the increase in travel reimbursement which changed in 17

states. Salaries were expected to increase in 35 states for the 1975-76 school year.

The increase ranged from $200 to $1,000.

LFE,'Richard Eugene. "A StAy of Disciplinary Problems Encountered by

Teachers of Vocational Agriculture in Oklahoma High Schools." Master of Sciencp

Thesis, 1976, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was fourfold: (1) to determin0 the

more common disciplinary problems encounteredby beginning teachers of vocational agri-

culture; (2) to determine the frequency of the various problems; (3) to determine

the most satisfactory methods of prevention of disciplinary problems; (4) to

determine the most satisfactory method of correctirig the various disciplinary'problems.

Method. A survey was made with 72 teachers from the five supervisory dis-

.'tricts of vocational agriculture. The responding teachers filled out the questionnaire A

'given to them at selected Professional Improvement Meetings and 'returned them by mail

to the author.

Findings. The most common disciplinary problems encountered by the

teachers of vocational agriculture were excessive talking, unnecessary noise, and lack

of attention. The beginning teachershad ahigher rate of problems followed by inter-
mediate, and then the experienced with the lowest rate of frequency of problems

encountered. It was also concluded that the most common method of preventing and
handling a problem was by a warning, polite but firm.
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IG , Ro6a1d keith. ."&comparison of Select CDharacteriseics'Petween.
Pari Iuent eijg as )tudent Teaching Gentee:and Other.DeOgrtment$ of Vocat4pa1 v.
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Findings. It Was found,:.tHat the group ao6perati g teacherahad More years
of teachingexperience 4n bothAingleand multiP1 -teaCher detments,:mOre-teoure'in
present school, .had.taughp in fewer-schools,.qere-diambers ef mbr%,civic groUps, and

assumed Mere responsibilities- in akch-groupa. Vie daMe:Wie .pruelfOrchurch.membership
arid participation'. :paall the comParisons of prograM c aracteristpta, tyle;group of

cooperatIng'teachers wereatthe!forefront. Regarding pça1 f;peitities, the non-
coherating teachers ware fonnd to:have more classroomlim4, mpre:Shop space and more
sets of up-to-date textbooks: Overalli it was concluded that the cOoperatini teachers,

their programs, and departments were different from the non-cooperating.group.

MARZETTE, Alfred L. "Responsibility for Goals and Influences.U5n gtudent
Achievement as Perceived by Selected Students and Educators in Okmulgee-County Schools."'
Master of Science Report, 1975, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. This study was made to determi e'S'illakot and educator perceptions

of who should have the greatest responsibility i aiding the-4tudent in achieving goals

and the type and amount of influence given fact rs had on student achievement in the
Okmulgee County school system.

Method. The specific questions in his study were as follows: (1) Wbo should' 4

have the greatest responsibility in aiding t student in achieving goals? (2) Do

school factors have any influence on student achievement in school? (3) What effect do

student factors have on student achievement in school? (4) To what extenp do teachers

influence have on student achievement in school? (5) What effect do admi istrators

factors have on student achievement in school? (6) Do community factors 5nfluence

student achievement in school?

Findings. The following findings and conclusions emerged from this study

as being of particular importance: (1) from comparison of perceptions of students
and school educators about who should have the greatest responsibility for goal
achievement, the students ranked parents, students, teachers and administrators in that

order overall. The school educators overall ranked parents, teachers, students and
administrators in that order according to who should be responsible; (2) from compari-

son of perceptions of schools and school educators, about the type and amount of

influences, the students ranked sports, friends, teacher personalities, church, self-
esteem, recreation and friends as being their highest influences. The school

educators rated the teacher outlook on students, classroom activities, self-esteen,
nutrition and teacher methods as being the highest influences.
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MAXSON, Joe M. "Development and Testing of a Series of Horticulture Units
of' Instruction Based on Performance Objectives to be Used by Local 4-H Leaders."
Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1976,-Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. :Me central purpose-of the study was to develop, test, and evaluate
a series of instructional units in the area of horticulture for use by local leaders in
county 4-H programs.

Method. Developed in the form of modules, each unit was presented as
performance objectives to be attained by individual.4-H club members. Agents, 4-H.'
leaders, and 4-H members were first requested to assist in determining the horticultural
areas in which units should be developed. Based on the survey of agents, 4.-H leaders,
and 4-H members, instructional units were developed on (1) plant identification,
(2) horticulture judging, (3) hoppy greenhouse, and (4) plant propagation. Four counties

with organized 4-H horticultu4 clubs were selected as locale for testing of the units.
Local 4-H leaders taught the units and pre-test/post-test gain scores were determined.
Members tested were stratified in four areas: (1) 14 years of age and over as compared

to those under 14 years; (2) those having three or more years experience in horticulture
activities as compared to those having less than tiokree;,(3) members from predominately
rural counties as compared to members from urban count1e9; "and (4) members having
completed four or more years of club work as compared .to.tliose having less than four
years. Leaders were also asked to personally evaluate the units.

Findings. Data analysis revealed that, to date, use of the concept of
behavioral objectives in the preparation of 4-H study material is only slight, with
few respondents indicating familiarity with the concept. After slight modification, the
proposed list of developmental procedures or steps were determined as adequate by the

jury.

Significant differences in gain scores were proven in only two situations:
(1) a significantly greater gain was achieved by members from rural counties compared
to members from urban counties, this proving true for the hobby greenhouse unit; (2) ..

a significantly greater gain was ac ved by members 14 years old and older as contrasted

with gain scores achieved by those der 14 years of age. Comparison of pre-test scores
achieved by each of these two grou s indicated that in both situations differences might
be ascribed, at least in part, to a greater knowledge of one of the groups prior to

receiving instruction. However, findings.of the study would seem to clearly indicate
that members of any of the groups has potential tor making a similar amount of improve-
ment in scores on any of the units. Assessment and evaluation of the units made by

4-H leaders indicated that, in general, their feelings were fel/arable toward their

development and use. Areas receiving the lowest rating by leaders in their evaluation
and comparison of the units involved would suggest that they might view these as
projects requiring their supervision without their having available time and knowledge

to do so. It was recommended that further units based upon behavio al objectives be
developed in horticulture and the suggestion Ndels also made that att,ntion be given
application of the behavioral objectives concept for the preparatio of 4-H materials

in other project areas.
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METIKOU, Assrate. "A Model for Establishment of a Management by Objectives
System in the Extenion Program of Ethiopia." Master of Science Report, 1974, Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater. *

Purpose. The study was centeredlopon the development of a model f r estab-.
lishing a "management by objectives system" for an yricultural extension pro ram for
Ethiopia.

Method. The literature on management by objectives and the Extension Service
of Ethiopia was thoroughly searched and a proposed MBO system was designed .for the
Ethiopian Extension Service.

Findings. A major function of extension is to provide an incentive to
motivate more people towardimproved performance, retaining flexibility to meet all
situations. Encouraging more participation, interaction, and acceptance of responsibil-
ity by concerned individuals should be a constant effort of extension personnel. Pro-
jection and realistic formulation of organizational goals and objectives under the
system of management by objectives is an effective approach which enables organizations
to expedite the performances via mutual understanding of manager and subordinate. When
the job objectives of each individual professional are mutually described, negotiated,
and decided as a desirable schedule directed toward achieving organizational objectives
and goals and are stated in quantifiable terms% projected for a specific period of
time, the extension program advances. Performance evaluation is properly conducted as
a mutual review of achieved performance objectives and enables both the manager,and
subordinate to understand sossible causes of failures as well as agree upon better methods.

--MITCHELL, RobertLeop., "A' Study of the Vocational Agricultural Students That
Graduated From Rip2ey High 6ch6O1 buring the Period 1951 Through 1973." Master of
Science Report, 1974, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater..

PurPoSe. The purpose of the study was to determine the occupational decisions'
made by the former students of vocational agriculture and to secure such related infor-:

'mation as could be used in evaluation of the training received by these students.
-

Method. A questiOnnaire Was sent to all students who graduated from Ripley
High School in Vocational Agriculture during the years 1951 through 1973.

Findings. Data revealed that 60.85 percent of the former graduates were
engaged in agriculture or agriculture related occupations. There were 27.95 percent
engaged in agriculture production, 12.5 percent engaged in agricultural sales, 10.12
percent engaged in food processing, and 9.28 percent employed as agricultural technicians.
Fifty-two percent of the graduates received education beyond the high school level.
Fifty-five percent of the graduates' parents were engaged in farming. Vocational agri-

cuiture instructor and parents were the main contributing factors liste'd as why a
graduate entered the agricultural field. Farm management, farm economics, animal
science, career related occupations, agricultural sales, and carpentry were the areas
needing.lto be stressed. There were 94.47 percent of the graduates that felt vocational
agriculture training was beneficial.
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MOHAMMAD, Jan. "Characteristics of 4-H Clubs in Selected Nations with
Recommendations for Developing 4-H Club Work for Afghanistan." Master of Science Report,

1974, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater. )

Purpose. The main purpose of this study was to identify and study character-
istics, functions, objectives and roles of 4-H youth work in the United States and
ten selected nations. These were analyzed and studied in terms of possible suitability

for developing 4-H club work in Afghanistan within the Extension Department in the
Ministry of Agriculture.

Method. Books, Extension and 4-H club bulletins, reports, journals, articles,
pamphlets, some Persian materials, and personal visits and interviews with 4-H agents
and extension agents and specialists in the United States were used in collecting

information.

Findings. The study of 4-H club work devq.oped as a tub-fold concluding

recommendation: first, take steps to enable the eXteni-ibn staff of Afghanistan to learn
more about 4-H club work; second, to develop a recommended plan for'promoting 4-H club

work in Afghanistan to meet the needs, interests, -wants and objectives of young people
and of the whole community.

(1) The 4-H club should beestablisbed by the Ministry of Agriculture in
general directory at the national level and at the directory level in provinces', with

the extension agent being responsible at the district level. (2) A comprehensive in-
service training program including education in the behavioral sciences for all
extension agents should be provided by the Department of Agricultural Extension: (3)

Local volunteer leaders must be trained and thoroughly informed through extension
programs and with the assistance of extension agents. (4) Youth should be given the

opportunity to explore career and job opportunities which will improve community social

life and enhance its potential for economic expansion. (5) 4-H should Provide prac-

tical experiences in real life situations. Many projects and activities should be

available to the" members from which to choose.

PITCHFORD, Kenneth Leon. "Attitudes of Superintendents and Principals

Toward FFA Activities in Area Nine of Missouri." Master of Science Thesis, 1972,

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The main purpose of the study was to obtain opinions of school
administrators toward the FFA activities in their local FFA chapters and to present

th'em in a form useful to those involved in program develoOment in vocational agricul-

ture education.

Method. This study was limited to twenty Missouri schools of Area Nine in

Southwest Missouri. A questionnaire was developed to measure administrators attitudes

concerning selected FFA activities. After, refinement by Oklahoma State Agricultural

Education staff, the questionnaires were mailed. Forty responses (100%) were returned

by superintendents and principals of the area. The data obtained tabulated and

expressed as percentages.

Findings. An ov
Southwest Missouri agreed
and that the majority of
a high level of learni

rall%summary revealed admi tr tors in Area Nine,

vities ave a very tigh educational value
serve.to stimulate FFA members to accomplish

agriculture. The highest response by
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administrators was that FFA activities are quite beneficial in developing leadership,
citizenship, and cooperation traits. Other statements receiving a high average response
were as follows: (1) FFA activities are an integral part of vocational agriculture,
(2) FFA activities are beneficial in development of youth, (3) the vocational agriculture
teacher should plan all FFA activities with the school administrators. Statements
receiving a negative average response were as follows: (1) membership in the FFA should
be a requirement for all studegts enrolled in vocational agriculture, (2) FFA activities
should begin at the 7th and 8th grade level. Generally, administrators agreed that FFA
activities are beneficial.

POPE, Dale Lee.. "A Study of Activities of Young Farmer Chapters in Oklahoma."
Master of Science Thesis, 1975, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to discover the activities of Young
Farmer Chapters in Oklahoma as perceived by members and advisors. It was felt that
perhaps the information secured could be used in the establishment of new Young Farmer
Chapters in program planning and determining the value of those activities by older
chapters.

Method. Responses were received from 21 Young Farmer members and 23 Young
Farmer advisors. The study was limited to those chapters that had been chartered with
the State Young Farmer Association for at least two years prior and including 1974.

4

Findings. As a result of this study, it was found as follows: (1) Chapters
average approximately 35 members; (2) .Chapters hold eight to 12 meetings per year;
(3) Chapters have approximately 40 to 85 percent of membership attending meetings.
Advisors end Young Farmer members were very similar in their responses in terms of value
of impo nce of all types of Young Farmer activities. It was concluded (1) that Young

Farmer p grams are viable and beneficial to serve a worthwhile purpose for members and
the commuMty and (2) that all types of activities are essential to Young Farmer Chapters.

SALWAECHTER, George H. "A Comparison of Two Methods Used in Training 4-H-
Teacher Leaders.." Master of Science Thesis, 1974, Oklahoma State Uni'Versity,'Stillwater.

Purpose. This study was to compare different methods of training two groups
of 4-H teacher leaders by using the Chick Embryo Program as training material.

Method. One group of the leaders were trained by the state extension poultry
specialist while the other group was trained by county extension directors who had
received their training from the same specialist. Pre-tests and Post-tests were used
to collect data for comparison from 4-H'ers in six counties of Northwest Oklahoma during
the fall of 1974. The null hypothesis tested in the study stated that there would be
no significant difference in the post-test scores of 4-H'ers who had been trained by
the two40ifferent groups of leaders. The means of the post-test scores from the two
groups were used to calculate the comparison. The t test was used to accept or reject

the hypothesis.

Findings. As a result of collection of data, the null hypothesis was
accepted. That is, it was found there were no significant differences in the post-test
scores of 4-H'ers taught by leaders trained by the two different methods. However, the
agent trained leader group did 4ibit a higher level of performance from the pre-test

to the post-test measurements. /Por all but one of the 16 groups of 4-H'ers, scores on

the post-test were higher than n the pre-test.
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Analysis of the study findings led to the conclusion that both methods of
instruction were effective and neither was superior to the other as a.means of leader
training. It was also doncluded that the Chick Embryo Program is an effective teaching
guide.

STOCKTON, Jerry Don. "Factors Associated with Longevity of Texas Young

Farmer Chapters." Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1975, Oklahoma State University,

Stillwater.

purpose. Focusing upon data supplied by young farmer advisors and young
farmer members, an attempt was made to determine salient characteristics common tp
successful Texas young farmer chapters with ten or more- years of cortinuous activity.

Method. The salient characteristic determinations were assembled from
responses obtained concerning an instrument that asked for characteristics common to
young farmer chapters and advisors, characteristics with regard to selected practices
and procedures, and characteristics concerning nondirected responses to selected
statements. The instrument was,administered by mailing the initial instrument and two

follow-up mailings fto selected respondents in Texas. Data collected represented 68
of the 77 young farmer advisors, representing 88.31 percent and 87 of the 231 young
farmer members, representing 37.66 percent.

Findings. The study revealed close agreement among advisors and members
concerning salient characteristics common to enduring Texas young farmer chapters. Item

counts, means, percentages, ranges, and ranks were applied to responses for all catego-

ries. The close agreement by advisors and members concerning salient characteristics
common to enduring Texas young farmer chapters allowed the following conclusioas to be

drawn with a degree of confidence: (1) that hard working advisors,,interesting educa-
tional programs, and pride in their respective chapters are essential characteristics :

for young farmer chapter continuation; (2) that interested members, family socials,
working closely with the FFA, strong officers, and community service activity are
necessary to enduring chapters; and (3) that member involvement, utilizing resource

personnel, keeping chapter members informed, meeting one time each month, and utilizing

the state specialist program help enduring chapters survive.

STOUT, Jack Dean. "Dairymen's Opinions that Influence Their Acceptance and

Use of Information to the DHI Records Program." Doctor of Education Dissertation, 1976,

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

. Purpose. The primary purpose was to determine the opinions of dairymen that
influence their participation in tlie DHI Records Program, the testing plan most suitable

to their needs, and the information desired in the DHI Records yaan selected.

Method. Dairymen surveyed were those who were members 'of the Oklahoma

Division of AMPI, Inc. Returned surveys were divided 'into t ree groups according to

dairymen's participation in the DHI Records Program: Gro* 4 were those dairymen

currently enrolled in DHI, Group II were those who had discoAinued, and Group III were

those who had never been on the DHI Program. Data were collected both by mailed survey

and, surveys administered at DHIA meetings. The mailed survey response included 53.9

percent (151) of Group I, 30.5 (48) of Group II, and 9.5 percent (83) of Group III.
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Findings. Data analyses revealed signlficant differences at the P .01 level
in the opinions held among three groups of dairymen regarding the DHI Records Program,
the DHIA Supervisor, and their acceptance of various testing plans. All groups of
dairymen agreed that DHI Records improve management efficiency, increase sale value of
animals, that production and breeding records were needed, and.that they had more
confidence in coWsqtrchased from DHI herds. However, the order of tlip level of
agreement was Group I, Group LX, and Group III in each category. Group I had meahs
indicating more faith in the integrity Of records than Group II or GrOup III. 'In each

category concerning integrity of records or service of the supervisor, dairymen who had
discontinued the program had more adverse opinions than did dairymen who had never been
on DHI.

TITSWORTH, Tobie Richard. "An Analysis and Regional Comparisdel of Salaries
ena Working Conditions of Vocational Agriculture Teachers in the United States." Doctor

of Education Dissertation, 1976, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose.; The purpose of this study was to compile more accurate,data than
was available in the past concerning salaries and working conditions for vocational
agriculture teachers throughout the United States. It was also'to analyze and compare

this information on a regional basis and with past data. The salaries compared were
the minimum and maximum starting salaries for the B.S. and M.S. degrees. The working

conditions included months on the job per year, fringe benefits, minimum teacher'quali-
fications and other related information.

Method. The study Mcluded all 50 states. A survey packet including a
questionnaire and various selected tables from 4Previous years' studies was developed
and mailed to the department or agency which directed vocational agriculture in each
state. The final return was 100%.

Findings. A wide variation ;.s encountered among the 50 states as to types

of salary information available. Many states providedvan estimate or average for many

of the categories compared. Employment contracts varied from 9-12 months per year with

over 75% of the-odepartments operating year-round. (At least one teacher on a 12-month

contract.) Salaries for a beginning teacher with a B.S. degree ranged from $700 to

$1292 per month. Regional averages were compared to the national average with the
Central. Region averaging higher than the natiOnal in all but one category. The

Southern Region was lower in all categories. The Eastern Region average wasaess than

the national in all but one category - minimum starting Nary for degree.

The Western Region was consistently alihigher in l categories. An average .ncrease of

since 1971 was seen in the mirla.mum starting salary for the B.S. degree. Yearly

salary increases are paid in 32 states ranging from 200-1000 each year. Forty-one

states expected an acr ss the board salary increase in the 1976-77 school year ranging
from $27 to $83 per Jonth.

VILLARTA, Federico Guarin. "Perceptions of a Summer Learning Experience in
Agricultural Extension Leadership with Possible Application in the Philippines-X'

Ma-ter of Science Thesis, 1975, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. This report dealt with a learning experience in agricultural
extension leadership with the United States Civil Service Commission and the University
of Wisconsin in the summer of 1974.

%
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Method. The report consisted of two parts: (1) A management seminar entitled

"Management Today - Modern Concepts and Practices," designed to assist participants in
applying new methods and techniques to management back home and a special course in
extension education. The program offered an opportunity to engage, both formally and

informally in a challenging exchange of knowledge and experience both with the faculty

and fellow partiCipants. Didactic games, simulated games in group dynamics, communica-
tion, PERT, discussion and self-diagnosis of management style, were some of the many
stimulating andthoughrtprovoking informal interactions between and among faculty and

seminar participants. The report on the management seminar included (1) The Management

Theory Jungle by Harold J. Koontz, (2) The Cycle of Conflict, (3) Setting Goals in

Management by Objectives by Henry L. Tosi, John R. Rizzo and Stephen J. Carroll, (4)

Management By Whose Objectives.

The second part of the summer experience dealt.with Extension Education in
Agriculture, Rural Youth and Home Economics, and "KeysP to Agricultural Development.
The purpoSe of this part was to learn the role of the extension service and its rela-
tionship to agricultural development through discussion and actual county visits.

Findings. Some possible uses of the summer learning experience would be the
ipstallation of the management of objectives system in the Bureau of Animal Industry
Livestock Extension in the Philippines, and training personnel in extension concepts,
methods, program planning and evaluation using-information gained ing th4ummer

learning experience.

Perhaps the most significant aspect reminiscent of the summer experience,of
1974, other than the awareness of, and exposure to, the various avenues for agricultural
development, is leadership in the initiation and proSecution of programs back home.

VILLARTA, Federico Guerin. "Projection of the Management 'by Objectives.

System for the BUreau of Animal Industry Livestock Extension in the Philippines."

Educational Specialist Thesis, 1975, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The central concern of this study was to find out thc present situa-

tion of the Bureau of Animal Irdustry Livestock Extension in the Philippines and how

the principles of the Management by Objectives System (MBO) could be projected to fit

into the situation.

Method. A combination of closed and open-ended types of questionnaires were

used to obtain information from four types of populations - the Central Office Adminis-

trators, the Regional Directors, the Provincial Program Officets, and the Livestock

Extension Technicians, all from the Bureau of Animal-Industry in the Philippines.

Findings.I The study revealed that the Bureau of Animal Industry Livestock

Extension Unit was created by Special Order issued by the Secretary of Agriculture and

Natural Resources upo, recommendation of the Director of Animal Industry. The creation

of this unit was also an internal arrangement made between the Department of Agriculture

and .Natural Resources and the Bureau of Animal Industry. The study also revealed that

program planning is primarily initiated by the Central Office Administrators in Manila,.,-

Philippines. While program planning.appeared to be centralized, there is a high degree

of flexibility with the lower mamagement levels having to prepare their own programs

and set their objectives consistent with the national policies, goals, and objectives of

the organization. At the regional and provincial levels, program planning appeared to

be ini ted by the Regional Directors and Provincial Program 0 ficers with the Techni-

cians ng some degre'e of participation. The major job funct ons of the Provincial
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Program Officers were reported as few as only two, to as many as six major job functions.
In general, the major problems of the Livestock Extension Service apppared to be.manpower,
knowledge of extension education, transportation, communication,- feedforward materials,
personal growth and evaluation. In the lower management levels, highly centralized
budgeting, funding, supplies, reports and reporting system, evaluation, feedback,
policies and procedures, the Extension Technicians/ apparent dissatisfLtion with their
present designaeion, and above all leadership seemed to be the major problems. Another
problem appeared to be that a majority of the personnel serving in the Livestock Exten-
sion Service seeted to have been appointed Livestock Inspector, a position whish'is
"service-oriented," and subsequently designated as Livestock Extension.Technician.

WUTTIWATE, Sudsawath. "Judgements and Opinions of Senior Students in Khon
Kaen University, Thailand, Regarding Careers in Agriculture." Master of Science Report,
1976, Oklahoma -State University, Stillwater.

Purpose. The major purpose of the study was to secure and analyze student
opinions, judgements, and aspirations regarding selected careers in agriculture as
expresed by senior students in the College of Agriculture, Khon Kaen University, Thai-
land. Stated oklectives of the study included (1) to assess judgements and opinions
secured from a 'selected group of students at Khon Kaen University regarding their
aspirations for a career in agriculture, (2) to determine the extent of their present
interest in selected careers in agriculture, (3) to determine the extent of possible
association between selected items of student background and training experiences'and
the nature and extent of.their judgements of and aspirations toward selected agricultural
careers.

Method. The study was limited ,ta.senior students enrolled in the College
of Agriculture during the year 1975-1976, cdmprising a total of 53 students.

11.

Findings. Student opinions about tareers in agriCulture stressed recognition
of the need for the government to provide.more facilities'and modern eguipment for
agricultural demonstrations and research. Student responOents also felt that people
who work in agriculture are not highly respected and suffer low prestige in society.
Present interest of students in agrioultural occupations indicated a first choice of
"working on their own'farm," seconl "work for Ministry of.Agriculture," and third,
"agriculture extension," Student_ gaVe preference to working in the area of agriculture

over that of,pon-agricultural areas of work. Agricultural students tend to come from
the larger families and the larger villages, and many' have parents who are businessmen.
A majority of students come from th,- Central and NortheaSt areas. It is recommended
that (1) a faculty committee at the university talk with key administrators in the
government,,particularly in the Ministry of Agriculture and Extension to acquaint them
with student perceptions of agriculture and agricultural industry. Tt is further

recommended that (2) a faculty and administration give greater e!'2ort 1 recruitment
practices and to establishing a career orientation program.

YEISLEY, James Edmond. "Vocational Agriculture Curriculum Changes in

Schools in Urban-Influenced Areas." Master of Science Thesis 1975, Oklanoma State

University', Stillwater.

Purpose. The purpose of the study was to compare. the change2 in curriculum

taught to vocational agriculture students living in urban-influenced areas. A secondary

purpose was to secure information which may be used by high schools in counseling and

establi-shing optimum curriculum requirements for urban-influenced areas..
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Findinga f'rst,alternative wasthat of'conv,lidation i'the tko school

districts. There IllICS, ch discusaion relating to.conoiida446n2by stud: es and

community leaders: ,14ommen \t1on ve alSO:bwiUnc.14 ;Oilizing fad 'ities and

administrative,personfielvr Data;h pn prolded On theNah.. I and legal aspects of

consolidation jd 4,the'.nsuilidati iltion 6. this,.paper. '1.'heatbecome very important

TSiince this is What tI ttappyers ar really iiiterested'in. :,1,4;

N

-
AnotheOliternative for vocational education wilgi-of an area occupational

;,cehter concept, ThiS.Was clo'sely. examined ih1969-70 hithe-Yamhill County Intermediate
Ed&ictionlDistrict,andit was;decided at that time that it was feasible on a county-
side tasis, however, ,fund S were never generated. It is currently felt that this would

not be one of the better alternatives for the two.districta.

The-third alternative was the cluster exchange pro Nis ha een in

existence duringAhe 19*-75 schbol year with the forest pro T:rjgram at Willamina
t

and the constructlon 4Uster at Sheridan. It has worked sUb 0,11,;:, and thve ece

plans to continUe and expand the exchange prbgram in the ne This alternative
,

.woUld not be ArredditionaljDurden to th'e taxpayer and yet pro roa er array of
- J

curriculum dfferings
s

__..-',.L

, TW:rtOurth'alte that eath school should develop'a'comprehensive
.

. , 0

school prograM.The State:D ty. of Education recothMends that.this is the best

procedure,for *Plementing7, cation in the schools-. Additional staff, facilities

. and equipment liotld,-.be req4 er to offer all of the suggested cluster areas.

In this imall:schka distriti, e current economic recession', this alternative is

probably -not feadiblelat this .71.me It wuld take a number of years to develop an

adequate; ODMPrehe4-0,Ve prOgram.' .A......-- ....

l. eThe'la4'a1ternative:was to have students attend Chemeketa CommUnity College

on a part-tire bai A.C,the pre;ent time this is being permitted. The disadvantages

of this, hOwenr.,:11.rethe,increases in cost of transportation and tuition,for the %

vr.

studen
$ :', f

A7 .

. ga..,..rek.WieWing all.of the% vocational education alternatives of the two districts,
-,it'j.S0lt ,that dOnabli4atic4s;Xotild be the most feasible way of meeting the student's

, career g*S:46--. 44.1;rat ion s . -,;-

':.1-',

I

'.SCROENBORN, Roger Ellis. "Forestry Competencies Needed by High School

Gro.duates..S03ated-by Employers, Secondary and Post-Secondary 'Instructors." Master of
Educatio114,afs, i976, Oregqn State University, Corvallis.

iirpos. The purpose was to iden4fy and to rate Rccording to importanc5,---,

°the...foreSf' cOMpetencies commonly,. needed by high school graduateS.

,

.-Q.Method. A survey formelisting 170 individual sompetencies was developed.

The sample' sUrveY included all secondary forestry instructors in Oregop, bbth In forestry

produCta and ih agriculture; all post-secondary, community college forestry instructors

'in Oregon and Washington; and 3Q,Iry forestry employers in Oregon.

4indipgs. Opinions on .170 forestry competencies were obtained from 85

respondents. Thirteen of the competencies were found to be "essential," 101 competen-

cies were_found to be "necessary," 55 were found to be."nice to know," and one

competency was found to he "unnecessary."
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STEBBINS, Ronald David. "A Needs Assessment for::Adult Agricultural Education
in Jackson.County, Oregon." Master of Science NOn-Thesis, 19.7 Oregon State University,

Corvalils.

Puriale. The purpose of this stUdytas to deterriine the adult education
'needsein Agricirture in 4pckSon County, Oregon.

Method.; A survey form listing 36 small knowledgq areas was mailed to every
fortieth person on the Jackson County Extension mailing 1isEt

S.

.close second. Management practices for fruit and. ut product

Jackson'County, The greatest needs were for ins uction the use of-chemicals to
control weeds end pests. _Determining fertility n eds and'fe-filizer practildes was a

followed in rank by the need for simple repair and intenatee

Findings. There were definite'needs for Adul Cation in Agriculture in

r\s\VA

/ '

°ItA

arm power, farm first
llds was

aid, veterinary practices, irrigation practices and Tarim:law. A total of 17 of the 36

skill areas surveyed were rated high enough to war nt their inclusion in an adult
education program.

PENNSYLVANIA
I

,

''. BARR, RcTert'S. "Preferential FarmlaAd'AsSea'sment - A ,Comparison of Seven

Methods dT Computation and Its Application."..'*octor of Education Thesis, 1975, The
PennsYlvania State University, University Park.

0
purpose, Objectives were: (1) To develop, compard, and,y4idate methods for

determining agricultural value for farmland acCording to the Pennsyl'aiiia state, tax laws
and to .provide an educational basis for Tnforming agricfiltural-specialiats and community
residents about the agricultural land problem and preferential assessment, (2) to

develop and validate a procedure for determining agriculture land value based uPon
seven methods of aSsessment and to compare them by several criterion measures, tind (.3)

to dejign a practical, theoretically sound legal assess*ent method Wifich can uhe data

available to abseasors.

Method. The seven methods of asa:bssment were coMpared iy the following

criteria: level of predicted value-mean value, uniformity cf predfcted vafue--
coefficient of dispersion:accuracy of predicted valuer-Pi-square, practicality to the

lisor,-.101rhndefsta9dability and.acceptability to the public. A review was made of

all- .vaileb elnilormatIon and procedures regarding preferential assessment. An educe-

'
tional suivey.was made of teacheis of young adult farmer programs. Next a pilot study

of actual farm sales ih.Centre County was completed and the data were analyzed. Finally,

each model was tested by using informa;ion froMelsaz4n assessment pntfedures as well as
data from the pilot study. Sta ical analysis included multiple regression analya*C1;

R-sqaare, correlation and coeffjicient of dispersion.

'Findings. Thuzost uniform and acCurate method of predicting preferential

assessmene values is tupon.rent income capitalizatPtn of farmland and the soil

- productivity equaliz ndex,: Other findings showed that the soil productivity
equalization index is N,/Iid method for applying value to farms and is extremely useful

in maintaining a uniform and accurate assessment value. It was also determined that the

stape. tax equalization board computations for agricultural land do not reflect a true

agricultural value of farmland and thafhere has been a major change in proportion of

. 'land and buildings in total sales value.
)
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CAREY, Raymohd E. "Individualized Instruction Compared with Teacher-Centered
Instruction in a VOcatiohal Agriculture Program." .Master of Education Paper, 1975, The
Pennsylvania State University, ,University Park.

Purpose. The objectives were to: (1) develop individualized teaching,
materials for eleven arcasoof instruction in a vocational agriculture'program, (2) let
every student learn andliPecialize in an occupationql area of agriculture, and (3)

determine whether individualized'instruction or teacher-centered instruction results in
more learning by the.student.

Method. In" the vocational agriculture program at Eisenhower High School, a
new Course of study was developed with an emphasis on individualized instructio

eaurse of study was implemented by allowing students to pick instructional areas to f

meet occupational objectives. Students were asked to select at least three subjects for
classroom instruct,i.on and ttree subjects for shop instruction. Teaching Materials to

faoilitate individualized instruction were prepared for each area and the students worked
at their own rate until each unit wel campleted. Pretests and post tests were 'givellia to

students who studied units in each of the eleven instructional areas. The teacher-
centered group and individualized instruction group were given the same tests. The

pretest and post test scores were changed to percent correct answers. Scores for eaCh
of the instructional areas of the teacher-centered shop courses, teacher-centered class-
room courses, individualized shop courses, and individualized classroom courses were
analyzed. Mean scores for each pretest and post test by age"groups, teaching methods,
teaching environments, and instructional areas were calculated. Analysis of variance

and t-tests were run on the means, to determine significant_differences at the .05 and
.01 level. y4.

Findings. The findings of the stud ere as follows:(1) In four out of seven;

shop instructional areas there were higher post test scores for students in teacher-
centered instruction as compared,to individbalized instruction, (2) In one out of four
classi.00m instructional areas there were higher post test scores for students io
individualized instruction as compared to teacher-centered instruction, (3) StuAent ;

scores were higAr on the post test in all instructional areas, and (4) the 16-18 year

old students had higher post test scores that the 13-15 year old students.
'1:

CLEMMONS, Jesse Stuart. "Roles and Objec ves of State Researciv oo

Units as Perceived by RCU Directors and State Direc rs of VocationaL Educafio

pf Education Thesis, 1975, The Pennsylvania State UnivTity, University Park.:
. -

,..,

Purppse-. Objectives were: (1) To describe the major roles and obje
of the state RCUs in Vocational Education as perceived and projeCtOd by Research
Coordinating Unit Directors(RCUDs) operating in'three administrativtsettings, (

to,.-describe the major roles and objectives of RCUs as perceived and projected by S
Directors of Vocational Education (SDVEs), and (3) to compare the perceived and pr
roles and objectives:.OtRCUs held by RCUDs and SDVEs within similar and different
administrative settings% .

,
V .

Method. Viewpoints were obtained from leaders'in. three state lOcatpons of,-. ,

the RCU - outside the State Department of Education (Location 1), within the SDE ,
responsible to the SDVE (Location II), and within the SDE:responsible to a position otherA

-than the SDVE (Location III). Data were requested frotRpUDs and SDVEs in all 50_90t7Ac4L,
Questionnaires were mailed on August 30, 1974; subsequent, follow-ups resulted..in a f x01.7.,.

return of 92% for RCUDs and 88% forSDVEs. The questionnaires

,
imarily force.

1
choice responses in the form of ordinal measurements with internal ity assumed .to

te present. The 54 role.statements were clustered into 10 categoric .areas. Mean
k
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scores were computed for each respondentefor each 64egory. This procedure reduced the

responses to 10 scores for perceived role and-10 dores for nrojected role for each
,r--

respondent.

Finding,. The zonclusions-,were that (1) SDVEs end RCUDs perceived similar

roles for RCUs reFardless of the adMinistrative location of-the RCU, (2) RCUDS ana

SDVEs both projec7.0i roles tor ECUs in tocat'i.on rthat were not different from what
they pereeiVed*m to be: .(3)iRCUDS And SDVEaboth projected roles for RCUs,in'.
Losation II erldiOcaliicih,IIIhat wex=e,MUch more active than they4perceived the roles
to ti (41 11C(a'SOE*"!haVe made moderatechanges in the assignment'of'objectives
to R s in the4k.el;Par4eriOA betweed1:969 and 1974, and (5) RCps and-SDVE6 assigned

different objeettire-id'KUs depending On the administrativejocatiolOT:the Resh,rch

Coordinating Unit.

iDELL, Lawrence "Development and Evaluation.beApprove ract ce ,,S scr

Elnd Coloked'Slides for Instruction In Growing Applea_and Pears in the Home.Gard.pev

Master of Education Paper, 1975; The Pennsylvania State University, UniVersitY114..

Purpose. The purpose was to develop and evaluate a set of 2!: x 2" slidpg

and script on approved practices for apple and,pear trees in the home garden. A slide:

set and script on this subject 'is not now available from any instructional services .

source. From this slide set the student should fie able to identify the basic appr2gpd

practices in growing these fruit trees. The slide set was directed toward: (1) srUdents

who wish to apply this knowledge to home gardens, (2) Students who want to become

employed in a horticultural business, (3)'hobbyists tagng. a correspondence course, and

(4) students in an individual study program in horticulture.
. 41M

Method. Four steps included (1) development ofikhe approved practices,

(2) development of a set of'slides and accompanying script.iIlustrating the aPproved

practices, (3) testing of the package and evaluation by vocational agriculture teachers,

iand (4) production of a final set of slides and accompanying script. Information was

gathered froM catalogs of leading nurseries in the United States, reV'iew of literature,

personal experience, and the Pennsylvania Nurserymams Convention at Penn State Univer-

sity, February 1975. ,Slides were made from colored.photographs from home gardens and

hotticultural farms and from drawings. A ten-question evaluation form was Aeveloped to

'examine the effectiveness of the. slide set and script.

Findin .
The teaching materials that were developed are in two sections.

The list of approVe practices will serve as reference reading materAl/for the teacher

add the students. The script to be used with a set of colored elides will be useful as

a teaching aid.
40\

The slide spt with script, evaluated by a group of Vocation4r culture

instruotors at Penn State University, Junp19,75, was judged to be useful' visualsaid

for itidUlt education courses, individual study'programs, and.classes df h hool lr

studpnts studying horticulture.
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HENRY, Arha L. "The Davelopment and. Evaluation of an AgricUlturalCgareers
;Same for Use in Teachintreareers 'in Agriculture to Ninth Grade Agricu1ture.S4*nts."

---'' -larN ster o dt E ucation Ptirr'; 1975, The Pennsylvania State University, Unimersity-Park.

,.
PurpoSe, The major purpose was todevelop an agricultUr ea .ca. i AL s game and

determine its effectivenefs'as a classroom' instruCtional aid. Aditia&1urposes were:
(1) to determine if ther4Pwas any difference ilk the interest test'scOrea. .students

'taught by two methods of instruction and classified by occupationli (2) to

determine-if there was.any di'fference in interest test s ores between two:.iethods of
(

instruction, (3) to determine if the students' home 1o914tion had any inhuence On
interest test scores, (4) to determine if previous fa/Tang experience hada.ny influence

on interest test scores, .(5) to determine if aptitude ability had any influence on
interest test scores, and (6) to determine if there was any correlation between aptitude
ability and interest test scores. 2 ,

Method. An agricultural careers gaffie we's developed and-used by 36 students

at Solanco High School, Quarryville, Pennsylvania. The Applied Biological and Agribusi-

ness Interest Inventory was used as a pretest and posttest; One group of. students Fas

taught a unit on careers for.one week followed by the gaMe for one week. .The second
group of students only played the game for one week. Correlation and analysis of

variance were used, to analyze the data for both groups.

Findings. (1) There was no difference between the two methods of instruction.
(2) There were no significant differences in father's'occupation and post-test scora2of
students,in both groups. .(3) There were no significant differences in student home
area and .the scores they made. (4) TheAlOwere significant differences in student scores

1 by their previousll'arming experience on the interest in plants area of the test. (5)

There was a significant correlation between aptitade ability rating and test scores.
Students with high aptitude ability scored high in the plant interest area of the test.

HILTON, James,..,William. "Alkitudes Of Teachers Toward and the.Disseminatibn

of Selected Air.ieultecal.-Instructional Materials." Master of Education Paper, 1975,

The 'OennsylTania Stat.& University,'University Park.

-Put ose. The purpose was to determine the need for the development and
-diatrtbution of a' aitional materials for student and teacher use. .Objectives, of the

study.were to determine teachq.attitude toward: (1) selected instructiOnal materials .

-,(Resource Unitn Teachers Guide, Realia) being develoPed to meet the needs of students

enrolled in agriculture, 1(2) the content (ip terms of format) of selected instructional
materials being developed, and (3) methods of dissemination of prepared instructional

materials.
V'

nethod. Developed were: (1) a survey questionnaire form which May or may

not have influenced-the responses of those tested, and (2) a semantic differential

attitude inventory used to measure teacher attitudes toward selected instructional,

material. The attitude survey employed 17 evaluative concepts using. 10 bipolar pairs
-

of adjectives.4.(To field test a studeht resourca;....Ultit, 30 teachers selected at random

were asked to comete the demographic data sheet:(questionnaire) and the attitude suryey.

Finding.. Analysis of data c9llected indicated the following: (1) teachers

'were using idStruCtional materials developed by the Department Pf Agriculture Education

and selecting preferred units on thd1basis of content anppresentatjoqof subject
!

matter, (2) unitS which are somplete'W irclude teaching-learni,n4W,1vities are
Avrred by teachers and are most impilipeVin the development:of c.o4rehensive
V° ems andlivriculumR, and (3) dleMi.nation of instructional' materials on direct one

4Afgr,
4' 4
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"4to one basis and through teacher workshops are the desirable methods of dissdmina-

kion of materials.

The results of this study suptiort the need tor the development of student
resourceunits and related instructional materials both for teacher and student use.
The results also suPport the concept that units be of a comprehensive nature and be
distributed through teacher workshops.

..LAW§ON, Rebecca Martin. "The Review and Annotation of Occupational Guidance

Films for Agriculture." Master of Education Paper, 1975, The Pennsylvania State
University, University Park.

Purpose. Obtectives were: (1) The development of an instrument to be used

for reviewing and screening occupational guidanw films foagriculture, (2) the devel-

opment of a list of good, up-to-date occupational guidance films to be used by agriculture
teachers and guidance counselors to complement their guidance program, and (3) creation
of a cognitive awareness of the importance and need for more occupational guidance films
in a wider variety of agriculture education areas such as, forestry, horticulture, and

ildlife.

Method. All.agriculture guidance films dated fipm 1964 to 1974 that could

be located by the invest gator were included. This developed into a list of 33 films,

11 of which were droppet during the course of the study. A questionnaire included:

(1) title of the fklm, 2) annotation, (3) occupational area, (4) running time,

(5) color, and (6) film s urce code. The questionnaire and film list were sent to 34

selected agriculture teac ers to be completed and returned to the investigator. The

opinions.of the agriculture teachers.were summprized for the final evaluation annotations

of the films.

Findings. The instrument ilevOloped for evaluating occupational guidance

filMs for agriculture was helpful ingathering and summarizing information about the

films. TKe information gathered should prove helpful to agriculture teachers and guid-
ance'counseiors'in the selection of filmt for guidance in agriculture. The study also

showed a definite need for more 4-to-date films for guidance in agriculture, especitqly

in the area of ornamental horticulture.

The investigatOftfound that (1)" a follow-u1:0.studS, should be done every two

anp to add a lint of new films released andeM4xe the older out-of-date fiilms,

film should be revIewed before an agriculture..teaeher'or guidance counselorNk,

and (3) the main consideration inchelding whIther,or not to use a filmlF

at it will,contain up-to-date, usefuI%-and valid information.

.,:44.1.14.y;.Bernard C: Jr. "An Analysis ohe Application7of Conservation Plans

in the Centielunty Soil Conservation Distric't:"..Master of Education paper, 1975,

The Penniylvaffee: University, Univertity Pa

Purpose. tit4Arpose was to reyeal the extent to which.conservation plans

have been applied in the Celi; County Soil'Conservation'tiistrict. The stup focused

upon a set.of reasons why i iduals did or did not become cooperators within the

district. A list of approved coAservation practicei'compiled by .the Soil Conservation

Service of the U.S.D.A. was used. 'The study also provided a summary-of attitudes' of

cofferators and noncooperators toward the Pennsylvania Department olf Environmental

ReWaurces mandatory requirement of every.fav having a conservation plan by July 1, 1977.
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The study was initiated'in order to establish effective procedures in presenting the
need for and value, of having a conservation plan.

Method. A group of 20 000peratcrs were selected randomly and a group of 15
noncooperators were selected randomly by geographical location within Centre County.
During the months of Novemtier and Decembe 1974 these individuals were administered a
questionnaire in order to obtain information on why they did or did not join the conser-
vati,on district, how)they felt about the mandatory requirement of every Pennsylvania
farmer having a conservation plan by July 1, 1977, and which approved conservation
practices they had applied. a

Findings. Most farmers became cooperators with the Centre County Soil

Conservation in order tb apply conservation practices that would conserve soil and
water. A majority of noncooperators did not obtain and apply a conservation plan because
they didn't know enough about the plan, and because finances were too limited to apply

prackces. The highestpercentage of cooperators felt the application of a conservation
plan was needed to protect soil and wal%r, and the highest percentage of noncooperators
felt having a plan should be left up to the indiyidual when they were questioned about
the mandatory requirement of-,every PennWlvania farmer having a plan by July 1, 1977.

Among cooperators and noncooperators there was a high establishment'of conservation

practices that dealt with crop production activities such as conservation cropping
system, striperopping, 'qpver and green,manure crops, crop residue use, and pasture and

hayland.planting.

0

MACK, Rodney P. "Survey.of.Water Reso ce Competencies Needed by Graduates

and Post-Graduates of High School Akricultural Resources Curricula." Master of Education

Paper, 1975, The Pennsylvania State unIyersity, University Park.

Purpose. Objectives were: (1) To secure Wormation thatwould aid adminis-
.

trators Of agricultural education programs in preparineteaching,materials and.in
counseling students in high school, area vocational-teEhnical school, andtwd,year_

post-high school programs whch-have natural resourcetirricula, (2) to identify' 'groups

of competencies at the To Enter'fti,To Advance leA1s;f6r water resource occupations in

agricultulial resources, and 4L4tb,:determine thedegree of competence needed,within the

general subject matter areast
q,,climter resources,by graduates of agriculturakprograms.

Method. Four skill.amd competency areas of water resources were used in

devetuihe ie slirvey: water and water quality, wastewater,qpiolcloical science:econcern-
ing water, aNi. water mechanics. he survey was designed to identify specific tilsks

required 'fb Enter Ir.To Ad4ance is an employee or prospeCZive°employee'of a waste

treatment facility.Twelve out of twenty qualified peoW' illosen in water resources

7--resp41ed to the quettionnaire. By calculating the mean.scores of the 12 reszndents,,

tas.ks were rated as loW, medium, and hi-gh. To Enter and To Advancp-pead'

4evels (:)1
comeetence needed.were compar_ed.. .jr the-t-test using signifiqahce levels of .01

and .05,

,

,
Findi Es. , ere was a significant incrdase from the To Enter to the To

Advuice levels the our areas and idthe majority ot:instructional units. An upgrad-
, -of tra4ee prograffis andother prograMs on all eductli441111 levela difficult but

teeded to improve training Program success. Information was provided for educators to

use in reparigg ihdividuals to'enter water resibrce occupations. 41141n planning a

um ip water resources more consideration.sno4;ld be given to:areas which haVe

high,need.
. .
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McGUIRE, Robert Michael. "Prediction of Animal Husbandry College Student

Success, Using an 'Interest Index and Other Factors:" Doctor of Education Thesis,1976,
The,Pennsylvania State University, University Park.

Purpose. The purPose was to develop an Animal Husbandry I4erest Index to
use to predict.which students would successfully complete a two-year technical program
in Animal Husbandry. To determine relationships between the Index scores and three
Regents Scholarship Examination (RSE) scores, grade point average (GPA) sex and option

in Animal Husbandry.
) .

Method. The Kuder Priitrence Record, Occupational Form D was administered
to 319 Animal Husbandry students in the classes of 1973 'and .1974. The 1971 (matricula-'

tion date) responses of 108 Animal Husbandry students who graduated in 1973 were analyzed
to determine the number and percent of students responding to each answer position of
.each item triad on_the_EUder Form D. Thirty six of the original 100 triads, 'with
answer'positions selected by 50% of the subcessful students, were retained to form the
Animal Husbandry Interest Index. Answer sheets of students in the-classes of 1973 and
1974 were scored using only the-36 triads to produce individual and class mean Index
data analyped in this study. Chi-scluare, correlation,,t:test, and analysis of variance

were usecIttpest hypotheses at the .05 level.

Findings. .(1) Successful students clould not be diatinguished from nonsuccess,-

ful students by ildex score alone. (2) A,significant positive change-from college'

entrance to gradation Occurred during each of the tWo years that Index scores were -

obtained on-successful students at Cobleskill. () The Index scores for the class of

1974 correlated positively with the three'RSE scoreS;.1, Aptitude, Achievement, and RSE

total. (4) Analysis of variance determined that the Irex mean score for students in
the,Horse option was higher than for students in the Beef and Dairy options. Thw were
more females enro'lled in the Horse option. (5) Using class of 1974 data, the mean Index

score of 61 females was significantly higher than of 96 males. (6) Grade Point Averages

Of student in the three options were compared. t the 5% level,'GPA differences were

not sign 'cant. (7) The animal Husbandry Interelt Index can determine whether a

student' s an interest in Animal Husbandy but it cannot,predict which students will

be successful.

MILHOAN, Dennis R. "Visual Media in Tesching Psychomotor Concepts IntlOividg

the Performance of Ornamental Horticulture?lasks:" Master of Education Paper, 1975,

The Pennsylvania State University, Universit3r Park. ,

.
.

Purpose. The purpose was to evaluate theirfectiveness of t e use of 5mm-',,'

slides and 8mm film loops in the teaching of psychomofor skills to students clasdified

according to academic level. Task analysis and behaviorial objectives,Were used in the

instructional sequence. The objectives were, (1) to determineAhe effectiveness of

visual aids in the teaching of a task in, ornamegia'horticulture, (2) to compare the

relative effectiveness of single don pt 8mm fifrloops and 35mm-sles in the teaching

of a task in ornamental horticanoire,.. (3) to determine theeffectiVeness of visual gids

in.the acquisition of a skill in ornamenal horticulture, and (4) tO compare the rela-

tive effectiveness of single concept .snper 8mm film loops and.35mm slides in the

ac4uisition of a skial inornamental horticulture.

. Method. Eighteen Pennsylvania schOols in whickornament41 horticultUPe was
cb

taught payticipated in this study. Of the eighteen schools, six wee- rsndomlyeassigned .

to each Kjf..three Instructional/tfeatment grougs. Instructional treatment I consisted

of an instructional manual and a task sheet-based-on-the task.analysiS system of

instruction. Instructional treatment II consisted.of the instruction manual-and task

87
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sheet both as used in treatment I, and an audio-visual presentation on the subject matter
which was the planting of a balled and burlapped shrub. Instructional treatment III
consisted of an instructional'manual and task sheet as used in treatments I and II, and
a visual presentation in the form of a single concept super 8mm film loop. Criterion

measures used to.test the' hypotheses were, (1) a cognitive achievement test, and

(2) a psychomotor skill performance test. The Nelson-Denny Reading Test was used to

classify the students as below average, average, or above average in ability. Instruc-

tions were mailed to the teachers at the oriset of the study:. follow-up visits were then
;rade to the schools to evaluate the progress of the'experiment an8 to answer any
questions.

Findings. The slow learner and the average learner perform better on a
cognitive achievement test of instruction in the form of a slide presentation accompanied

by an audi6 presentation explaining each slide. They are also able to score higher on

the listing pf the sequence of each element within the task. Therefore, a slide pre-.

sentation is better able to separate each element of a task than a.film strip which does
not separate each element of the task but runs in a continous strip sbf film. The

addition of the audio presentation explaining each slide also increased the ability of
the slow and average learners to understand each task. .

This study suPports seven yearning principles proposed by Shelton (1971):

(1) theslow learner must-proceed in a simple step by step procedure which2he can

master at his own pace, (2) the learner must receive immediate reinforcement for ay

success, (3) the slow learner must receive a variety of stimulatIon, (4) the material

must be meaningful'to the slow learnee, (5) the ttudent must receive immediate feedback

upon completion of the task required, (6) practice,of the newly acquired iask is

important, and (7) shaping of the learner's behaviOY is needed to: perform each task

satisfactorily before moving to the next. 0

iMW

'
...

.

MINCEMOYER, Donald L. "Using a Student Handbpok with a Coordinated,Project

to,Xeach Safe Operation of Power Shop Equipment." Master of Education Pap00-1,9the'.-

,P,ennsylvania State University,-University, Park. r

. - ... .

. Purpose. Objectives were to:(1).locate individualized instructional materials

al eady available for learning basic skills for safety in high school agriculture shops, -

,/( ) locate ilidividualized instructional materials used in other vocational fields,
__ 3) locate research in the area of individualized instruction that may,ail-the develop-

ment of a studedhandbook, and (4) develop ane.evaluata fhdividualized instructional

material for legrning the safe operation of power tools inlhe_agriculture shop.

Method. After interviewing teachers of agriculture in Pennsylvania it was

established that a teaching handbook fdr sa$ey in agriculture shops was needed. A

wealth of information was found and compi164.-'Using these soprces and drawing from

experience.a student handbook was prepared to provide factual info'rMation on gafety

_through the construction of a tool box. The student learns to use specific pieces of

power shop_equipment.safely while building the tool box.
.

Over 400 preliminary copies of.the handbook igere sent to 21 Pennsylvania

schools. Each teacher was asked* use :1110ie handbookAin teaching power shop equipment

operation during the 1973-1974 schodl yea. Al the end,of the year teachers and,students

evaluated the handbook. The final draft of the handbook, based on suggestionsfrom the

teachers And students, was written and published.
fie

Findings. qtudents can learn to safely use power-shop tools and:equipment%

by studying a handbook.structured for individualized or group learning. The,handbOok:,
'
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was found to meet the needs of the vocational agriculture eacher. The teacher can

accommodate the widely varying needs of the student, and through independent study
accommodate more students. Eighty-five percent of the teachers evaluating the handbook
said it helped improve instruction in power shop equipment and would purchase it if made

available. The handbook was highly useful for students with a wide range of reading
abilities. Students liked theformat of the handbook and, after completion, overall the
students rated themselves highly competent to safely uSe Specific pieces of equipment.
A significant correlation was found between student self evaluations and the degree of
difficulty in operating each piece of equipment.

."--

Th following publication was produced: Safe Power Shop Equipment Operation,
Teacher Educat on Series, Volume 15, No. 35, Department of Agricultural Education, The
Pennsylvania State University.

REIMOLD, Ivan L. "Evaluation of a Nematode Unit Taught,in High School Biology

Vqcational Agriculture Classes." Doctor of Education Thesis, 1976, The Pennsylvania

----State University, University Park.

Purpose. The problem was (1) an experiment in teaching a unit about nematodes

to high school biology and vocational agriculture students and (2) a comparison of

seasonal change in soil nematode population counts in 10 fields of alfalfa on seven soil

series in Butler County, Pennsylvania. The teaching 'unit covered importance of nematodes

t. agriculture,'pathological characteristics in attacking crops, current controls, and

'field and laboratory techniques for study. Each student saw living nematodes takec from

-alfalfa sod. .

Method. The netatode unit was taught to high school 4-tudents with classifi-

cation by sex, I.Q., claps rank, and pl-etest score as predictors of test scores. Null

hypotheses stated that no significant differences existed among environmental factors as
.soil series, parent material, pH, soil temperature, and soil moisture in alfalfa fields

in relation to the nematode population.
i

Biology students were a non-agriculture part of the testing group. Vocational

agrICulture students were included as they will work the soil. Both boys and girls were

included, from the 10th through the 12th grades. Learning was evaluated by a multiple-

choice knowledge test, lip biology students were.heterogeneously'grouped with Sn'I.Q.

mean of 110,.4. The vocanonal agriculture stduent I.Q., mean score was 99.,1.

.
.S&Ii.MrieS chosen .for the research were taken fromthe partial soil series

classificati6hOf Butler County published by The Pennsylvania State University. They

included Hazleton, Cookport, Ernest, Wharton, Cavode, Brinkerton, and Weikert. StandardAi

t

field sampling and laboratory-filtration procedures were usedl
N.

..1.,,

'

.Findings. Conclusions drqwn from the adjusted test scores, a sum of part

Fcores on questions relating to agriculture, ecolovpathology, histology and physiologY,

were: (1) Student I.Q., class rank, and pretest score showed significantZpositive

correlation With test scores, (2) Girls in biolbgy classes scored'higher than boys;
,3) Boys in biology classes scored higher than boys in-vocational agricultpre, and (4)

Students in all three groups made significant gaina from pretest,to test.

Bi-weekly sampling of alfalfa field soils, June through November,.yielded

the following information relating to difeerencescand changes'in nematode pOpulation

counts: (1) Loose, light sOils derived Trom'sandstone parent material, e.g, the

Hazleton.series, allow greater feeder rodCclevelopment and had higher nematode populations,

(2) Of the physica/ factors studied, soh temperature andssoil,..moisture correlated

7-r
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positively with nematode count, and (3) Soil pH was not significantly related to nematode
population.

Further research is needed to test:other physical factors that affect the
build-up of nematodes in alfalfa sods. Soil nutrients, root depth time and- quantity of

rainfall, water table, subsoil depth, and certain s'oil chemicaTW may influence the number
and distribution of soil nematodes.

SCHWARTZ, John H. "Procedure Or Organizing and Operating 4 Mini-Cooperative

in an Extension Youth Program." Master oftEduel'ition Paper,'1975,- The Pennsylvania State

University, University Park.

Purpose
,

The major.,p,14rpose.w&S> to deVeloia written procedure and supp rtive
mater'ial.that, woi4d helP*Latsito organiie ankppemate a mini-cooperative in a yout
:.,programcando teach guth (tanj 46a dissolve a cooperative; (2) the

basa.o apkind:-financiadoeUMents'use 'to operate a cooperative; (3) how a cooperative
functiOn ,:40APpereieb;A(4)the duties and responsibilities of cooperative members and
officialsT() 'the'procedure for advertising a job, applying for a job, and conducting
a job interview; ,.(6) the process for developing, . producing, and marketing a product;
.and (7) the basic 'principles of economics and how the American FreivEnterprise System
operates

Method. 'IL two-year study was cottrUcted. The first year a tentative proc'edure

for organizing a mini-cooperative and supportive material was developed based on a
review of:literature and interviews with educators and cooperative-leaders who have

helped to organize and operate-a mpli-cooperative. Using this information and supportive

material, the author organized and operated a mini-cooperative for one year. From this

experience revisions were made in the prqcedure and supportive material. The second year,

another mini-cooperative was organized to evaluate these revisions.

Finding. Suggested procedures for orgarazing and operating a mini-cooperativ

developed from this study were: (1) identify the youth audience to be involved, (2) 1

a planning meeting of eight to fifteen youth leaders representing target youth audie ces,

(3) at a planning committee meeting, lay groun4 work for organizing a mini-cooperative,
(4) publicize time, date, and place for organiational meeting, (5) meet with temporary

chairman to plan agerfdal'or..ocganizational meeting, (6) hold organizational meeting,

(7) have Board of Dixectors meet-immediately to organize and hire a manager, (8) send

meetinc., not,ice in accordance with by-laws, (9) work with manageron orglmizing first

activity or project, (10)-organize and conduct activities or projects, and (11) plan to

dissolve the mini-cooperative:
0 '

Other findings indicate that (1) quick organizational and well planned
pr(!cedures are required to keep the youth interested-and prevent problems, (2) the

first yean attempt at a. mini-cooperative is the'most difficult, (3) a 40i-cooperative
should have a limnited life of less than one -year'to insure that it stays as an educational

process and not develop into a oh-going business, and (4) understanding of economic
principles and business operations is gained by youths participating in a mini-cookierative.

?

_

SOPP, Dennis F. "An Evaluation of Sets of Alternative Complemeneary Instruc-

Techniques.for the Identification of Woody Ornamental Plants. taster -of Education'
.

al ,
Papei', 1915, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park.

Q4

Pui-pose. Objectives were:, (1).To identify sets of alternative cOilipWfatitary -,
,

--,,-?.,.,-,, ., f,, ..,,
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ins*uctional techniques for the identification:Of woody ornamental plants, (2) determine

how many'plants should-be taught durinl a week of instruction, and (3) to demonstrate
16 individual instru616r evaluation .cf types of teaciping aids and curriculum materials in

horticulture.

Method. Five sets of teaching techniqueS were Identified ,from informatLoil J
gathered from vocational agriculture teachers in Pennsylvania high schools. Each of the

five sets was then'used by dlifferent teachers. Seventy-four students with no previous
experience with woody ornamental plants were involved in the study.- Pretest post test
measurement consisting of twentY names:of woody ornatental plants (gulls, species and
.common name). was administered one week apart. One of the five sets OT instructional
techniques was used by the teacher in the intervening period. In administering the tests,

.individual plant part specimens were collected and numbered by the teacher according:to
flthe.answer key. The students were permitted to visually exaufine each specimen for one
minute and write the number of the specimen in the blank for the corresponding plant name
on the test. Students by I.Q. scores were grouped into 3 categories. The I.Q..scores
and the difference scores from the results of the pretest and post test were analyzed by
two-way analysis of variance.

Findings. pet,No. 1 technique (written *ecor4s;'live material study, and
herbarium study) and set. No. 4.(traditional'aecture, colored slides, live material,
written records, and individualized study) were found to have significantly higher mean
'scores than the other sets. There mdka no significant diffei.ence between sets 1 and 4.

Ihe higheat mean numbea6of woody plants learned was hine and the standard deviation was
four.. The-t'wo-waY anagbis of variance indicated that resUlts of the sets of techniques

, used were influenced by the I.Q. scores of the student. It was recommended that set

No. I be used for instruction in woody plants tecause it involved.less instructional
.effort than set No. 4. . Only thirteen tofifteen plant specimens should be covered each

week.

THOMAS.; J. Richard. "The DeVelopmentof a Program in Coakerative Education

for Lancaster Mennonite.High School.." Master of Education Paper, 1975 The Pennsylvania

State UniVersity, University Park.
4

PurpOse!' Objectives were:',(1) To deverop a comprehensive program in
cooperative education fOr senio r. students at Lanbaster Mennonite High School; (2) to

include in the program objectives, program policy, contracts and forMs to beused, and
a course of study-for the related theory class instipction;,and (3) to /4evelop a

program that will help to meet ttle overall, general-415 special objectgres of education

at 'Lancaster Mennonite High School.

! Method. A survey schedule of 20 statements was completed by five groups of_
'fipersons each. Theif.ive groUps were parenta, community businessmen, senior students,-
teachltk in the vocatio:hal department; and other members of the professional staff. ,The
respons'e tq the 20 stafements wgsrmeasured by using a,five-point Likert scale ranging

f A

from strOngly agree to stronefdisagree; Therdata for the survey were obtained by

individual interview. A review o.4, several programs of cooperative education, general
reading, the ajectives of Mennonite eduCation, and observations of'experiences Of,,tWo

students in a pilot Program perved as the.basis of the construction of a compreheesie.

-ooperative education oUtline. Some changes were made in prefiminary program fol,1145Wihg?:'

constructive criticism and,suggeptions for improvement from severarselected perSans4ta".

-.reviewed the program. j

vi
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Pindings. Persons survved in this study expressed a'high "degree of agreement
a With the concept of cooperative edUcation. Cooperative Illucation at Lancaster Mennonite

High School should include Christian principles as nn 'integral part of the program. The

program needs to be flexible's° that it can,he indivtduarized to meet the needs of each
Atudent.

4
Student's ,should be plaCed for on-th6-job training n an appropriate occupa-

tional.arda of their choice, when a Willing employer is available; whether or not
LancOster-r4Idnnonite High School offers instruction.in knowledge or skills directly related
pAtht jOh. .A coordinator should be employed to conduCt,the program. The coordinator

beln charge of student,placement and supervision.

,-

:

-WILSON, Linaa C. ."Development of Slides and Tape Depicting the Typical Duties

Performed by the Vocational Agriculture Teacher." Master of Education Phper, 1976, The

Pennsylvani State University, University Park. 4
.

. , '

PUrpose. Objectives were: (1) To develop instructional materials to i1lUS7, .

trate the duties of the agriculture ieacher for, use.by teachers of agriculture and guidance,
counselors when exploring oareer opportUnitieSWitli students, and (2) to test the
effectiveness pT these instructionil materi4Sf(ilidea and script) by measuring changgs
in knowleilgelof vocational agriculture'instructor dutiesAiry high.schnol students after

. rdvieWing"the slides series .

.

. ..,

.

Methods:- A' v'Iide'. (35 mm) set with script As aeVeloped 0.6Wing,vocational
.

agricUltuFe teachgrs pe ng typical duties as dtfrived from the review of literature.

Two hundred fiftyon 1thr4-.sehQols in PennSylvania,participated. Two groups

of agriculture stude groups of non-agriculture stndent receiyed a pretest and

posttest in each sch group of agriculture students and one group of noh-agricul-

ture students saw.4e et and narrated script as the. treatment. The other two

'groups 1.iero th e. n04) reatmett (control) groups.- The' t-teSt was used 'to determine .

yhether there were's .gliffhanges in knowledge test sco'res.
4.ZT:':72...-::

FindingaNbPeational agriculture students knew more about the duties of a

'vocational agric '4kacher. after partidipeting in a group inseructional program of

slides hnd script y aid prior to this experience. Vocational agriculture students

participatinF instruction of slides and script did not khow more about dUties ofi

a vocational ag,.ture teacher than vocational agriculture students whOhad not particit

pated in this agtruction. Students in a vocational agriculture program did not have
more knowledge.ailer participating in 4 group instruction prograth of slidesInd'script

than Students enrolled in a non-agriculture program. The slide set..with script produced ,

pnttest scores higher than 't.he pretest scores at one of three participating schools. ,

The difference was significant at the .01 lexel. The slide set and script developed in

this study probably isan appropriate instructional device tb use in career exploration

with middle school. 'andseconda'ry sghool students.
A
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